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Abstract 
This thesis has involved detailed computational studies of the mechanisms of 
several chemical reactions involving first , second and third row elements. Geometries of 
the relevant molecules were optimized at the HF. MP2 and B3 L YP levels using the 6-
31 G(d), 6-31 +G(d). 6-31 G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets. Gaussian-n theories such as 
G3MP2, G3MP283 and G3B3 were also used, as they are expected to adequately 
reproduce experimental data. The complete reaction pathways for all the mechanisms 
have been verified using intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis. 
The reactions of SiH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) wi th HCN were investigated and three 
different mechanisms were obtained. One of the mechanisms involves HX elimination by 
a one-step pathway producing SiH3CN. The second mechanism consists of H2 
elimination, producing Sii-hXCN via a one-step pathway or three multiple-step pathways. 
The third mechanism involves dissociation of SiH3X to various products, which can then 
react with HC . 
We have found for the first time that the mechanism of the addition of bromine to 
alkenes involves reaction with two bromine molecules in non-polar aprotic solvents, 
while in polar protic solvents the mechanism involves reaction wi th a single bromine 
molecule mediated by a solvent molecule. For both cases, the calculated ac ti vation 
energies were found to be in excellent agreement with experiment. We proposed a kinetic 
II 
expression that accounts for the difference between bromination of alkenes in protic and 
aprotic solvents. We also found that bromination of adamantylideneadamantane should 
occur spontaneously in the gas phase as well as in some solvents with no reaction barrier. 
We have found that for third row elements the BC6-3 1 G basis set which is widely 
used as a 6-31 G basis set in most of the commercial quantum chemistry packages does 
not meet the definition of the standard 6-31 G basis set. A comparative study of the 
performance of the standard 6-31 G and Binning-Curtiss (BC6-3 1 G) basis sets for third 
row elements, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br, was carried out. Frequencies and thermodynamic 
values obtained by using the standard 6-3 I G basis set are better than those obtained using 
the BC6-31 G basis set when compared to experiment and G3MP2. We recommend that 
the standard 6-31 G basis set be used for calculations involving 3rd row elements. 
The kinetic isotope effects (KIEs), a major experimental tool to determine the 
transition state (TS) structure, have been used to characterize the transition state structure 
of SN2 reactions. Chlorine leaving group k35 /k37, nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 and 
secondary a-deuterium [(kH/kD)a] kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) have been calculated for 
the SN2 reactions between para-substituted benzyl chlorides and cyanide ion and 
compared to the experimental results to determine whether these isotope effects can be 
used to determine the substituent effect on the structure of the transition state. It was 
found that both leaving group and nucleophile Kl E vary with the TS structure. However, 
a correct and measurable substituent effect on leaving group KIEs will only be found for 
Ill 
a very reactant-like or for a very product-like TS. The substituent effect on nucleophile 
K!Es will only be found when the u-C11 bond formation in the TS is well advanced i.e ., 
in a product-like SN2 TS. 
ucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 and secondary a-deuterium [(k1 /ko)a] kinetic i 'Otope 
effects (K!Es) were also calculated for the S 2 reactions between tetrabutylammonium 
cyanide and ethyl iodide, bromide, chloride and tosylate and compared to the 
experimental results to determine whether these isotope effects can be used to determine 
the structure of the SN2 transition states. The results showed that the nucleophile carbon 
k11/k 14 KIEs can be used to determine the transition state structure in different reactions 
and the results suggest that changing to a poorer leaving group leads to a ti ghter transition 
state. The magnitude of the experimental secondary a-deuterium KI E is related to the 
nucleophile - leaving group distance in the S 2 transition state (R rs) for reactions with a 
halogen leaving group. However, the calculated and experimental a-deuterium KIEs 
show opposite trends with leaving group ability. 
In conclusion, the results of my doctoral research have greatly increased our 
knowledge of the mechanisms, transition state structures and the thermodynamic 
. f . . I . I st 2nd d 3rd I properties o reactiOns mvo vmg , an row e ements. 
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CHAPTER! 
Introduction 
1.1 Overall Goals and Objectives 
Quantum mechanical computational chemistry is a fast growing research area. 
Researchers use quantum chemistry calculations to predict and explain experimental 
results. Computational chemistry is used to study the structures, properties, and reactions 
of scientifically interesting systems. In principle, quantum mechanical computations can 
be very precise, because they can account for interactions between every electron and 
every proton in every atom. Experimental chemists have been investigating mechanisms 
of reactions for many years. However, it is very challenging to propose a reaction 
mechanism based on experimental observations because each step of the mechanism 
cannot be observed. The reactions are either very fast or cannot be carried out under 
normal conditions. The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate reaction mechanisms 
computationally. Through computational methods, each step of a proposed reaction 
mechanism can be studied including the intermediates and transition states. 
The reaction of bromine with alkenes is a well known organic reaction and many 
experimentalists have proposed possible mechanisms for the reaction under different 
reaction conditions. A survey of the literature reveals that very few theoretical studies1-5 
have been conducted for the bromination of alkenes. A computational study of the 
reactions of HCN with silanes and halosilanes has not been previously reported. These 
reactions are very difficult to carry out experimentally, however it is very likely that such 
reactions may occur in interstellar space where both HCN and silanes are abundant.6 The 
reactions of silanes and halosilanes have also become a central focus in silicon chemistry 
for their usefulness in computers, semiconductors, polymer and glass industries.7-10 
Although there has been rapid advancement in theoretical chemistry over the past 
two decades, there are still many improvements to be made to increase the accuracy, 
applicability, and efficiency of computational methods. The potential for such advances 
is increased further by the continuing development of computer technology. The accuracy 
of the level of theory and basis sets used in predicting the properties of a system is crucial. 
Therefore it is also necessary for computational chemists to compare the existing lower 
levels of theories, which are normally fast computationally, with higher level theories and 
with experiments. This will guide researchers in selecting the right level of theory and 
basis sets to use for their calculations. For 3rd row elements, the Binning-Curtiss (BC6-
2 
31 G) basis set11 has been used as the 6-31 G basis set in most electronic structure 
packages (for example, Gaussian 12 and GAMESS 13), although this basis set does not 
actually meet the definition of the standard 6-31 G basis set. Rassolov et al. 14 have 
constructed a standard 6-31 G basis set for the third row elements to utilize in G 3 
theories. 15 There has been no comparative study of the performance of the standard 6-
31 G and BC6-31 basis sets and researchers are unaware of the advantages and 
weaknesses of these basis sets in predicting the properties of a system. 
The kinetic isotope effect (KIE) is normally used by experimentalists to 
characterize the transition state (TS) structure of a reaction. However, there are still many 
limitations associated with this experimental tool to determine ''the right" transition states. 
It is possible to obtain the transition state structure computationally. To better understand 
the origin of KIEs, more and more experimental researchers are now comparing their 
results with computationally obtained TS structures and KIEs. 16- 19 However, more work 
needs to be done both experimentally and computationally to fmd and overcome the 
limitations associated with the KIE in predicting the TS structure successfully. This will 
allow one to use the KIE as a proper tool to characterize the TS structure for different 
reactions. 
This thesis addresses each of the issues mentioned above. The broad objective of 
this thesis is given below in point form: 
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1. Identify the most plausible mechanism for the bromination reaction of alkenes by 
computational methods. The computational results will be compared to the data 
available from experiment. 
2. Discover the likely mechanism for the reaction of HCN with SiH3X, where X = H, 
Cl, Br, and I. 
3. Determine the computationally least expensive level of theory that predicts 
reliable energies, by performing high level ab initio calculations and by 
comparing with experiment. 
4. Determine the performance of the standard 6-31 G and the Binning-Curtiss (BC6-
31 G) basis sets by studying the geometries, frequencies and thermodynamic 
properties for molecules containing 3rd row elements. 
5. Characterize the transition states of SN2 reactions by calculating the KlE and 
comparing them with the experimental results. 
6. Find the unknown heats of formation of different compounds which have not been 
reported in the literature. 
This thesis is arranged in manuscript format and contains a total of eight chapters 
including this introduction. Chapter - 1 presents the general introduction of the overall 
thesis and is divided into two sections. The first section in the introduction contains the 
overall goal and objective of this research including an outline of the thesis and the 
second section contains a brief background on the theory and methods used in this thesis. 
All the chapters from 2 - 7 are arranged in manuscript format, each of which has its own 
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introduction, methodology, results & discussion, and conclusion summarizing the results. 
Chapter - 2 presents a detailed study of the reactions of SiH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) with 
HCN. Chapter - 3 describes a detailed mechanistic and thermodynamic study of the 
bromination reaction for a series of alkenes in the gas phase and in solution. Chapter - 4 
presents a detailed study of the reaction of adamantylideneadamantane with Br2 and 2Br2. 
Chapter - 5 is a comparative study of the performance of the standard 6-310 and 
Binning-Curtiss (BC6-31 G) basis sets for third row elements, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br. 
Chapter - 6 presents a detailed study of chlorine leaving group and nucleophile carbon 
kinetic isotope effects to determine substituent effects on the structure of SN2 transition 
states. Chapter - 7 is also a detailed study of the use of nucleophile carbon kinetic isotope 
effects to determine the transition state structure for different SN2 reactions. Finally, a 
summary of the entire research work is presented in Chapter 8. Except for the last chapter, 
each chapter has its own references at the end. 
1.2 Background 
1.2.1 Transition State Theory 
Transition state theory (TST) is a powerful theory for translating molecular 
structure and energetics into predictions of chemical reaction rates? 0 In TST, the 
important criterion is that colliding molecules must have sufficient kinetic energy to 
overcome the activation energy barrier in order to react. The activation energy is the 
height of the potential energy barrier separating two minima on the potential energy 
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surface and the highest point is known as the transition state. The TS on such a surface is 
actually not a maximwn but a saddle point. According to transition state theory, the 
transition state, also known as the activated complex,21 is in equilibrium with the 
reactants, 
A + B p 
Reactants Transition State Product 
According to the Arrhenius equation, the rate constant k is related to the activation 
energy Ea by the following equation, 
(1) 
where, A is the pre-exponential factor, T represents the temperature and R is the gas 
constant. 
The rate constant k of the elementary reaction is regulated by the difference in 
Gibbs' free energy between the reactant and the transition state, ~G# and can also be 
represented by the following equation, 
k- kB T -LlG"IRT - --e 
h (2) 
where k8 , h, T and R represent the Boltzmann's constant, Planck's constant, the absolute 
temperature, and the gas constant, respectively. Therefore, Eq. (2) can be used to convert 
the experimentally obtained rate constant to the free energy of activation and vice versa. 
Since the free energy of activation can be obtained by computational calculation, one can 
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compare the computationally obtained free energy of activation with the experimental 
free energy of activation. The computationally obtained free energies can also be 
converted to rate constants and compared to experiment. 
The free energy of activation, ~G=F, can be represented by the enthalpy of 
activation, MI=F, and the entropy of activation, ~s=F, by equation (3) as given below, 
(3) 
The structure of the transition state is often based on the structural features of the 
reactants and products. According to Hammond's postulate,23 two states (reactant and 
transition state or transition state and product) of an elementary reaction having similar 
energies should only need a minor structural reorganization in order to interconvert. Thus, 
a reactant-like transition state structure is expected for an exothermic reaction, whereas 
an endothermic reaction will have a product-like transition state. There also exists a third 
case where the transition state occurs near the centre of a reaction coordinate and the 
reaction is known to be thermoneutral. 
1.2.2 Kinetic Isotope Effect 
The substitution of an atom in a molecule by one of its isotopes can alter the rate 
at which the molecule reacts. The ratio of the reaction rates is called the kinetic isotope 
effect (KIE). A KIE involving light (L) and heavy (H) isotopes is represented as 
(4) 
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where kL is the rate constant for the molecule with the light isotope and kH is the rate 
constant for the molecule with the heavy isotope. The KIE is normal when ..!sc. > 1.0 , 
kH 
inverse if ..!sc. < 1.0 and there is no isotope effect if~= l.O. 
kH kH 
Isotopic substitution is a very useful technique to obtain information about the 
mechanistic sequence of a chemical reaction and the associated transition state structures. 
The change of an isotope may cause the reaction rate to change in a number of ways, 
providing clues to the pathway of the reaction. For example, if the reacting molecule 
contains a C-H bond, then the reacting molecule will have a different reaction rate when 
protium is replaced by the heavier isotope deuterium, however, only if C-H is involved in 
the reaction. Because the zero-point energy of the C-D bond is lower than the C-H bond, 
a higher activation energy for C-D bond cleavage is required. The advantage of isotopic 
substitution is that this is the least disturbing structural change that can be effected in a 
molecule. Kinetic isotope effect is very useful to determine a transition state structure 
because it allows us to determine which bonds are forming or breaking in the transition 
state, and the amount of bond making and bond rupture that has occurred in the transition 
state. Primary KIEs result when bonds to the isotopically substituted atom are formed or 
broken in the rate determining step of a mechanism, while secondary KIEs result when 
the isotopically substituted atom influences the reaction rate but does not take part in the 
bond breaking/formation process. Figure 1.1 shows different types of KIEs from the 
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isotopic substitution in the reactants of an SN2 reaction. Some of these KIEs have been 
investigated in this thesis. 
1.2.3 Origin of Kinetic Isotope Effect 
Three situations can be considered for a reaction transition state structure, such as 
an early or reactant like TS, a late or product-like TS, and a symmetric or central TS. 
Figures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 illustrate the primary KIE for a proton (H) or deuteron (D) 
transfer from a carbon (C) atom to another atom A and show the potential energy surface 
along with the zero point energies (ZPEs) for the stretch of the reactant state (RS) and the 
TS. 
ZPE is one of the dominant factors for hydrogen/deuterium KIEs. In the RS, the 
C-H and C-D species have different energy due to their difference in ZPE. As can be 
observed from Figure 1.2, when the reaction is exothermic the TS is early, i.e. the C-H or 
C-D bond will only be slightly broken in the TS. The vibrational frequencies of the 
stretching mode in the TS will be affected by the mass of the H or D atom. Therefore, the 
difference in the TS energy for the C-H or C-D species will be almost the same in the 
transition structure as in the reactant. The difference in activation energies for reactions 
with a C-H or C-D will be very small and kH!k:o will be very close to unity. When the 
transition state is very late as for an endothermic reaction (Figure 1.3), the C-H or C-D 
bond will be almost broken and theA-Hand A-D bond fully developed. If the difference 
in ZPE for the A-H or A-D in the TS is very close to the ZPE for the C-H or C-D bond in 
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the RS, the activation energy for abstracting a deuterium is very similar to that for 
abstracting a hydrogen atom and the KIE will be very small. In a thermoneutral reaction, 
the TS structure is symmetrical and the frequency of the symmetric stretching vibration 
of the TS is almost independent of isotopic substitution, i.e the frequency of the vibration 
depends very little on the mass ofH or D. Therefore, the difference in isotopic ZPE in the 
RS will be fully expressed in the activation energies. As seen in Figure 1.4, the activation 
energy for deuterium (Ea~ will be larger than the activation energy for hydrogen (EaH). 
Thus, there should be a significant primary KIE. Westheimer and Melander3• 24 found 
that the maximum primary (1 °) KIE will be seen if the TS is symmetrical. The magnitude 
of such a maximum for a 1° KIE is estimated to be 7- 10?4,25 In the above analysis of the 
origin of kHiko, only stretching vibrations are considered and bending vibrations are 
completely ignored. But it is well known that the bending vibrations also play an 
important role in the magnitude of kHiko. 19,26 Researchers are still working on different 
types of kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) to better understand their origin. 16-19,27-28 
1.2.4 Calculation of Kinetic Isotope effect 
Using the assumptions of transition state theory, if molecular masses M, moments 
of inertia A, B and C, and isotopic vibrational frequencies vi are known for both reactants, 
R, and transition states, =/=, the kinetic isotope effect can be represented by the following 
equation, 24'29 
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JN-6 sinh(J..LR I 2) JW'-7 sinh(J..L~ I 2) 
X I1 iL X I1 tH (5) 
i sinh(J..L~ I 2) i sinh(J..L~ I 2) 
where f..li = hv/ks T, h is Planck's constant, k6 is the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute 
temperature and L and H denote the light and heavy isotopes of the reactants. By 
applying the Teller-Redlich rule30, equation (5) can be represented by only the 
frequencies of the normal modes of vibration, 
k 
( 
~ J 3N- 6 R inh( R I 2) 
_L _ V L n J..liH S J..liL 
- ~ X R • R 
kH v H i J..LiL sinh(J..LiH I 2) 
JN~-7 ,, : sinh(":' 12) 
X n r •L r•H 
i J..L~1-1 sinh(J..L~L I 2) (6) 
The above equation neglects the tunneling contribution to isotope effects. The 
significance of tunneling is that a light particle such as proton can cross an energy barrier 
with less energy than the activation energy, whereas a heavy particle such as deuterium 
cannot do so as easily. The tunneling effect which may be very important can be 
accounted for by the Wigner correction31 , where the first two terms of the following 
expansion series are calculated, 
At 298K, 
2 
Qt = 1+ ~~ +········· 
hvi 1.44 
'' 1 =-~--xv. ~o.004828 x v. ,..... k T T I I 
B 
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(7) 
(8) 
where, vi is the imaginary frequency of the transition state. The tunneling contribution 
to the K1E is obtained from the ratio of QtLIQtH· Tunneling is mainly important for the 
reactions with narrow reaction barriers. Tunneling is also favoured by low temperature 
and light nuclei. Therefore a kinetic isotope effect can be expressed as the product of 
three factors, KlET, TIF and TDF, according to equation (9),24,29 
(9) 
TIF TDF 
KIET is the contribution from tunneling to the total KIE. The temperature independent 
factor (TIF) is the ratio of the imaginary frequencies for the isotopic transition states. The 
ratio of the total isotopic vibrational frequencies in the transition states to that of the 
reactant constitutes the temperature-dependent factor (TDF). TDF can also be represented 
by the products of the normal mode vibrational frequencies (VP), excited vibrational 
modes (EXC) and zero point energies of the vibrational modes (ZPE).29 KlET is always 
normal as the lighter isotope is affected more by tunnelling than the heavier isotope. KIET 
may become very important when the magnitude of the KIE is small. Since the species 
containing the lighter isotope has the higher frequency, TIF will always be greater than 
unity. The change in the vibrational frequencies on going from the reactant state to the 
transition state determines the TDF. Therefore TDF will be inverse if the binding to the 
isotopically labeled atom is increased. For example, bond formation to a nucleophile 
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results in increased vibrational energy in the TS compared to the reactant. The TDF will 
be increasingly inverse with the degree of bond formation in the TS. Therefore, the 
magnitude of an incoming group KlE will be normal if there is a small amount of bond 
formation in the TS whereas it will be inverse if bond formation is far advanced in the 
TS. 32-34 This type of KIE can be very small and close to unity as the TIF and TDF have 
the opposite contributions to the total KIE. 
1.2.5 The Molecular Hamiltonian 
Finding an approximate solution of the Schrodinger equation is the main focus 
area of the computational chemist. The time-independent, non-relativistic Schrodinger 
equation is written as35'36 
H\f' i (r,R.) = Ei \f' i (r,R.) (10) 
where, r and R are the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively. 'f', is the wave 
function of the i'th state of the system. 'f', depends on 4N variables, three spatial 
variables (coordinates) and one spin variable for each of theN electrons, along with 3M 
spatial coordinates of the nuclei. Ei represents the total energy of the system. H is the 
Hamiltonian operator (or simply, the Hamiltonian) for a molecular system consisting of 
M nuclei and N electrons and contains all the terms that contribute to the total energy of 
the system. The Hamiltonian, H , can be written in atomic units as: 
(11) 
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The first two terms in the equation (11) describe the kinetic energy of the electrons and 
nuclei, respectively. The third term represents the attractive electrostatic interaction 
between the nuclei and the electrons (Coulomb attraction). The last two terms represent 
the repulsive potential due to the electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus interaction, 
respectively. V~ and V~ are the Laplacian operators resulting from the differentiation 
with respect to the coordinates of the electron and nucleus, respectively. ZA and ZB are 
the nuclear charge of nucleus A and B, respectively and the distances between the 
1.2.6 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 
Because the masses of the nuclei are several orders of magnitude greater than that 
of an electron, they move much slowly and can be considered stationary and separable 
while computing the electronic energies. This is the basis of the famous Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. 37 Therefore, the Schrodinger equation can be written in 
terms of the electronic Hamiltonian operator as 
"' 
Helec 'I' elec - Eelec 'I' elec (12) 
where the electronic Hamiltonian is the reduced form of the complete Hamiltonian given 
in Eq. (11), 
(13) 
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'¥ elec depends on the electron coordinates and parametrically on the nuclear coordinates. 
Adding the constant nuclear repulsion term gives the total energy as 
(14) 
Therefore the electronic and nuclear parts of the Schrodinger equation can be 
solved separately by introducing the parametric dependence of the total energy on the 
nuclear coordinates. In more general terms, for a given set of nuclear configurations, the 
electronic Schrodinger equation is solved to find the total energy, allowing the energy to 
be studied as a function of the nuclear coordinates. This provides the potential energy 
surface (PES) of the system. 
1.2. 7 The Hartree-Fock Approximation 
It is not possible to solve the electronic Schrodinger equation exactly with more 
than two interacting particles and therefore further simplification is required. One such 
simplification is the use of an approximate wave function, such as a single Slater 
determinant. This is known as the Hartree-Fock approximation. The formalism is 
outlined by Szabo and Ostlund35 in detail. The HF energy can be represented in chemist' s 
notation as 
N/2 N /2 N/2 
EHF = j'l'•fr¥d't = ('~'jHj'l') = 2L( a!hla )+ LL2( aalbb )- ( ablba) 
a a b 
N/ 2 N/ 2 N/ 2 
= 2Lhaa + LL2Jab - Kab (15) 
a a b 
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where H is the full electronic Hamiltonian, N is the number of electrons, 'I' is the wave 
function and spatial orbitals are denoted by a and b. The first term in Eq. (15) is the one-
electron integral as shown in Eq. (16), 
(16) 
The above equation defines the contribution from the kinetic energy of an electron and 
the attractive electrostatic interaction between electron and nucleus. 
The second term in Eq. (15) is defined as, 
Eq. ( 17) and Eq. ( 18) represent the Coulomb integrals, Jab and the exchange integrals, Ka!,, 
respectively, between two electrons. 
According to the variation principle, the best wave function is the one which gives 
the lowest possible energy (E0), i.e, 
(19) 
Minimizing Eo with respect to the spatial orbitals leads to the Hartree-Fock equations, 
i=1,2, .. ... N (20) 
A 
where f is called Fock operator which acts on the molecular orbital 'I'; . 
A 
The f is an effective one-electron operator defined as: 
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f(i) = _ _!_ v~-f zA +vHF (i) = h(i) +vHF (i) 
2 A liA 
(21) 
Where, h(i) is the core-Hamiltonian operator and vHF (i) is the effective one-electron 
potential operator called the Hartree-Fock potential which represents the average 
repulsive potential experienced by the i 'th electron due to the presence of all the other 
electrons. 
1.2.8 The Basis Set Expansion 
It is necessary to specify the form of spatial orbitals 'I'; (r) to carry out calculations 
on molecular systems. The orbitals may be expressed as a linear combination of a set of 
basis functions { cJ>Il, J.1 = 1, 2, .. · K} : 
K 
\If; (r) = L cjli<~>jl (r) (22) 
jl= l 
where <l>ll (r) are basis functions, Clli are the molecular orbital expansion coefficients. 
Roothaan' s equation can be written as a single matrix equation,35• 3 6 
FC=cSC (23) 
where F is the Fock matrix where each element can be written as: 
(24) 
S is the overlap matrix where each element can be written as: 
(25) 
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C and E are the molecular orbital coefficients and orbital energtes (eigenvalues), 
respectively. The equation is solved by the Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) procedure which 
is an iterative process starting with the initial guess of the molecular orbital coefficients C 
which are used to construct the Fock matrix, F. Roothaan's equation is then solved for 
new MO coefficients which can then be used to determine a new Fock matrix. This 
process is repeated until the Fock matrix converges to a desired accuracy. 
In general, basis functions, cp 's, are a linear combination of Gaussian Type 
Functions (GTF), 
Ng 
cp~ = L drg:(ar) (26) 
r= l 
where N8 is typically, 1 to 6; dr is a contraction coefficient; and g~(ar)is a Gaussian 
primitive function, with exponent ar, of a given type t(s,p,d, ... ). The Gaussian type 
orbitals or functions have the general form, 
where, (X, Y, Z) are coordinates of the electrons; (Ax, Av, Az) are nuclear coordinates 
(origin of Gaussian); Nr is a normalization factor; and ar is the Gaussian exponent. r; is 
represented as, 
(28) 
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1.2.9 Post Hartree-Fock Methods 
Since the HF method uses a single determinant wave function, its main drawback 
is neglect of electron correlation. In the HF method, electrons with the same spin are 
correlated, but electrons with opposite spins are not correlated. The correlation energy, 
Ecorr, can be described as, 
Ecorr =Eo- EHFL (29) 
where, Eo is the exact non-relativistic energy of the system and EHFL is the Hartree-Fock 
limit energy which represents the HF energy obtained in the limit that the basis set 
approaches completeness. There are many methods that compute Ecorr, and some are 
collectively called Post-Hartree-Fock methods. Some of the post Hartree-Fock methods 
used in this thesis are briefly described in sections 1.2.1 0 and 1.2 .11. 
1.2.10 Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory 
In perturbation theory (PT), the exact Hamiltonian is expressed as a sum of a 
known term fi<o> and a perturbation, A.V , as shown in Eq. (30),36 
(30) 
where V is the perturbation operator with 'A being an arbitrary parameter. The energy is 
expanded as a power series, as shown in Eq. (31 ), 
(31) 
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where E(J} and E(2} denote first- and second-order corrections to the zeroth-order 
(unperturbed) energy. Meller and Plesset have applied perturbation theory by defining V 
which treats electron correlation effects. 
(32) 
Various levels of MP theory exist, each offering a subsequent correction to the Hartree-
Fock energy, the most commonly used being MP2: 
(33) 
1.2.11 Configuration Interaction 
Another way to partially overcome the deficiencies of the Hartee-Fock 
approximation, which is a single determinant method, is to include more than one 
determinant in the wave function. The determinants for other electron configurations 
allow the wave function to include the effects of correlation between electrons of 
opposite spin. Different configurations are excitations of one or more electrons from 
occupied to virtual orbitals. In configuration interaction (CI) different electronic 
configurations are mixed. The full CI wave function is represented as 
l'~'cr)=Co l'~'o)+ Lc: j'~': )+LC~ j'I'~)+ L C:C I'~':C)+ ... .. . (34) 
ar a<b a<b<c 
r<s r<s<t 
Since the CI wave function has more variational parameters, ( C0 , c:, C~, .. ·) , the CI 
energy is lower than that calculated by the HF method. Full CI is only feasible for small 
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molecules and modest basis sets. Single excitations (CIS) includes only one expansion 
term, as in Eq. (3 5), 
'Pet= Co'I'o + LC~ j'I'~) (35) 
ar 
The inclusion of single and double excitations yields a wave function which contains the 
additional terms L C ~ I 'I'~) . 
a<b 
r<s 
The most common truncated CI methods are CISD, QCISD and QCISD(T),where 
QCISD(T) stands for Quadratic Configuration Interaction with Single and Double 
Excitations and Triple Excitations added Perturbatively. MP calculations are much faster 
than CI calculations and moderately effective in correcting electron correlation effects, 
but are not variational methods and so can produce energy below the exact energy. 
1.2.12 Density Functional Theory 
Density functional theory (DFT) also accounts for electron correlation effects. In 
DFT, all the properties of a molecular system can be determined from the ground-state 
electron density p(r).3842 The electron density is an observable and can be measured 
experimentally by X-ray diffraction. The energy of a system is a function of the density 
function, often called a functional: 
E = E0[p(r)] (36) 
Therefore, the ground state energy can be derived from the density function. Kohn and 
Sham (KS) devised a practical method for finding ground-state densities p0 and ground 
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state energies E0 by virtue of the fact that the true ground state electron density 
minimizes the energy functional, just as the true ground state wave function minimizes 
the energy. The energy density functional has the form 
(37) 
where T
5 
is the kinetic energy for the reference system of non-interacting electrons 
(uniform electron gas or Jellium). The density for the reference system is written as: 
(38) 
where'¥~ are the Kohn-Sham orbitals. 
VnJP] represents the classical potential energy in terms of the density, which is written 
as: 
(39) 
Vee [p] represents the classical expression for the electrostatic electron-electron repulsion 
function, written as: 
(40) 
The last two terms in Eq. (37) are corrections to the kinetic energy of the non-interacting 
electrons and all the non-classical corrections to the electron-electron repulsion energy, 
respectively. These two terms are combined together in one term as: 
Exc [P ]=.1T[p]+.1 V ee[P] (41) 
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where ExdP] is the exchange-correlation energy functional. Eq. (37) can then be written 
as: 
(42) 
A good approximation to Exc is required to get an accurate energy from DFT 
calculations. Exc is written as the sum of an exchange-energy functional and a 
correlation-energy functional as: 
(43) 
Different functionals (X: exchange functional and C: correlation functional) are 
available.12•4548 Some of the widely used and fairly reliable functionals are B3L YP, 
B3PW91 , B3P86, etc. DFT does not directly solve the Schrodinger equation and 
therefore it is not strictly an ab initio method. DFT is widely used since it is only slightly 
more time consuming than a Hartree-Fock calculation and has relatively good accuracy. 
1.2.13 G3B3, G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 Theories 
In general, Gaussian-n theories15•49-53 including the Gaussian-3 theories, 15•49•50 
G3B3, G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 consist of several high level ab initio calculations which 
are combined to give reliable energetics which closely match experimental values. The 
G3B350 and G3MP2B350 theories are based on an optimized geometry at B3L YP/6-
31G(d), while the G3MP249 theory is based on an optimized geometry at MP2(FULL)/6-
31G(d). 
The G3B3 energy at 0 K is written as, 
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E0{G3B3) = E[MP4(FC) I 6- 31G(d)] + Llli( +) + Llli(2df,p) 
+~E(QCI) + ~E + Llli(SO) + ~E(HLC) + ZPE (44) 
where, 
Llli(+) = E[MP4(FC) I 6-31 + G(d)]- E[MP4(FC) I 6-31G(d)], 
Llli(2df,p) = E[MP4(FC)I 6-31G(2df,p)]- E(MP4(FC) I 6- 31G(d)], 
~E(QCI) = E[QCISD{T,FC)I 6-31G(d)]- E[MP4(FC)I 6-31G(d)], 
~E = E[MP2(FU) I G3larg e]- E[MP2(FC) I 6- 31G(2df, p )] - E[MP2(FC) I 6-31 + G( d)] 
+E[MP216-31G(d)] 
The G3MP2 energy at 0 K is written as, 
E0{G3MP2)=E[QCISD{T,FC)I6-31G(d)I/MP2(FULL)I6-31G(d)] 
+Llli(MP2) + Llli(HLC) + ZPE + Llli(SO) ( 45) 
~(MP2) is given by: 
~(MP2)=E[MP2(FC)/G3MP2largel /MP2(FULL )16-31 G( d)] 
-E[MP2(FC)I6-31G(d)I/MP2(FULL)I6-31G(d)] 
The G3MP2B3 also follows Eq. (45) except that the geometry and ZPE are calculated at 
B3L YPI6-31G(d). 
~(HLC), used in all the theories, represents the higher level correction, given by: 
(46) 
na and np are the number of a and P valence electrons, respectively, withna ~ np. The 
A and B values are chosen to give the smallest average absolute deviation for the test set 
of experimental energies. The values are available in the literature. 5° ~E(SO) is a spin-
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orbit correction which is also taken from experimental results and is required for atomic 
species only. 
For G3B3 and G3MP2B3, ZPE=0.92xZPE(B3LYP/6-31G(d)] and for G3MP2, 
ZPE = 0.8929xZPE(HF /6-31G(d)] 
Gaussian-3 theories were developed mainly due to the fact that they are 
computationally less expensive than Gaussian-1 51•52 and Gaussian-253 theories and have 
been found to be more accurate as well. Within the Gaussian-3 theories, the average 
mean absolute deviation (MAD) for G3 theory from experiment for 299 energies is 4.2 kJ 
mor1•15 Although G3 theory predicts energies very well, it is also computationally 
demanding as the geometries are obtained from MP2(FULL)/6-31G(d). G3B3 theory 
overcomes this problem in which both the geometries and zero-point energies are 
obtained from B3L YP/6-31 G(d). The mean absolute deviation for G3B3 energies from 
experiment is 4.1 kJ mor1 for 299 energies. The G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 theories also 
give reliable energies as the mean absolute deviations from experiment for 299 energies 
are 5.4 and 5.2 kJ mor1, respectively. There are few single point calculations in G3MP2 
and G3MP2B3 theories which represent a significant savings of computational time. 
1.2.14 Solvation Models 
Most of the chemical reactions in nature occur in the presence of solvent which 
may play a major role in the overall reaction mechanism and thermodynamics. Molecular 
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wave functions and electron densities in solution will differ to some extent from the gas 
phase. To deal with the solvent effect, a solute molecule is considered to be surrounded 
by many solvent molecules.36 Inclusion of solvent effects is very important as it allows 
direct comparison with experiment and with the true nature of the system. Generally, the 
solvent effect is included in calculations by modelling the solvent as a continuous 
dielectric surrounding a cavity containing the solute molecule. Some of the solvent 
models used in this thesis are briefly discussed in sections 1.2.15 and 1.2.16. 
1.2.15 The Onsager model 
According to this model, the molecular cavity is considered spherical with a fixed 
radius and the electric dipole is located at the centre of the cavity. The electric field in the 
cavity is written as,36 
(47) 
Where, Er is the dielectric constant of the solvent, a is the radius of the cavity, J..l. is the 
electric dipole moment. 
The potential energy due to electrostatic interaction between J..l. and the reaction field ER 
is represented as, 
(48) 
where, ~ is the electric dipole moment operator. V int is added to the molecular electronic 
Hamiltonian H~) obtained from the gas phase calculation. 
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1.2.16 Polarizable Continuum Model 
Tomasi and co-workers initially developed the Polarizable Continuum Model 
(PCM) in which the cavity is created via a series of overlapping spheres. 53•54 In the PCM 
model, the molecular cavity is more realistic. For example, in a simple PCM model, each 
atomic nucleus in the solute molecule is surrounded by a sphere of radius 1.2 times the 
van der Waals radius of that atom.36 In the Gaussian 03 quantum mechanical package, the 
molecular cavity can be specified by different cavity models such as UAO, UFF, 
PAULING, BONDI, etc. By default, the program builds up the cavity using the United 
Atom (UAO) model, i.e., by putting a sphere around each solute heavy atom and the 
hydrogen atoms are enclosed in the sphere of the atom to which they are bonded. The 
solvent used is also specified in the input of the Gaussian calculation. An example of an 
input keyword and an output summary for the solvent phase (CCLt) optimization of 
ethene at B3L YP/6-31G(d) is shown in appendix (A). The same procedure is followed for 
the calculations at MP2 and B3L YP levels of theory, however, it should be noted that the 
free energy of solvation at MP2 is the value saved in the Gaussian archive. 
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Figure 1.1 Transition state structure for the SN2 reaction between an ethyl substrate and 
a nucleophile showing different kinetic isotope effects. Here, D represents deuterium. 
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CHAPTER2 
Computational Study of the Reactions of SiH3X 
(X= H, Cl, Br, I) with HCN 
2.1 Introduction 
In recent years, silanes (S iH4) and halosilanes (SiH3X) have drawn considerable 
attention because o f their importance in the semiconductor, glass, and polymer industries. 1--1 
The physical and chemical properties of most silyl compounds are quite different from those 
of their methyl analogues. Although silicon and carbon are isovalent, si licon can have co-
ordinations greater than four. Silicon also interacts with the Tt-bonds of clements in groups V, 
Vl, and VII. Unlike carbon, silicon does not favor formation of multiple bonds. Si lane and 
halosilanes can react with small molecules. such as II/ and 11 20 ,6 to form various 
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intermediates and products under suitable conditions. Simi lar reactions may be possible in 
interstellar space where Si is relatively abundant. 7 As a consequence, a number of researchers 
have focused on the reactions of silane and halosilanes, both experimentally and 
h . II 7-14 t eorct1ca y. 
The gas-phase reactions of silane with ammonia and water were studied using ab 
initio methods by Hu et a1. 5·6. The reaction with NH3 was found to proceed in a single step to 
the most stable product si lylamine (Sil-13 l h). The reaction involves I-h elimination from the 
weakly bonded reactant complex I-1 3N/Sil-k The activation energy was found to be 206. I kJ 
mor 1 at the CCSD(T)/6-3l i++G(d.p)//MP2/6-3 1 G(d) level. This barrier was the lowest 
among various pathways investigated for the reaction. For the gas-phase reaction between 
SiH4 and 1-120 , 40 equilibrium and 27 transition state structures were found on the potential 
energy surface of the reaction. The reaction, Sil-14 + 1-120 ~ Sil-13011 + H2 has an energy 
banier of 194.8 kJ mor 1 and L'-.Ero:n of -45 .3 kJ mor 1 at CCSD(T)/6-311 ++G(d,p)//MP2/6-
31 +G(d). It was found that Sil-14/H20 can also eliminate I-12 to produce iH2/I-[z0 with an 
energy banier of 242.8 kJ mor 1• The products can further eliminate I-1 2 or l-1, producing 
smaller molecules Sil-101-1, Sil-h-0, Si-I-120, and SiO, and SillrOI-1, Si ll -1-hO, HSiO, and 
HOSi radicals. 
Si lanes have been found both experimentally and theoretically to complex with the 
lone-paired electrons of ammonia, amine, arsine, phosphorus or phosphine to form 
pentacoordinated adducts. 15-21 Feng et al. 22 investigated the adducts I-13SiX 113 (X = F, Cl , 
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Br, I) with ab initio calculations at the G2MP2 level, and discussed the influence of halogen 
atoms on the structure and stability of this type of species. Schlegel et al.n 24 studied the 
thermal decomposition ofSiH4 and SiH3CI at HF/6-31 G(d) and MP2/6-3 1 G(d,p). They found 
that for the decomposition of Sil-14, SiHz + Hz is favored over Sil-13 + H and fo r Siii3C I , 
Sil ICI + Hz is preferred over Sill2 + HCI. Calculations have also shown that in the gas phase, 
Sill4 and Ga in its first excited 2S state, react to form Sil-13 radicals, H atoms. GaH and 
2-GaSii-IJ. 
The number of known Si-containing molecules is very small compared to C or N 
containing specie and few compounds containing all three are known. In interstellar space, 
only the simplest rad icals, iCN and Si C, have been detected .z6 In the laboratory, H iCN 
and II Si C27 have been detected, along with the SiCN and SiNC28 radicals. More 
hydrogenated species 113C Si, H3 iCN, and H3SiNC were also characterized by IR spectra.29 
A G3B3 investigation of the singlet [I-13, Si , N, C] isomers30 resulted in 26 isomers and 45 
interconversion transition state structures. The three lowest-lyi ng isomers, H3SiCN (0.0 kJ 
mor' ), H3SiNC (20.5 kJ mor'), and H3CNSi (30.9 kJ mor' ) were found to be kinetically 
stable with the lowest conversion barrier at 98.0 kJ mor'. Fourteen new isomers with 
considerable kinetic stability were also predicted. To date, no experimental or theoretical 
heats of formation have been reported for H3SiCN and H3 iNC. 
No computational studies have been reported for the reaction of silane and 
halosi lanes wi th HCN. To ensure the reliability of our results, wave function and DFT 
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calculations were performed. One of the main objectives of this study was to select the 
lowest level of theory/basis set that would give reliable energetics for the e reactions. 
Because of the ize of the system, it is possible to perform the calculations at high levels of 
theory, such as the G3MP2 and G3 B3 levels, which are known to gi\'c re liable cncrgctics.JI. 
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2.2 Method 
All the electronic stmcture calculations were carried out with Gaussian03,3 except 
for TS 1 A' X = Br, where the HF structure was optimized with MUNgauss.3.J The geometries 
of all reactants, transition states, intermediates and products were fully optimized at the HF, 
second-order M01ler- Plesset (MP2) and B3L YP levels of theory using the 6-3 1 G(d) and 6-
31 G(d,p) basis sets. From previous work,35 it was found that the activation energies and the 
enthalpies of reaction calculated using Gaussian-n theories (G I, G2, G2MP2, G3 , G3MP2, 
G3 8 3, and G3MP2B3) all agreed to within 10 kJ mol" 1• For this study, G3MP2 and G383 
theories have been selected due to their reliabiliti 1•32 and the fac t that they provide a contrast 
between wave function and density functional theories. For Br, the G3MP2large basis set,36· 
37 which is not yet incorporated in Gaussian03, was used fo r G3 MP2 calculations. The 
standard 6-31 G( d) bromine basis set38 has been used throughout and compared with the 
Binning-Curtiss39 bromine basis set avail able in Gaussian03. For iodine, the Huzinaga 
double zeta basis set40 was used. Frequencies were calculated for all structures to ensure the 
absence of imaginary frequencies in the minima and fo r the presence of only one imaginary 
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frequency in the transition states. The complete reaction pathways for all the mechanisms 
discussed in this paper have been verified using intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis 
for all tran ilion states. Structures at the last IRC points have been optimized to positively 
identify the reactant and product to which each transition state is connected. !!cats of 
formation ( I Ir) of SiH3CN, SiH3 C, Sil 12 ICN, SiH2BrC , il-I2ICN, SiHCI iHBr and 
SiHI were calculated u ing computed enthalpies of reaction and available experimental heats 
of formation ( Hr). 
2.3 Results and Discussions 
The re ults for the reactions of iH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) with 1-IC are g1ven m 
Tables 2.1- 2.10 and the heats of formation of orne energetically stable compounds are 
presented in Table 2.11. 
2.3.1 Activation energies and free energies of activation for the reaction of 
SiH3X with HCN 
The results for the reaction ofSiH3X (X= H, Cl, Br, I) with IIC will be discussed in 
the following order: 1) I--IX elimination, 2) H2 elimination, and 3) reaction of HC with 
SiH3X dissociation products. 
2.3.1.1 Reaction of SiH3X and HCN (Pathway A): 
Pathway A consists of an I IX elimination reaction followed by isomerization of the 
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SiH3CN product: 
SiH3X + HCN ---+ Sil 13CN + HX---+ Sil-13NC + I-IX, X = 1-L CL Brand I. 
The structures ·of pathway A are shown in Figure 2.1 for the reaction of Sill 1CI + I ICN. 
imilar structures are also observed for the reaction of Sil 14, Sil 13Br, and Sill31 with HC 
and hence are not shown here. The relative energies of reactants, transition states, and 
products are shown in Figure 2.2. In all cases, SiH3X and I-ICN react in a single-step to form 
Sil-13CN and I-IX. 
The reactant complex of SiH3X and HCN is a weak complex of the form SiH3X---
HCN except for X = 1-1 , which has the form I-14Si---NCI-l. The transition state (TS I'") involves 
two bond rupture (Si-X and H-C) and two bond formation (Si-C and 1-1-X). In the reactant 
complex RA, the Si-X bond distances for X = l-1, Cl, Br, and I at MP2/6-31 G(d) level of 
theory are 1.482, 2.070, 2.242, and 2.486 A, respectively, whi lc in TS I ", they increase to 
1.687, 2.449, 2.726, and 3.179 A respectively. Similarly, the C-H bond distance of 1.070 A 
in RA for X = H, Cl, Br, and I increase to 1.613 , 1.455, 1.304, and 1.191 A, respectively, in 
TS I". The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis confirmed that TS I A leads to the 
SiH3X/HCN and SiH3CN/IIX complexes. The activation energies for the HX elimination 
reaction along with the isomerization ofSiH3CN/HX to SiH3NC/HX are listed in Table 2. 1. 
The activation energies (t.Ea.rs 1A) and free energies of activation(t.Gtrs 1" ) are relatively 
high. Activation energy (l-.Ea. rs1" ) for the reaction ofSiH3X and I ICN decrease in the order X 
= H > Cl > Br > f with G3MP2 (B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = I) activation energies of 280.7, 
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265.5, 261.1, and 256.0 kJ mor', respectively. 
The Sil-bC /HX product can isomerize to form SiH3NC/ HX. The transition state 
structure (TS2") is a three-membered ring, consisting of C. and Sil-1 3. The vibrational 
analysis shows the Si-N bond shortening and Si-C bond lengthening and vice versa. The 
acti vation energy ( Ea.Ts2A) for the isomerization reaction is low compared to the elimination 
reaction and can proceed to form the SiH3NC/HX complex. The barriers (~Ea. rs/) for 
isomerization ofSiH3CN/HX to SiH3NC/HX are 11 5.1, 121.2, and 119.7 kJ mor' at G3MP2 
level for X = H, Cl and 8r and 129. 1 kJ mor' at 83L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = I. The G3MP2 
and G383 barriers differ by only 4.0 and 4.7 kJ mor' for X = I I and Cl, respectively. The 
G3MP2 values are also found to be close to those obtained at 83L YP/6-31 G(d.p) and differ 
by no more than 9.6 kJ mor' for HX el imination (X = H) and 10.6 kJ mor' for isomerization 
(X = Cl). 
2.3.1.2 Reaction of SiH3X and HCN (H 2 elimination): 
There are four possible pathways for the I h elimination reaction: 
X = H, Cl. 8r and I. 
The four pathways arc designated as pathway 81 (one-step) and pathways 82, 83 and 84 
(multiple-steps). Pathways 82, 83, and 84, all lead to intermediate I I B*, which proceeds to 
product via pathway 8*. Reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products involved in 
the H2 elimination reaction of SiH3CI with HCN are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Similar 
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structures are also observed for the reaction of HCN with Sil-14, SiH 38r and Sil 131 and hence 
are not shown. The relative energies of reactants, intermediates, transition states, and 
products for pathways 8 I and 8 * are shown in Figure 2.5. Similarly, the relati ve energies in 
pathways 82, 8 3 and 84 are shown in Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, respectively. Activation 
energies and free energies of acti vation lor pathways B 1, 8*, and 8 2 are given in Table 2.2 
and pathways 8 3 and 84 are given in Table 2.3 . 
Pathway B 1 is a one-step mechanism in which a complex of Sil 12XCN and Hz is 
fo rmed via transition state TS I 8 1, where the HCN carbon is attacking the Si and the hydrogen 
ofHCN is simultaneously combining with a hydrogen of Sii--1 3X to form Hz. In TS I 81 , the Si-
C bond distance decreases in the order X = 1-1 > Cl > Br > I, with the Si-C bond distances of 
2.329, 2.223, 2.217, and 2.2 13 A, respecti vely, at MP2/6-31 G(d) level of theory. The L l-1- i-
H bond angle remain relatively constant for X = H, Cl, 8r, and I with values of 30.0, 31.3, 
31.4 and 31.5°, respectively, at MP2/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory. The activation energies 
(6Ea.Ts 18 1) at G3MP2 for X = H, Cl, and 8r are 280.7, 252.8 and 256.1 kJ mol'1, respectively. 
For the reaction ofHCN and SiH3L the activation energies at MP2/6-3 1 G(d,p) and 83 L YP/6-
31 G(d,p) are 296.8 and 272.0 kJ mol' 1, respecti vely. Activation energies obtained at G3MP2 
and G3 8 3 levels are within 1.1 kJ mor 1 for the reactions of HCN with SiH~ and SiH3CI. 
Also, for X = H, Cl, and Br, the acti vation energies obtained at 83L YP/6-3 1 G(d,p) ditTer 
from the G3 values by no more than I 0.9 kJ mol' 1 (X = Cl, G383). 
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In pathway 82 intermediate I I 13* is formed via TS I 132 in a single-step, which invol es a 
proton transfer ii·om iH3X. The ac ti vation energic (~Ea rst 132) at G3MP2 are 265.4, 236.6, 
and 239.0 kJ mort for X = H. Cl and 8r. respectively. For X = r, the activation energy is 
245.8 kJ mort at 83L YP/6-31 G(d,p). Pathway 133 i a three-step process, where intem1ediatc 
II 133 is formed ia T 1133, which also invol es a proton transfer from Siii3X. The acti ation 
energies (~Ea.T t133) are 268.6 and 27 1.0 kJ mort at G3MP2 and 274.6 kJ mor t at 83L YP/6-
31 G(d,p) for X = Cl, 8r and I, respectively. Then intermediate 12 133 , a conformational isomer 
of 11 13 3, is formed via TS2 133, with activation energies of only 6.0 and 6.4 kJ mort at G3MP2 
and 11.0 kJ mort at 83L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = Cl , 8r, and I, respectively. Finally, 
intermediate I1 B* is formed via TS3 133, which involves rotation about the C-N bond. The 
activation energies ( Ea,Ts3133) are 176.5 and 176.0 kJ mort at G3MP2 and 190.5 kJ mort at 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) lor X = Cl , 8r, and I, respectively. Pathway 84 is a two-step process 
leading to intermediate II B*. First, intermediate 11 84 is formed via TS I 134 , v here a hydride 
shift occurs from iii3X, with activation energies of260.7 and 261.4 kJ mort at G3MP2 and 
268.2 kJ mort at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = Cl , Br, and I, respectively. Finally, the 
intermediate I 1 s• is formed via TS284 • which involves rotation about the Si- bond, with 
very low activation energy (Table 2.3). Note that pathways 83 and 84 do not exist lor X = H. 
In pathway 8*(Figures 2.3 and 2.5). a common pathway for 8 2, 83 and 84, intermediate 
I 113 * eliminate 1:-h, (one H from the C atom and one from theN atom) via T I B* to form a 
ilhXNC/1:-h complex. In the intermediate II a·, the H-1-1 bond di tance for X - H, Cl, 8r and 
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I are 2.253, 2.240, 2.235, and 2.550 A, respectively, at MP2/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory, while 
in TS 11:3• , they decrease to 1.022, 1.035, 1.037, and 1.03 9 A. The acti vati on energies 
s• - 1 (6Ea.rs 1 ) are 262.3, 258.7, and 256.4 kJ mol at G3MP2 for X = 1-1 , Cl and Br and the 
barrier {L1Ea.r<; 1H• ) for X = I is 297.4 kJ mor 1 at the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d,p) level. Finally, 
pathway B* is connected to pathway B I by the isomerization of Sil hXNC/1 b via TS2B• with 
acti vation energies of 97.3, I 07.2 and I 06.2 kJ mor 1 at G3M P2 and I 07.4 kJ mor 1 at 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d,p) for X = H, Cl, Br, and I, respecti vely. Therefore, of the four pathway , 
B I , 8 2, 8 3, and 84, pathway B I is the most energetically favorable. However, fo rmation of 
a new intermediate l-hXSi-NHCH (II s•) is possible via pathways 8 2, 83, and 84. 
2.3.1.3 Decomposition of SiH3X and reaction with HCN: 
At elevated temperatures, SiH4, SiH3Cl, SiH3Br and Sill 31 can dissociate to form various 
products: 
X = H, Cl, Br and I. 
It is well-known23 · 24 that SiH4 ~ Sil-1 2 H2 is favored over S il-l~~ Si H3 + H and Sil-1 3CI ~ 
SiHCI + 1-h is favored over Sil-1 3CI ii-h + HCI. The pathway fo r the decomposition of 
Sil-14 and SiH3CI are shown in Figure 2.9. Structures similar to the Sil-1 3CI decomposition are 
also observed fo r the decomposition of SiH3Br and Sil-1 31. The activation energies, activation 
enthalpies and free energies of activation for the decomposition ofSiH4 , SiH3Cl, iii3Br and 
SiH3I are given in Table 2.4. The acti vation energies for SiH3X ~ iHX + 1-h at G3M P2 are 
233 .1, 257.6, and 252.3 kJ mor 1 for X = H, Cl and 8r, respectively, and 267.3 kJ mor 1 for X 
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= l at B3L YP/6-31 G(d) . The products of the dissociation, SiHX 112, can react further to 
form SiH2 + I IX, by a one-step process. The barrier for iHX I h iH2 !IX are lower 
than the barriers for dissociation of iH3X (X = I, Brand 1). For X - Cl and Br, the barriers 
are 128.7 and 118.5 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP2 le eland I 08.7 kJ mor1 for X = I at B3L YP/6-
31 G(d). 
The dissociation products (SiH2 and SiHX) can react with HCN by a one-step mechanism 
leading to , iH3C and iH2XCN, respectively, 
SiHX + HC -t SiH2XC , X= H, Cl, Brand I. 
The transition state (TS3) in olves one bond rupture (C-H) and two bond formations ( i-ll 
and i-C). The C-H bond distance of HCN in iHX/HC for X = H, Cl, Br, and I have a 
relatively constant value of 1.073 A at MP2/6-31 G(d)level of theory, which increase to 
1.416, 1.478, 1.473, and 1.463 A, respectively, in T 3. The Si-C bond distance in TS3 i 
almost constant ( 1.856 A) for X = Cl, Br, and I, while for X = II, the Si-C bond distance is 
1.868 A at MP2/6-31 G(d)level of theory. The activation energies, activation enthalpies and 
free energies of activation for the reaction of Sii-1 2 and Sil-l X (X = Cl , Br, I) with HCN arc 
given in Table 2.5. The activation energies are found to be significantly lower, 152.7 kJ mor 1 
( Ea.rSI A(X = 1), B3LYP/6-31G(d)) to 255 .9 kJ mor1 (~Ea.r':i i A (X = I 1), G3MP2), than the 
activation energies of direct reactions between SiH3X and HC . E a. l 'i l and L'. Ea.1s181 
(Table 2.1 and 2.2). The G3MP2 and G3B3 values differ by no more than 4.5 kJ mor 1 (X = 
H) and the BJL YP/6-31 G(d) values agree well with the G3 values, differing by no more than 
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17.3 kJ mor 1 (X = Cl,G3MP2). The barriers fo r the reaction SiHX+HCN ~ Sil-hXCN 
generally increase in the order X = H < Br < Cl < f, with values of24.8, 90.5, and 92.4 kJ 
mor1 at G3MP2, for X = H, Brand Cl, respectively, and I 07.0 kJ mor 1 at B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 
for X = J. Thus the formation of Si~bC is f~worccl over the formation of Sil-12XC . 
2.3.1.4 Summary of overall reaction mechanisms investigated: 
The favoured mechanism of the reaction of SiH3X wi th HCN depends upon the 
substituent, X. For X = H, decomposition has the lowest barrier, 233 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP2 
level, producing SiH2 + 1-12 . Therefore, SiH3CN could be formed from the reaction of SiH2 
and HCN, which has an activation energy of only 25 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP2 level. For X = 
Cl, the H2 elimination reaction is slightly favoured over the decomposition reaction by 5 kJ 
mor1 at the G3MP2 level (Tables 2.2 and 2.4) and the decomposition reaction is slightly 
favoured over the HCI elimination reaction by 8 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP2 level (Tables 2.1 and 
2.4). For X = Br, the decomposition reaction is favoured over I h elimination and HBr 
elimination by 4 and 9 kJ mor 1, respectively, at the G3MP2 level (Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4). 
The most likely mechanism of reaction for X = I, is HX elimination, with acti vation energy 
of260 kJ mor 1 at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level oftheory, producing SiH3CN and HI. The Sil-131 
decomposition reaction could also form SiH3CN, since the decomposition barrier is 267 kJ 
mor 1 at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. Within the error limit for B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
level of theory, the formation of SiH2IC by the H2 elimination reaction cannot be 
eliminated, since the acti vation energy is 287 kJ mor 1 at 8 3L YP/6-3 1 G(d). 
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2.3.2 Thermodynamic results for the reaction ofSiH3X with HCN 
2.3.2.1 Thermodynamics of HX elimination: 
The thermodynamic properties of the reaction SiH3X + HCN ~ Sili3CN +!IX (X = H, 
Cl, Br, I) are li sted in Table 2.6. For X = H, the reaction is found to be exothermic for all 
levels of theory and basis set (with enthalpies of -32.9 and -30.5 kJ mor 1 at 03MP2 and 
G3B3, respectively). The MP2/6-31 O(d,p) enthalpy is in better agreement with the 03 
theories than the HF and B3L YP enthalpies. The free energies of reaction at 03MP2 and 
0383 are -26.2 and -23.7 kJ mor 1, respectively. For X = Cl , Br, and I, the reactions are 
found to be endothermic for all levels of theory and basis set. For X = Cl and Br, the 
B3L YP/6-31 O(d,p) enthalpies are in better agreement with the G3 theories than the I-IF and 
MP2 enthalpies. For X = Cl and Br, the enthalpies of reaction are 46.3 and 43 .6 kJ mor 1 at 
03MP2 and 33.9 kJ mor 1 at B3LYP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = L All the levels of theory predict the 
reaction to be endergonic. The free energies of reaction for X = Cl and Br, are 46.5 and 43.8 
kJ mor1 at 03MP2 and 34.6 kJ mor 1 at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = I. For X= Br, the 
thermodynamic values obtained using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set were found to be 
quite different compared to 03MP2 and all the other levels. However. thl! values obtained 
using recently developed 6-31 O(d) bromine basis set38 were found to agree very well with 
G3MP2 re ults. The relati ve energies of the Sil-hXCN and il-hXNC i 'Omers are given in 
Table 2.7. All levels of theory (except HF) predict the Sil-hXCN isomer to be more stable, 
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with G3MP2 enthalpies of isomerization of 17.3, 9.8, 11 .6 kJ mol 1, tor X = I L Cl, and Br, 
respectively and 20.4 kJ mor 1 for X = I at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p). The B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 
enthalpies are consistently in better agreement with the G3 theories than the IIF and MP2 
enthalpics. 
2.3.2.2 Thermodynamics of H2 elimination: 
The thermodynamic properties of the reaction Sill 3X + HCN ~ Sil-hXCN + H2 arc listed 
in Table 2.8 . The enthalpies of reaction for X = Cl and Br are -30.5 and -29.8 kJ mor1 at 
G3MP2 and -27.2 and -17.6 kJ mor 1 at MP2/6-31 G(d.p) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) for X = I. 
With the exception ofHF/6-31 G(d), all levels of theory predict the reactions to be exergonic. 
For X = Cl and Br, the free energies of reaction are -26.3 and -25.5 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2level. 
For X = I, the free energy of reaction is -22.8 kJ mor 1 at MP2/6-3 1 G(d,p) and -13.1 kJ mor 1 
at 8 3 L YP/6-31 G( d,p ). For both enthalpies and free energies of reaction, it is found that 
MP2/6-31 G(d,p) values agree the best with G3 values. 
2.3.2.3 Thermodynamics for the thermal decomposition of SiH3X and SiHX + HCN: 
The thermodynamic properties for the decomposition ofSiH3X, X = II , Cl, Brand I are 
given in Table 2.9. For all levels of theory and basis sets, the reaction are highly 
endothermic. The G3MP2 enthalpies of decomposition for X = Hand Cl (228. 1 and 184.3 kJ 
mor1) are found to agree well with previous calculat ions23 . For X = Br, the G3MP2 enthalpy 
is 205.3 kJ mol 1 and 174.2 kJ mol 1 for X = I at 83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) . The subsequent 
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reactions, SiHX + H2 ~ SiH2 + HX are also endothermic at all levels of theory. The 
decomposition reactions are all endergonic, with free energies of reaction for X = II, Cl, and 
Br of 192.0, 145.5 and 166.5 kJ mor ' at G3MP2 and 135.2 kJ mar' for X ~ I at 83L YP/6-
3 1 G(d). The reac tion of the dissoc iated products is found to be less endergonic, with ti"ee 
energies of reaction for X = Cl and Br of 119.3, and 95.6 kJ mor' at G3MP2 and 117.2 kJ 
mar' for X = l at 83L YP/6-31 G(d). 
The products from thermal decomposition can also react with HCN. The reaction SiH2 + 
HCN - SiH3CN is found to be highly exothermic with enthalpies of reaction of -260.9 and-
262 .5 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2 and G383 respectively (Table 2.1 0). All the levels of theory also 
predict the reaction to be exergonic (-2 18.2 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2). Similar results are seen for 
the reactions SiHX +HCN ~ SiH2XCN. For X = Cl and Br, the free energies of reaction are 
-171 .7, and -192.0 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2 and -148.5 kJ mar ' at 83LYP/6-3 1G(d) for X = I. 
These reactions are less exergonic than the reaction of SiH2 and HC . Hence, formation of 
SiH3CN is favored over formation ofSiH2XCN from the decomposition reaction pathway of 
SiH3X and HCN. 
2.3.3 Performance of Theory/Basis set: 
All the reactions studied in this work are isogyric. When the HF results are compared 
with other levels of theory, it is evident that electron correlation is quite important in these 
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reactions. For both kinetics and thermodynamics, the G3MP2 and G3B3 theories differ by no 
more than 6. 7 kJ mor' for activation energies (X = H, L\Ea.Ts 1 82) and 5.3 kJ mor' for reaction 
enthalpies and free energies ( H ofSiH3Cl ~ Sii-ICl +1-12). However, for the lower level of 
theory, performance depends on the reaction type. Compared to MP2, activation energies 
calculated using B3L YP consistently agree better with the G3 values. Barriers predicted by 
both B3L YP and MP2 are always larger than the G3 value , except for the isomerization step 
in pathway B* , f1Ea. rs28• (Table 2.2), where the MP2 values are lower. For all reactions with 
X = Br, acti vation energies calculated using the standard 6-31 G(d) bromine ba i , set do not 
differ by more than I 0.1 kJ mor' (G3MP2, HX elimination reaction) compared to the 
Binning-Curtiss basis set results. 
Thermodynamic values calculated using B3L YP and MP2 levels of theory are more 
comparable. For the majority of cases, B3 L YP provides reaction enthal pies and free energies 
that are in better agreement with G3 values. However, MP2 gives better results for the H2 
elimination reactions (and HX elimination reaction, X = 1-l) (Tables 2.6 and 2.8). The 
enthalpies and free energies of reaction calculated using MP2 are also in better agreement 
with G3 values for the decomposition ofSiH 3Br (Table 2.9) and the reaction SiHBr + IICN 
~ SiH2BrCN (Table 2. 1 0). Thermodynamic values determined using I-IF theory do not agree 
with G3 theories as well as MP2 and B3L YP. HF performs very poorly on the isomerization 
(Table 2.7) and H2 el imination reactions (Table 2.8). However, HF does perform well on the 
reactions of the SiHX + HCN SiH2XCN (Table 2.1 0). Un li ke kinetics, the 
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thermodynamics for some of the reactions change significantly with the change of bromine 
basis set. For HBr elimination, the enthalpies and free energies of reaction differ by 17-24 kJ 
mor' at HF, MP2 and 83L YP level of theory with a change of bromine basis set. Similarly 
for SiHBr + 1-h----+ Sil-h +HBr, the enthalpies and free energies of reaction differ by 18-20 k.J 
mor' at HF, MP2 and 83L YP level of theory. In all cases, the results with the standard 6-
31 G(d) bromine basis set are closer to the G3MP2 results. 
Most barriers were lowered by the addition ofp-polarization functions to hydrogen, due 
to the involvement of hydrogen atoms in the transition states, but this had little effect on 
thermodynamic values. There was little to no effect on the barriers in which hydrogen atoms 
were not directly involved in the transition states, such as LlEa.TS::'A (Table 2.1) and flEa. rs213* 
(Table 2.2). 
2.3.4 Exploring Heats of Formation (~Hr): 
No experimental or theoretical heats of formation (LlHr) have been reported for SiH3CN 
and SiH3NC. Part of this is due to the difficulty of carrying out such an experiment. In this 
study, the enthalpies of reaction for reactions between SiH3X and HCN have been obtained. 
From this data, it is possible to calculate heat offom1ation for SiH3CN. SiH3NC, SiH2CICN, 
Si l-hBrCN, SiH21CN, SiH 2, SiHCI, SiHBr, and SiHI at a high level ofthcory. The Hrvalues 
obtained in this study are given in Table 2.11. From the G3MP2 enthalpy of reaction oi'Sill4 
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+ HCN-) SiH3C + H2 and the most recent and reliable experimental heats of formation for 
SiH-1 and HCN (given in Table 2.11 ), 6Hr for SiH3C is calculated to be 133.5 kJ mor 1• The 
6Hr for SiH3CN can also be calculated using the G3MP2 enthalpy of reaction of SiH3CI + 
HCN--) SiH3CN + HCI and most recent experimental heats of formation for Sil-l3CI, HCN, 
and HCI (given in Table 2.11 ). The resulting 61-11 is 134.5 kJ mor 1, both values being in 
excellent agreement. However, since the experimental heat of formation for Sill.t is more 
reliable, the heat of formation of SiH3CN calculated using the first reaction is most likely 
more reliable. Similarly, 61-lr for SiH3NC (150.8 kJ mor1) is obtained by using the G3MP2 
enthalpy of isomerization for SiH3C to Sii-13NC (Table ?..7) and the calculated 61-lr for 
SiH3CN ( 133.5 kJ mor1) . Heats of formation of SiH2CICN, SiH2BrCN, and Siii21C are 
calculated using the enthalpies of reaction for SiJ~hCI + I ICN --) Sil-bCICN + I-1 2 ( -30.5 kJ 
mar' at G3MP2), SiH3Br + 1-ICN--) Sii-I2BrCN + 1-h (-29.8 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2) and Sil-131 + 
HCN--) SiH2ICN + l-h (-17.6 kJ mor 1 at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p)), along with experimental heats 
of formation for Sii-13CI, Sil 13Br, Sii-131, and HCN (given in Table 2.11 ). The 61-lr for SiHX 
(X = Cl, Br, I) can be calculated using G3MP2 enthalpies of reaction from both the SiH3X--) 
SiHX + l-12 reaction and the SiHX + l-12 --) Sil-12 + HX reaction (Table 2.9), along with 
experimental 61-lr for Sil 13CI, SiH3Br, Sii-131, Sil-12, HCI, HBr, and I II obtained from the 
literature (Table 2.11 ). Schlegel et al.41 obtained a Hr for Sii-ICI of 62.8 kJ mar' compared 
to 48.7 (54.0) and 58.7 (63.2) kJ mol" 1 obtained from the G3MP2 (0383) enthalpies of 
reaction for SiH3CI--) SiHCI + l-12 and SiHCI +H2 --) Sil-h + HCI, respectively. The 6 1-1 1 of 
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48.7 kJ mor 1 is recommended for SiHCI, since only ~H1(Sif-1 3CI) and I Il"':n arc required. The 
I-I1(SiHBr) values obtained by using SiH3Br--+ SiHBr + H2 and SiHBr + H2 --+ SiH2 + 1-IBr 
are found to be 127.1 and 138.4 kJ mol" 1, respectively; while ~11 1(Silll) is found to be 179.8 
and 178.9 kJ mol" 1, using Sil-131--+ Sil-11 + 1-12 and Sil-T I + H2 --+ Sii-12 + HI, respectively. lleats 
offormation calculated using SiH3X--+ SiHX + H2 are considered more reliable because only 
one experimental ~Hr is required. Heats of formation were also calculated, where possible, 
for Sil-14, SiH3CI, 1-ICI, SiH3Br, 1-IBr, and SiH2, for which experimental ~Hr values are 
available for comparison. All the ~Hr val ues are in excellent agreement with the 
experimental values except for the Hr value for Sil-12, where the calculated ~l-It{ il-1 2) is 
found to be 262.8 kJ mol" 1 compared to the experimental values of273.8 ± 4.2 kJ mor 1 
2. 4 Conclusions 
Three possible mechanisms of reaction between SiH3X and HCN have been 
investigated : I-IX elimination, H2 elimination, and reaction ofHC with SiH3X dissociation 
products. Reaction via 1-1 2 elimination can involve several different pathways. and HC can 
also react with the decomposition products of Sil-13X. The activation energies for the rate-
determining step of each mechanism suggest that for X = 1-I, the decomposition mechanism 
(Sil-14 - Sil-12 + 1-12) is preferred and in this case iH3CN can be formed by reaction ofSil-h 
with IIC . For X = Cl, 1-12 elimination (SiH3CI + HC ___. Sil-lzCICN + 1-12) is slightly 
favoured where as for X = Br, the decomposition reaction (SiH3Br - SiHBr + 1-12 - SiH2 
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+HBr) is favoured. For X = I, mainly the SiH3CN product could be formed via an HX 
elimination reaction (S il-1 31 + HCN --t Sili3CN +HI) and a decomposition reaction (Sii-1 31 --t 
SiHI + I 12 --t 11-h + HI). When considering thermodynamics, it is noticed that the HX 
elimination reaction is endothermic and endergonic, except for X = H, while the H2 
elimination reaction is exothermic and exergonic for all X. 
For both kinetics and thermodynamics, the G3 theories arc generally in good 
agreement (X = H and Cl). Values calculated using MP2 or B3L YP levels of theory are 
generally in better agreement with G3 theories than HF values. For the reactions studied here, 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) gives barriers similar to G3 values and MP2/6-31 G(d,p) gives the best 
results for thermodynamics with the exception of the dissociation reactions. The kinetic and 
thermodynamic values obtained by using the standard 6-3 1 G(d) bromine basis set are in 
much better agreement with the G3MP2 values compared to those obtained using Binning-
Curtiss bromine basis set. Therefore, we recommend that the standard 6-3 1 G(d) bromine 
basis set be used for calculations involving bromine. 
It has also been shown that the reaction cnthalpies, along with ex isting experimental 
data can be used to calculate heats of fo rmation, which are otherwise unknown. Since high 
level calculations, such as G3MP2 and G3B3, arc used to calculate reaction enthalpies, 
relati vely good estimates of heats of (o rmation are obtained. 
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TABLE 2.1: Activation energies and free energies of activation for the reaction of 
SiH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) with HCN (HX elimination) and the isomerization of 
SiH3CN/HX (in kJ mor' ) at 298.15K (Pathway At. 
X Level/Bas is Set HX Elimination Isomerization 
.1Ea.T ., .\ 
.1Gt ·' .1Ea.TS2 .\ 
.1Gt ·' TSI TSZ 
H IlF/6-3 1 G(d) 374.7 387.6 127.7 122.2 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 353.3 367. 1 127 .8 I 2 1.9 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 332. 1 342.8 134.6 134.6 
MP2/6-3 I G(d, p) 311.5 322.3 133.9 138.4 
B3L YP/6-3 I G(d) 305.3 315.0 123.7 122.4 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d p) 290.3 300.9 123.8 122.9 
G3MP2 280.7 296.4 I 15. I I 14.6 
G383 279.6 294.6 11 9. 1 I 13.4 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) 376.0 368.5 137.5 125 .8 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 360.5 348.3 137.5 12 1.1 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 3 15.6 310.9 142.9 137.4 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 295 .8 29 1.7 141.5 136.3 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 273.9 280.7 132.4 11 5.3 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d, p) 264.3 266.4 131.8 115.5 
G3MP2 265 .5 264.3 12 1.2 11 6.7 
G383 269.7 262.0 125.9 11 5.0 
Br HF/6-31 G(d) 374.5 373.0 135.9 128.0 
(373 .9) (367.8) (13 1.1 ) ( 127.8) 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 364.6 363.4 136.0 128.5 
(364.0) (347.0) ( 13 1. I ) ( 128. I) 
MP2/6-3 I G(d) 306.7 3 10.7 142.0 137.4 
(3 I 2.8) (309.5) (137.3) ( 137.9) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d, p) 295.4 298.6 140.7 136.3 
(300.3) (290.6) ( I 35.7) ( 136.2) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 265.8 269.5 I 3 1.1 127.9 
(274.7) (279.8) ( 127.7) ( 128.7) 
6 1 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d, p) 260.1 264.6 130.8 127.9 
(267.0) (264.8) (124.0) (121.6) 
G3MP2 261.1 275.9 119.7 117.1 
(271 .2) (283.5) ( 120.1) (121.7) 
MP2/6-31G(d) 302.8 320.4 140.4 139.2 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 297.3 301.1 139.1 137.7 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 259.7 289.3 129.3 121.6 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d, p) 256.0 275.0 129.1 128.9 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using the Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set 
from reference 39. 
a Mechanistic pathway and barriers as defined in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 
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TABLE 2.2: Activation energies and free energies of activation for the reaction of SiH3X (X= H, Cl, Br, I) with HCN (in kJ 
mor
1) at 298.15K (H2 elimination: Pathways Bl, B* and B2). 
X Level/Basis Set Pathway Bla Pathway B*a Pathway B2h 
~Ea,TS I 81 ~G: 8t ~Ea,TS I 8* ~G!TSt 8* ~a,TS2 8* + 8* ~a.TSI 82 ~G!T 182 TSI ~G+TS2 
H HF/6-31G(d) 374.7 387.6 392.1 362.5 129.7 122.6 385.2 400.7 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 353.3 367.1 364.3 337.1 129.8 122.5 299.2 321.1 
MP2/6-31G(d) 332.1 342.8 317.9 291.5 92.2 87.9 336.4 353.1 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 311.5 322.3 293.1 268.2 92.3 87.6 334.5 350.9 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 305.3 315.0 313.6 286.8 99.4 97.0 27 1.0 287.0 
B3L YP/6-31G(d, p) 290.3 300.9 293.1 268.1 99.5 94.5 270.2 286.4 
G3MP2 280.7 296.4 262.3 261.6 97.3 94.6 265.4 283.8 
G3B3 279.6 294.6 267.6 266.9 97.2 99.1 272.1 290.3 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) 363.9 368.5 392.6 364.6 142.0 134.1 358.6 366.8 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 342.3 348.3 364.7 338.9 142.0 133.7 355.6 364.7 
MP2/6-31G(d) 306.1 310.9 315.2 290.6 102.2 97.4 310.4 320.1 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 286.4 29 1.7 290.2 267.0 102.5 97.2 308.6 318.7 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 277.7 280.7 308.7 283.7 110.0 106.2 241.8 250.6 
B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) 262.7 266.4 288.3 265 . 1 110.1 106.1 240.0 249.0 
G3MP2 252.8 264.3 258.7 258.6 107.2 103.8 236.6 250.1 
G3B3 25 1.8 262.0 264.8 264.8 107.2 110.7 242.7 255.0 
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Br HF/6-31G(d) 368.2 373.1 391.2 363.7 141.4 133.5 361.7 370.4 
(363.5) (367.8) (392.6) (364.2) (1 40.4) (132.7) (360.6) (368.7) 
HF/6-31G(d, p) 346.6 352.2 363.5 338.0 141.6 133.2 358.6 367.6 
(341.9) (347.0) (364.9) (338.6) (140.6) (132.4) (357.6) (366.0) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 309.9 313.8 312.4 288.6 101.0 96.6 311.9 320.9 
(306.2) (309.5) (313.4) (288.9) (100.3) (95.8) (3 1 0.8) (319 .1) 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 290.0 294.7 287.5 265 .1 101.3 96.3 310.2 319.8 
(286.5) (290.6) (288.6) (265.6) (1 00.6) (95.2) (309.1) (31 8.1) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 281.4 283 .7 306.0 282.0 109.0 105.6 244.2 252.5 
(277.7) (279.8) (308.3) (282.8) (1 08.5) (1 04.6) (243.4) (251.4) 
B3LYP/6-31G(d. p) 266.2 268.9 285.7 263.6 109.2 104.8 242.4 250.8 
(262.6) (264.8) (288.0) (264.3) (108.6) (I 04.2) (24 1. 7) (249.4) 
G3MP2 256.1 267.6 256.4 256.7 I 06.2 102.7 239.0 252.5 
(256.3) (267.3) (256.4) (255.9) (I06.2) (103.0) (238.9) (25 1.8) 
MP2/6-3 1 G( d) 316.9 320.4 325.4 300.4 99.2 94.8 314.2 323.2 
MP2/6-3I G(d, p) 296.8 301.1 299.9 276.1 99.4 94.3 312.6 322.3 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 287.3 289.3 317.5 291.8 107.3 102.2 247.5 256.1 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d, p) 272.0 275.0 297.4 273.3 107.4 I 01.8 245.8 254.9 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using the Binning-Curtiss bromine basi set from reference 3 9. 
a Mechanistic pathway and barriers as defined in Figure 2.3 and 2.5, respectively. 
b Mechanjstic pathway and barriers as defined in Figure 2.4 and 2.6, respectively. 
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TABLE 2.3: Activation energies and free energies of activation for the reaction of SiH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) with HCN (in kJ 
mor
1) at 298.15K (H2 elimination: Pathways B3 and B4) a 
X Level/Basis Set Pathway B3b Pathway B4c 
~Ea,TSI 83 ~G: 83 ~Ea,TS2 83 ~G; 83 ~Ea,TS3 83 ~Gtr 3 83 Ma,TSI 8~ ~G; 8~ Ma,T 2 8~ .6G; 84 TS I TS2 TSI TS2 
Cl HF/6-31G(d) 387.7 394.8 9.0 11.9 173.5 162.7 381.7 387.9 -5.6 -3.1 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 272.2 280.7 7.9 I 1.3 190.2 180.3 268.6 276.7 -3.9 - 1.2 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d, p) 269.7 278.1 7.9 11.6 189.3 179.5 266.1 274.3 -3.8 -0.8 
G3MP2 268.6 282.0 6.0 9.7 176.5 177.1 260.7 272.2 -2.3 1.4 
Br HF/6-31 G(d) 390.1 397.9 9.5 12.5 173. 1 162.4 383.2 390.0 6.9 8.8 
(389.6) (396.7) (8.8) (1 1.5) (173.6) ( 162.6) (382.5) (388.3) (6.1) (8.0) 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 386.5 394.5 9.6 12.7 172.0 161.3 377.4 383.1 -5.7 -2.9 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 353.3 361.9 8.2 11.6 196.8 186.2 342.0 350.4 -5.9 -3.3 
MP2/6-31 G(d. p) 350.4 359.7 8.1 11.5 196.1 185.2 338.1 347.2 -5.4 -2.6 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 273 .8 28 1.6 9.8 13.7 191.1 181.8 269.8 277.5 -1.7 1.7 
B3 LYP/6-31G(d, p) 271.3 279.2 10.0 13.9 190.3 180.9 267.0 274.6 -1.4 2.1 
(271.2) (278.3) (7.8) (11.1) (189.1) (179.3) (265.9) (272.6) (12.2) (13.7) 
G3MP2 271.0 284.4 6.4 10.2 176.0 176.7 261.4 272.9 -1.5 1.0 
(270.9) (283.7) (5.3) (8.7) (175.9) (176.3) (262.0) (272.7) (2.4) (4.9) 
HF/6-31 G(d) 394.3 402.4 9.8 12.9 172.5 162.1 385.3 392.3 7.1 9.0 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d. p) 274.6 283.1 11.0 8.8 190.5 180.7 268.2 276.4 31.2 32.0 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from reference 39. 
a Mechanistic pathways as defined in Figure 2.4; 83L YP/6-31G(d,p) values are shown for all X. since they agree the best with 
G3 values. 
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TABLE 2.4: Activation energies, activation enthalpies and free energies of activation 
for the thermal decomposition reaction of SiH3X (X = H, CI, Br, I) (in kJ mor1) at 
298.15K (Figure 2.9). 
Level/Basis Set ~Ea ~Ht ~Gt ~E,. ~Ht ~Gt 
Sil-14 -t Sill2 + ll2 SiH3Cl -t SiHCI + I h 
HF/6-3 1G(d) 334.7 322.7 319.8 367.4 356.0 352.9 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 282.7 270.7 267.8 " 12.9 299.8 296.7 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 256.6 244.8 24 1.9 28 1.8 268.9 265 .7 
G3MP2 233. 1 233.2 230.3 257.6 257.8 254.7 
G3B3 235.6 235.6 232.7 260.8 26 1.1 257.8 
250.8° 280. 1(/ 
SiH3Br -t SiHBr + l-12 Sil-131 -t SiHI + 1-1 2 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 36 1.3 348.7 345.7 350.2 337.9 334.9 
(362.2) (349.7) (346.6) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 305.0 292. 1 289.0 294.4 28 1.8 278.7 
(304.9) (292.0) (288.9) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 275.9 263.2 259.9 267.3 254.9 251.7 
(275.8) (263.3) (260.1) 
G3MP2 252.3 252.5 249.4 
(252.2) (252.3) (252.0) 
Further Reactions: SiHCI + 1-12 -t Sil-h+HCI iHBr + l-12 -t Sil-12 + HBr 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 194.9 192.6 2 18.8 177.2 174.2 200.2 
( 175 .6) (172.7) ( 196.4) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 171.8 168.8 191.1 155.9 15 1.7 173.3 
(154.4) ( 150.5) ( 170.3) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 129.1 124.9 142.7 11 7. 1 112.1 130.2 
(117.0) ( 11 2.5) (131.3) 
G3MP2 128.7 11 9.6 146.9 11 8.5 109.4 136.5 
( 119.0) ( II 0.0) (134.8) 
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0383 
HF/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
124.4 
162.2 
144.2 
108 .7 
] 16.9 
157.6 
138.5 
102.6 
135.0 
183.3 
160.1 
121.6 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
reference 39. 
a The values obtained from reference 23. 
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TABLE 2.5: Activation energies, enthalpies and free energies of activation for the 
reaction of SiHX (X= H, Cl, Br, I) with HCN (in kJ mor') at 298.15K (Figure 2.10). 
-- --- - ---
- -
Level/Basis Set L1E,. t1H t - ~ct t1Ea t1Ht t1Ct 
-----
- -
-Sii-12+ HCN Sii-13CN Sii-ICI + HC ~ SiH2CIC 
HF/6-31 G(d) 155.5 147.0 168.3 222.2 210.8 235.9 
MP2/6-31G(d) 53.3 45.0 63.4 131.8 120.9 141.9 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 34.3 26.1 45.7 109.7 98.8 121.4 
G3MP2 24.8 18.0 39.8 92.4 86.0 111.6 
0383 29.3 22.7 42.6 96.3 90.2 112.9 
SiHBr + HCN ~ SiH2BrCN SiHI + HCN ~ SiH2ICN 
HF/6-31 G(d) 221.3 209.8 235.6 216.0 204.4 230.6 (215.9) (204.5) (229.8) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 129.4 I I 8.4 140.0 122.0 111.0 132.8 ( 125.0) (I I 4.0) (135.6) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 109.9 98.8 121.3 107.0 95.8 I 18.2 (I 04.6) (93.7) (I I5 .5) 
G3MP2 90.5 84.2 I I 0.5 
(90.2) (83.8) (109.6) 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
reference 39. 
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TABLE 2.6: Thermodynamic properties for the reaction of SiH3X (X= H, Cl, Br, I) 
with HCN (in kJ mor 1) at 298.15K (HX elimination reaction). 
- -
Level/Basis Set f1E f1H f1G f1E f1H f1G 
- -
Sil---14 +I IC ----t Sil-l3C +H2 SiH3CI+l-ICN----tSil-13CN H ICI 
HF/6-31 G(d) -2.4 -13.2 -6.0 63.6 56.8 57.4 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) -5 .5 -16.0 -8.9 52.3 45.7 46.3 
MP2/6-31 G(d) -28.4 -37.5 -30.8 60.1 54.6 54.8 
MP2/6-3 1G(d. p) -23 .6 -32.7 -26.0 45.5 40.2 40.4 
83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) -15 .5 -24.5 -17.5 55.8 49.7 50.2 
83L YP/6-31 G(d, p) -15 .5 -24.4 -17.4 47.6 4 1.6 42.1 
G3MP2 -35.8 -32.9 -26.2 44.4 46.3 46.5 
0383 -33.3 -30.5 -23.7 43.8 45 .6 45.9 
45.2{/ 
S il-1 3Br+ HCN ----tS i 1-13C +HBr Sil---1 31+1---lC ----tSiH3CN+HI 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 58.2 50. 1 50.6 53 .1 43 .5 44.1 
(82.0) (73.5) (73 .9) 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 51.0 43.3 43.9 46.8 37.6 38.2 
(7 1.0) (63 .2) (63.6) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 58.4 51.8 51.9 54.9 46.7 47.0 
(79.6) (72.6) (72.6) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d, p) 49.5 43.1 43.3 47.7 39.7 40.0 
(68.7) (62. 1) (62.2) 
83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 50.7 43 .6 44.1 45.8 37.6 38.2 
(72.1) (64.6) (64.9) 
83L YP/6-3 1 G(d, p) 46.2 39.3 39.8 41.9 33.9 34.6 
(63.8) (56.8) (57.2) 
G3MP2 42.0 43.6 43 .8 
(40.4) (42.0) (42.1) 
29.6h 29.8(' 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
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reference 3 9. 
a The value is calculated from 6Hr of iii3CI , IIC . SiH3CN and HCI given in Table 2. 11 . 6
The value is calculated from 6Hr ofSif-13Br, HCN, SiH3CN and HBr gi en in Table 2. 11. ~ The value is calculated from 6llr of Sil-131, 11CN, Sii--I3CN and Ill given in Table 2.11 . 
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TABLE 2. 7: Relative stabilities for the isomerization of SiH2XCN/SiH2XNC(X = H, Cl, 
Br, I) (in kJ mor1) at 298.1 SK. 
Level/ Basis Set L\E L\H L\G L\E L\H L\G 
SiH3CN-----+ SiH3NC Sil-12CIC il hCINC 
HF/6-31 G(d) -1.8 -2.5 -3 .3 -I 0.7 -11.7 -12.4 
HF/6-3 1 G(d, p) -1.8 -2.5 -3.3 -10.7 - 11 .6 -12.4 
MP2/6-31G(d) 42 .7 43.3 42.9 36.4 36.8 36.4 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d, p) 41.9 42.5 42.0 35.9 36.3 35.9 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 24.9 24.5 23.8 17.3 16.8 16.2 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d p) 24.9 24.6 23.9 17.3 16.8 16.2 
G3MP2 16.9 17.3 16.5 9.5 9.8 9.0 
G383 20.6 20.9 20.3 13.3 13.6 13.0 
20.5° 
SiH2BrCN -----+ SiH2Br c SiH2ICN -----+ SiH2INC 
HF/6-31 G(d) -9.1 -10.1 -10.9 -6.7 -7.7 -8 .5 
( -8.6) ( -9.6) (- 10.3) 
HF/6-3 1 G(d, p) -9. 1 -10.0 -10.8 -6.8 -7.7 -8.5 
( -8.6) (-9.5) (- 10.3) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 38.0 38.4 38.0 40.5 40.9 40.6 
(38.0) (38.4) (38.1) 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 37.5 37.9 37.5 40.0 40.4 40.0 
(37.6) (37.9) (37.6) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 18.8 18.2 17.7 21.0 20.4 19.8 
( 19. 1) ( 18.5) ( 18.1 ) 
B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) 18.8 18.3 17.7 21.0 20.4 19.8 
( 19.1) ( 18 .6) ( 18.1) 
G3MP2 11.2 11.6 I 0.8 
( 11.4) ( 11.8) ( I 1.1 ) 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set f'rom 
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reference 39. 
"The value obtained from reference 30. 
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TABLE 2.8: Thermodynamic properties for the reaction of SiH3X (X= Cl, Br, I) with 
HCN (H2 elimination reaction) (in kJ mor' ) at 298.15K. 
Level/Basis Set ~E ~H ~G 
Sii-13Cl + HCN----+ SiHzCICN + Hz 
HF/6-31G(d) 7.5 
-4.6 0 .3 
I-IF/6-31 G(d, p) 4.4 
-7.4 
-2.4 
MP2/6-31G(d) 
-24.7 
-34.9 
-30.5 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d, p) 
-19.8 
-29.9 
-25 .5 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 
-I 0.3 
-20.3 
-15.8 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d, p) 
-10.4 
-20.3 
-15 .7 
G3MP2 
-34.4 
-30.5 
-26.3 
G383 
-32 .0 
-28 .2 
-23.8 
SiH3Br + 1-ICN----+ SiHzBrCN + Hz 
HF/6-31G(d) 9.3 
-2.8 2.2 
(6.4) (-5.8) (-1.0) 
HF/6-31 G(d, p) 6.3 
-5.5 
-0.5 
(3.4) (-8 .5) ( -3.6) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 
-23 .2 
-33.3 
-28.9 
(-25 .2) (-35.5) (-3 1.3) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d, p) 
-18.4 
-28.4 
-24.0 
(-20.3) (-30.5) (-26.2) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 
-8.9 
- 18.9 
-14.3 
(-11.9) (-22.0) (- 17.6) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d, p) 
-9.0 
- 18.8 
- 14.3 
(- 11.9) (-2 1.8) (-17.5) 
G3MP2 
-33.8 
-29.8 
-25.5 
( -33 .9) ( -29.9) (-23.0) 
Sil-131 + IICN S il-121CN 112 
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HF/6-31 G(d) 10.8 
-I. 1 3.8 
HF/6-31 G(d. p) 7.9 
-3.7 1.2 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 
-22.0 
-32. 1 
-27.7 
MP2/6-31 G(d, p) 
-17.2 
-27.2 
-22 .8 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
-8 .0 
-17.8 
-13.2 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d, p) 
-7.9 
-17.6 
-1 3. 1 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
reference 39. 
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TABLE 2.9: Thermodynamic properties for the thermal decomposition reaction of 
SiH3X (X = H, Cl, Br, I) (in kJ mor1) at 298.15K. 
Level/Basis Set f1E f1H f1G f1E f1H f1G 
Sil-14 ~ Si l h + 11 2 SiH3CI ~ SiH I + 1--b 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 258.7 240.1 203 .8 225 .5 208.9 169.7 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 25 1.6 234. 1 197.8 206.5 191. 1 152.0 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 249.6 233.0 196.7 199.4 184.9 145.8 
G3MP2 220.0 228. 1 192.0 176.5 184.3 145.5 
G3B3 223.9 232.0 195 .8 181. 8 189.6 150.6 
238 .2" 196.4" 
SiH3Br ~ SiHBr + H2 Sil-131 ~ SiHI + l-1 2 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 220.4 204.2 165.0 216.1 200.2 161.1 
(223.5) (207.0) (167.8) 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d) 20 1.1 186.0 147.0 196.6 181.9 142.9 
(203.3) ( 187.9) (148.8) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 193 .5 179.4 140.3 188.0 174.2 135.2 
(196.6) (182 .2) ( 143 .1) 
G3MP2 197.5 205.3 166.5 
(197.5) (205.3) ( 169.3) 
Further Reactions : SiHCI + 112 ~ Sil-h + HCI SiHBr + H2 ~ Sil-12 + HBr 
1-IF/6-3 1 G(d) 99.2 10 1.2 97.4 98 .8 99.2 95.4 
(119.6) ( 119.8) ( 115.9) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 133.7 135.2 131.4 137.4 137.4 133 .5 
(156.4) ( 156.3) (152.3) 
B3L YP/6-3 1 G( d) 121.4 122.3 11 8.6 122.2 121.6 118.0 
(140.5) (139.8) ( 136.0) 
G3MP2 123 .6 122.9 11 9.3 100.2 99.2 95 .6 
(98.5) (97.6) (93 .9) 
G3B3 11 9.2 11 8.4 114.8 
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SiHJ + Hr --t Sil-h + HI 
HF/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
98.0 
138.4 
122.9 
96.5 
136.5 
120.8 
92 .7 
132.7 
117.2 
The values in parentheses arc calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
reference 39. 
a The value is obtained from reference 23. 
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TABLE 2.10: Thermodynamic properties for the reaction of SiHX (X= H, Cl, Br, I) 
with HCN (in kJ mor1) at 298.1SK. 
-
Level/Basis Set ~E ~~-~ ~G ~E ~~-~ ~G 
-- - -
Sil-!2 + HC ~ SiH3CN SiHCI + HCN ~ iH2CICN 
HF/6-31 G(d) -261.1 -253 .3 -209.7 -218.0 -213 .5 -169.4 
MP2/6-31 G(d) -280.1 -271.7 -228.6 -231.2 -225.9 -182.5 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) -265.0 -257.4 -214.2 -209.8 -205.2 -161.6 
G3MP2 -255.7 -260.9 -218 .2 -210.9 -2 14.9 - 171.7 
G383 -257.2 -262.5 -219.5 -213.8 -217.8 -174.5 
SiHBr + HC ~ SiH2BrC SiH I + IIC ~ SiH2ICN 
HF/6-31 G(d) -21 I. I -206.9 -162 .8 -205.2 -201.3 -157.2 
(-217.1) (-212.8) (- 168.8) 
MP2/6-31G(d) -224.3 -219.4 -175.9 -218.7 -2 14.0 -170.6 
( -228.5) (-223.4) (-180.1) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) -202 .5 - 198.2 -154.7 -195.9 -192.0 -148.5 
( -208.5) (-204.2) (-160.7) 
G3MP2 -231.3 -235.1 -192.0 
(-231.5) ( -235.2) (-192.2) 
The values in parentheses are calculated by using Binning-Curtiss bromine basis set from 
reference 39. 
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TABLE 2.11: Heat of formation (.1Hr) (in kJ mor1) at 298.1SK. 
Experimental Present work Present worka 
Sil-14 34.7 35.8' Sil-13CN 133.5 ( 134.6)' 
IICN 131.67" Sii13NC 150.8 
Sil-13CI -135.6" -136.i Sil-hCICN -34.4 
HCI -92.2 1 e -91. I k Sil-hBrCN 23.7 
Sil I3Br -78.241 -78.0k SiH2ICN I 02.4 
HBr -36.2e -36.5k SiHCI 48.7 
SiH3I -2.09 ± 2/( Sii-IBr 127.1 
Hl 25.92e Sil-11 179.8 
Sii-h 273.8 ± 4.2h 262.81 
a See text for explanation. 
6 Reference 42; c Reference 44; " Reference 45; e Reference 46,47/ Reference 43 ; g Reference 
47;" Reference 48. 
' The value in parentheses is obtained by using the heat of reaction of SiH3CI + HC --. 
SiH3C + HCI and experimental .11-Ir of SiH3CL HCN and IICI. 
1 The value is obtained by using the heat of reaction of Sil-14 + 1-ICN SiH3CN + 112 and 
.1H 1(SiH3CN) = 134.6 kJ mor '. 
k The values are obtained by u ing the heat of reaction ofSi H3X + 1-JCN--. Siii3C !IX (X 
= Cl and Br) and experimental .1Hr values for SiH3X, HCN and HX and the calculated 
.1H1(Sil-i)CN) = 133 .5 k.l mor' . 
1 The value is obtained by using the heat of reaction of SiH4 --. Silh + 112 and the 
experimental .1Hrvalue for SiH4 . 
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Figure 2.1 . Mechanism for the reaction ofSiH3X + HCN (Pathway A). Only X= Cl is shown 
here, similar structures are found for X=Br and I. 
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Figure 2.9. Mechanism for thermal decomposition of SiH3X. Only X=H and Cl are shown here, 
similar structures to X=Cl are found for X=Br and I. 
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Figure 2.10. Mechanism for the addition reaction ofSiHX + HCN. Only X=Cl are shown here, 
similar structures are found for X=H, Brand I. 
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CHAPTER3 
New insights into the bromination reaction for a 
series of alkenes -A computational study 
3. 1 Introduction 
The electrophilic addition of Br2 to alkenes is a well known organic reaction.1-2 The 
reaction mechanism has been extensively studied experimentally and the general ly accepted 
reaction scheme consists of several steps. 2-7 Studies of this reaction go back to as early as 
193 7 from the work of Roberts and Kimball. 8 Their work suggested the existence of a cyclic 
bromonium ion intermediate, which was shown in the late 1960s using MR, by Olah and 
co-workers,9·10 to be the actual reactive species. However, there was no structural evidence 
for the ex istence of a cyclic bromoni um ion because the reac tion is too fas t. There have been 
many experimental attempts by a variety of techniques to confi rm the occurrence of cyclic 
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bromonium ions in the gas phase, including photo ionization, 11 ion cyclotron resonance, 1 I- I " 
radio lytic technique, 15 and conventional mass spectrometry. 16·17 Although ome experiments 
suggest the formation of a bromonium ion, no conclusive evidence could be provided lo r its 
actual structure. Strating et al. 18 first produced a bromonium ion tri bromide in the lab by 
reacting adamantylideneadamantane (Ad= Ad) with Br2 in CCI4. Slebocka-Tilk et a!. 19 1or the 
first time obtained the X-ray structure ofadamantylideneadamantane bromonium ion wi th a 
Br3• counterion. In this case, because back-side attack by Br" is sterically hindered, 
bromination stops at the adamantylideneadamantane bromonium ion. (E)-2,2,5,5-
Tetramethyl-3,4-diphenylhex-3-ene is the first reported example of an olefin whose 
interaction with bromine ts limited to 1t complex formation. 20 Similarly, 
tetraneopentylethylene does not react with bromine in CCI4 and on the basis of the 13C NM R 
spectrum there is no evidence of formation of a 1t complex.21 Thus the reactivity of ole fi ns 
toward bromine depends on their steric hindrance. A study of the product ofbrominat ion of 
ethene in dichloroethane by 1 H and 2H NMR spectra indicates that the addit ion gives trans-
! ,2-dibromoethane. 22 Chretien et al.23 studied the selecti vity of alkene bromination by using 
stereo-, regio-, and chemo- selectivity. It is believed that the electrophil ic bromination of 
alkenes ta llows a mechanism that has three successive steps: (i) fas t-equilibrated format ion 
of an olefin-bromine charge-transfer complex, (ii) rate-limiting ionization of this 1t complex 
into a cr complex, the so-called bromonium ion, and finally, (iii) fast product fo rmation by 
nucleophilic trapping of the ionic intermediate. 24-26 
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In compan son to experimental studies, there have been a limited number of 
theoretical studies on the bromination of alkenes. Yamabe et a1. 27 studied the clectrophilic 
addition reactions, X2 + C2H-1~ C2H4X2 (X = 1' . C 1, and Br) at the MP3/3-21 G//RHF/3-21 G 
level of theory. Their study shows that the fluorination of ethene occurs via a four-center 
transition state, while chlorination and bromination give zwitterionic three-center transition 
states. The activation energies were found to be 212.5, 212. 1, and 256.9 kJ mor 1 fo r X = F, 
Cl and Br, respectively. Hamilton and Schaefcr28 in their study on the structure and 
energetics ofC2H4Br+ isomers proposed that the transition state fo r the bromination reaction 
is a three-membered bromonium ion with a nearby counter bromide ion. Later, Cammi et 
al. 29 conducted a detailed MP2 study from the charge-transfer complex (CTC) to the 
transition state (TS) for the addition of Br2 to ethene both in the gas pha e and in water. At 
the MP2/CEP-1 21 G(aug) level the structures of the CTC and the TS were found to have C2v 
symmetry both in the gas phase and in water. They also found that the structure of the CTC is 
not very different in the gas phase and in water but the TS structure is largely affected by the 
presence of the solvent where the solvated TS has an earl ier character with a Br- Br bond 
much shorter than that in the gas phase. At the MP2/CEP-121 G(aug) level the barrier was 
found to be 250.8 kJ mor 1 • The first step in electrophilic bromination of ethene in water was 
also investigated by Strnad et al. 30 by molecular dynamics simulations. Hamilton and 
Schaefer28· 31 studied the structure and energetics of C2H4Br +, C2J-12Br +and C21 hCI+ u ing ab 
initio quantum mechanical techniques and found that the cyc lic bromonium ion is more 
stable than the acyclic 1-bromoethyl cation by 6.3 kJ mor 1 with a barri er of I 04.5 kJ mor 1 
for the interconversion of these two forms. Cossi et al.32 found the posit ive charge to be 
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delocalized over the Br atom and the two olefinic carbons in the bromonium ion. The CTC 
formed during the first step of the bromination reaction was also invcstigated.33-35 
It is difficult to extract conclusive information about the mechanistic pathways from 
experiments only. Thus, quantum chemical calculations are the only source for a detailed 
characterization of the potential energy surface along the reaction path. However, no 
computational studies have been reported for the complete potential energy surface for the 
bromination of alkenes. To ensure the reliability of our results, wavefunction and den ity 
functional theory (OFT) calculations were performed. Because of the size of the system, it is 
possible to also perform some calculations at high levels of theory, such as GJMP2 and 
G3MP2B3, which are known to give reliable energetics.36• 37 
3.2 Method 
All of the electronic structure calculations were carried out with GaussianOJ. 38 The 
geometries of all reactants, transition states, intermediates and products were fully optimized 
at the HF, MP2, and B3L YP level of theory. From previous work,39 it was found that for 
some reactions involving 3rd row elements energetics obtained using the tandard 6-31 G 
bromine basis set-to showed better agreement with G3 theories compared to the Binning-
Curtiss41 bromine (BC6-31 G) basis set. Therefore both the standard 6-31 G(d) and BC6-
31G(d) bromine basis sets are used in this study. Because the reaction ofBr2 with alkcnes is 
known to proceed through formation of charged species the standard 6-31 +G(d) and BC6-
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31 +G(d) basis sets were also used. B3P86 and B3PW91 density functional calculations were 
also performed where B3L YP failed to give an optimized structure along a reaction pathway. 
Single-point energies required for G3MP2, G2MP2B3 and G3MP2B3(BC) levels were 
obtained using the MP2(FULL)/6-3lG(d), B3LYP/6-3lG(d) and B3LYP/BC6-3lG(d) 
optimized geometries, respectively. For Br, the G3MP21arge basis set,42· 43 which is not yet 
incorporated in Gaussian03, was used for G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 calculations. Frequencies 
were calculated for all structures to ensure the absence of imaginary frequencies in the 
minima and for the presence of only one imaginary frequency in the transition states. The 
complete reaction pathways for all the mechanisms discussed in this paper have been verified 
using intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis. Structures obtained from IRC have been 
optimized to positively identify the reactant and product to which each transition state is 
connected. Free energies of activation and of reaction for the addition reaction of bromine to 
alkenes in CCI4, CH2Ch, CH2CI-CH2CI and CH30H were calculated with the polarizable 
continuum model (PCM) as implemented in Gaussian03. All free energy calculations 
involving solvation were performed using the optimized solution-phase structures. By 
default, the PCM model builds up the cavity using the united atom (UAO) model, i.e. , putting 
a sphere around each solute heavy atom; hydrogen atoms are enclosed in the sphere of the 
atom to which they are bonded. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
The results for the reaction ofalkenes with Br2 and 2Br2 are given in Tables 3.1 - 3.9 
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and the heats of formation of some energetical ly stable compounds arc presented in Table 
3. 1 0. 
3.3.1 Potential energy surfaces for the reaction of alkenes with Br2 
The results for the reaction of alkenes and Br2 will be discus ed in the following 
order: I ) perpendicular attack of Br2 to C=C (pathway A) and 2) sidewi e attack of Br2 to 
C=C (pathway B). 
3.3.1.1 Perpendicular attack of Br2 to C=C: Pathway A 
Although this pathway has been investigated previously,29. 30 the studies involved the 
reaction of ethene with a single Br2. The structures of pathway A, perpendicular attack of Br2 
on the C=C bond, along with the relative energies of reactants, tran ition states, intem1ediates 
and products are shown in Figure 3. 1 for ethene + Br2. Similar structures are also observed 
for the reaction of Br2 with propene, isobutene, fluoroethene, chloroethene, (E)-I ,2-
difluoroethene and (E)-1 ,2-dichloroethene and are not shown here. The first step is the 
formation of a weak alkene/Br2 (RA) T- haped charge-transfer complex with the Br2 
molecule perpendicular to the C=C bond. Jn all cases, the transition state structure which is 
only found at the MP2 level of theory, also retains the T-shaped structure. The transi tion state 
(TS I A) involves the rupture of the Br-Br bond and the formation of two C-Br bond. In the 
reactant complex RA, the Br-Br bond distance at MP2/BC6-31 G(d) level of theory is 2.347 
A, whi le in TSA, it increases to 4.339 . llowever. the C-Br bond distances decrease from 
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2.962 to 2.906 A. The IRC analysis confirmed that TSA leads to RA and to the 
bromonium/bromide ion complex, lA. However, optimization of lA fail ed for both the gas 
phase and in CCL1 for all alkenes investigated. However, an optimized structure for I'\ was 
obtained in 1-bO solution. The activation energies for the reaction of Br2 with ethene, 
propene, isobutene, Ouoroethene, chloroethene, (E)-I .2-di fluorocthene , (E)-1.2-
dichloroethene in pathway A are listed in Table 3.1. In all cases. the activation energies 
(6Ea.TsA), free energies (~G!rsA) and enthalpies (~H!rsA) of activation are relatively high. 
Activation energtes range from 254.9 to 268.5 kJ mor 1 at the 
MP2/G3MP2large//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) level of theory. This pathway does not lead to 
trans- I , 2-dibromoalkane which is known 22 to be the product of most simple alkenes. 
3.3.1.2 Sidewise attack of Br2 to C=C: Pathway B 
The structures for pathway Bare shown in Figure 3.2 for the reaction ofcthene and 
Br2. Similar structures are also observed for the reaction of Br2 with propene, isobutene, 
fluoroethene and chloroethene. The relative energies of reactants, intermediates, transi tion 
states, and products are shown in Figure 3.3. Activation energies, free energies and 
enthalpies of activation for the reaction ofBr2 with ethene, propene, isobutene, Ouoroethen 
and chloroethene are given in Table 3.2. In addition to the previously reported CTC, RA, a 
second alkene/Br2 complex (RB) was found. For the ethene/Br2 and propene/Br2 complexes, 
the perpendicular complex is more stable by 9.0 and 12.8 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP283 level, 
respecti vely. Unlike pathway A, with few exceptions, the structures exist at all levels of 
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theory and basis sets investigated in this case. Pathway B is a multi ple-step process. In the 
fi rst step, a bromonium ion/8( intermediate II B is formed via T I 8 . for ethene, the Br-Br 
bond distance in the reactant complex R8 is 2.3 11 A at the MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) level of theory, 
while in TS 18 , the distance increases to 2.963 A. The TRC analysis confirmed that TS 18 leads 
to R 8 and 11 8 . The activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation calculated 
using the BC6-31 G(d) and standard 6-31 G(d) basis set are very similar at all the levels of 
theory (Table 3.2). Due to convergence failure in the QCISD(T) calculation, no G3 resul ts 
were obtained for the reaction of Br2 with ethene and propene. However, for isobutene the 
QCISD(T) did converge and the activation energies obtained at the MP2/BC6-31 G(d) and 
G3MP2B3 levels are found to be within 1.9 kJ mol" 1• Hence, the activation energies at 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) level of theory should agree well wi th G3 theories for the fi rst step of 
pathway B. Inclusion of a larger basis set does not change the barrier signi ficant ly (Table 
3.2). The activation energies for the reaction of Br2 with ethene and propene are 247.3 and 
200.4 kJ mo1" 1 at MP2/BC6-31 G(d) level of theory, respectively. Although, it was observed 
that the IRC leads from TS I 8 to R 8 and 11 8 fo r all OFT methods, fo r some functionals no 
structure for II 8 was fo und. All attempts at optimizing the intermediate I I 8 converged to the 
trans- I, 2-dibromoalkane product. For the reaction of ethene and propene, optimized 
structures for II 8 were obtained with B3PW9 1 /BC6-3 1 G(d) and B3P86/BC6-3 1 G(d) levels 
of theory. It was also possible to obtain an optimized structure for I I 8 in the case of ethene at 
the B3L YP/BC6-3 1 G(d) level by decreasing the default maximum step size in the 
optimization from MaxStep=30 to MaxStep= I. For cases in which no OFT structures for I I 8 
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were obtained, single point calculations were performed using MP2/6-31 G(d) geometries 
(Table 3.2). In the second step of pathway B, a gauche dibromoalkane intermediate (128 ) is 
formed via TS2H. The corresponding activation energy (.6Ea Ts28) at G3MP2B3 for propene is 
37.0 kJ mor 1 which again agrees very well with the MP2/BC6-31G(d) (45 .0 kJ mor 1) level 
of theory. Similar agreement is also expected for the other alkenes. The activation energies 
(.6Ea rs28) for the reaction of Br2 with ethene and isobutene are 58.3 and 54.2 kJ mor 1 at 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d), respectively. Finally, the trans- I ,2-dibromoalkane product (P8 ), a 
conformational isomer of 128 , is formed via TS3 8 , which involves rotation about the C-C 
bond with activation energies of 13.9 and 22.0 kJ mor 1 for (E)-I ,2-dibromoethene and (E)-
I ,2-dibromopropene, respectively at G3MP2B3. Solvation (CC14) has no effect on the 
reaction mechanism at the MP2/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) levels of theory. The solvent 
model used in this study predicts the free energies of activation for the rate-determining step 
to be 262.9 and 191 .0 kJ mor 1 at MP2/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d). respecti vely, for 
ethene and 233 .5 and 165 .9 kJ mor 1 at MP2/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d), respecti vely 
for propene. 
Jn the cases of flu oro- and chloroethene, Br2 can attack from two different directions 
(syn and anti). For syn attack (substituent side) the activation energies ( Ea 151 8 ) are 224.2 
and 206.1 kJ mor 1 for F and Cl, respectively at the MP2/BC6-31 G(d) level of theory whereas 
for anti attack the activation energies are 238.4 and 240.1 kJ mor1 for F and Cl, respectively. 
The activation energies (.6Ea Ts2B) in step two of the Br2 reaction with Jluoroethene and 
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chloroethene are 33.6 and 6.8 kJ mor 1 at MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) level for syn add ition and 23.0 
and 27.2 kJ mor 1 for anti addition. The last step involves rotation around the C -C bond with 
all of the levels predicting a low barrier (Table 3 .2). The barriers for the rate-determining 
step decrease in the order ethene > fluoroethene > chloroethenc > propene > isobutene, with 
values of 247.3, 224.2, 206. 1, 200.4 and 189.3 kJ mor 1 at the MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) leveL 
respectively. This is consistent with expcriment44· 45 where the relati ve rates of bromination 
Reaction ofBr2 with (E)- I ,2-difluoroethene and (E)- I ,2-dichloroethene is a four-step 
process. The corresponding activation energies, free energies and enthalpics of activation are 
given in Table 3.3. All of the structures for thi s mechanism are shown in Figure 3.4. The 
activation energies of the rate-determining step are 220. 1 kJ mor 1 for (E)-I ,2-difluoroethene 
and 217.1 kJ mor 1 for (E)-I ,2-dichloroethene at MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d). The corr sponding 
activation energies for step two are 69.0 and 9 1.9 kJ mor 1. Intermediate 13 6 , a rotamer ofl26 , 
is formed via TS3 6 , with activation energies of 25.8 and 27.9 kJ mol" 1 at G3M P2B3 fo r 1.2-
diflouroethene and dichloroethene, respectively. Similarly, product P6 , which is also a 
conformational isomer of l36 , is formed via TS46 , with activation energies of30.7 and 50.8 
kJ mor 1 at G3MP2B3 for diflouro- and dichloroethene, respectively. 
3.3.2 Potential energy surfaces for the reaction of ethene with 2Br2 
In this case, we investi gate pathways fo r the reaction with cthcne only. The resu lts for 
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the reaction of ethene and 2Br2 will be discussed in the following order: 1) pathway C, 2) 
pathway 0 , 3) pathway E, and 4) pathway F. For pathways C and 0 and channel I of 
pathway E, intermediate l2x and TS3x are labeled as X because they are common to these 
pathways. 
3.3.2.1 Pathway C: 
The structures of reactants, intermediates, transitions states and products of pathway 
Care shown in Figure 3.5. The relative energies of reactants, intermediates, transition states 
and products are hown in Figure 3.6. Activation energies, free energies and cnthalpics of 
activation for pathway C are given in Table 3.4. Ethene + 2Br2 can form two possible 
complexes, R 1 and R2. Complex R2 reacts through TS I c to form intennediate II c which is a 
bromonium/tribromide ion pair. The Br-Br bond distance in the Br2 adding to C=C goes from 
2.302 A in the R2 complex to 2.940 A in TS I c at MP2/6-31 G(d). The IRC analysis 
confirmed that TS 1 c leads to R2 and I I c. The activation energy (~Ea TSJc) is 207.3 kJ mor1 at 
the G3MP2B3 level. MP2 appears to overestimate while OFT appears to be underestimating 
the barrier for this reaction. The activation energy (L\Ea TS 1 c) obtained by M P2/6-31 G( d) is 
higher than the G3MP283 value by 25.5 kJ mor 1, while the activation energies obtained by 
BJL YP are lower by 47.0 and 39.5 kJ mor 1 at 6-31 G(d) and 6-3 1 +G(d), respectively. 
However, activation energies do not depend significantly on the choice of basis et. 
Activation energies at MP2/6-31 G(d) (232.8 kJ mor 1) and at MP2/G3MP2large//B3L YP/6-
31 G(d) (232 .1 kJ mor 1) differ by only 0.7 kJ mor 1 and B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) ( 160.3 kJ mor 1) 
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and B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) ( 167.8 kJ mor1) differ by only 7.5 kJ mor 1• The activation energies, 
free energies and enthalpies of activation calculated using the BC6-31 G(d) bromine ba is set 
and the standard 6-31 G(d) basis set are also found to be very similar at all levels of theory 
(Table 3.4). In the next step, intermediate 12x is formed via TSi·', where a Br atom from Br3-
attacks the bromonium ion resulting in a gauche 1,2- dibromoethane/Br2 complex . The 
corresponding activation energy (~EaTs2c) is 50.7 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2B3. The activation 
energy obtained by MP2/6-31 G(d) (55.1 kJ mor 1) again gives the best agreement with 
G3MP2B3. Finally, the product, trans-1.2-dibromoethane (P) is formed via transition state 
TS3x, which involves rotation about the C-C bond. The activation energy for this last step 
(~EaTs/) is 15.6 kJ mor1 at G3MP2B3. All structures for pathway C were also obtained for 
the reaction in CCI4 solution at MP2/6-31 G(d). The free energy of activation for the rate-
determining step in CCI4 decreases by 7.9 kJ mor 1. 
3.3.2.2 Pathway D: 
The structures of pathway D are shown in Figure 3.7. The relative energies of 
reactants, intermediates, transitions states and products are shown in Figure 3.8. Activation 
energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation are given in Table 3.5. The first step of 
pathway D involves formation of an interesting stable intermediate. trans-1 -bromo-2-
tribromoethane (I 1°). 11 ° is formed via transition state TS I 0 , with an activation energy 
( Ea TSI 0 ) of204.3 kJ mor1 at the G3MP2B3 level. In TS I 0 one Br atom adds to one of the C 
atoms ofC=C, while Br3- adds to the other C resulting in a trans configuration (Figure 3.7). 
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The IRC analysis confirmed that TS 1 ° leads to R2 and II 0 . Intermediate li D is converted to 
intermediate I2x via TS2D, with an activation energy of 180.2 kJ mor ' at the G3MP283 level 
of theory. The transition state (TS2°) structure consists of two bond ruptures (Br-Br and C-
Br) and one bond formation (C-Br). The last step, 12x ~ P is the same as for pathway C 
(Figures 3.5 and 3.6). A similar mechanism is found in CCI4 solution for this reaction. The 
solvent model used in this study predicts that the free energy of activation for this pathway 
would be reduced in CC14. For the rate-determining step, ilG! is lowered by 9.4 and 15.4 kJ 
mor' at the MP2/6-31 G(d) and 83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) levels, respective ly. 
3.3.2.3 Pathway E: 
The geometries for the reactants, intermediates, transition states, and products 
involved in pathway E are shown in Figure 3.9. The relative energies of reactants, 
intermediates, transition states, and products for pathway E are shown in Figure 3.1 0. The 
activation energies, fi·ee energies of activation and enthalpies of activation are given in Table 
3.6. Pathway E involves a perpendicular attack by one Br2 and a sidewise attack by the other 
Br2 (TS I E) which leads to intermediate II E (Figure 3.9). li t- can lead to product P through 
two different channels (I and 2). The first step of pathway E and the first step of channel I 
arc only obtained at the HF level of theory. However, the activation energies for the first step 
of this pathway are extremely high (476.0 and 315.6 kJ mor' at the HF/6-3 1G(d) and 
MP2/G3MP21arge//II F/6-31 G(d) levels of theory, respectively). The re ·ults are simply 
presented here for completeness. 
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3.3.2.4 Pathway F: 
The structures of reactants, intermediates, transitions states and products of pathway 
F are shown in Figure 3 .11 . The relati ve energies of reactants, intennediates, transition states 
and products are shown in Figure 3. 12. The activation energies, free energies and enthalpies 
of activation for the first step of pathway F and for the overall reaction are given in Table 3.7. 
All of the optimized structures of pathway F were obtained at the HF level, except fo r TS IF 
despite several attempts. It was possible to obtain an optimized structure forTS IF using MP2 
and B3L YP. In addition to the two reactant complexes R 1 and R2, a third cthene/2Br2 
complex (R3) was found. For the ethene/2Br2 complexes, R I and R3 have one Br2 
perpendicular to C=C and both R 1 and R3 are energetically more stable than R2. Pathway F 
is a multiple-step process. In the first step, complex R3 reacts through TS 1 F to fo rm 
intermediate I I F. In R3 the Br-Br bond distance for the Br2 attacking C=C is the 2.345A at 
MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) level of theory while it increases to 2.81 5 A in TS I r. The IRC analysis at 
the MP2 and B3L YP levels confirmed that TS 1 F leads to R3 and 11 ".The acti vation energy 
( Ears/) is 119.0 kJ mor 1 at the G3MP2B3 level. Intermediate 11 F can also fo rm from the 
direct attack by a Br4 molecule to ethene. llowever, the acti vation energy for the formation of 
Br4 (Br2 + Br2 ~ Br4) (Figure 3.1 3) is high (174.6 kJ mor 1 at G3 MP2B3). Therefore ethene 
will more likely react with 2Br2 than Br4 . All of the optimized structures from TS IF to TS3F 
(the last step) of pathway F involve bromonium/Br3- ion pairs all very close in energy (Figure 
3. 12). However, TS3F has a slightly higher energy than TS 11- (7 kJ mor 1 at G3 MP2B3( BC)). 
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In the second step, 12F is formed via TS2F with an activation energy ( EaTs/) of only 2 kJ 
mor
1 
at HF/BC6-31 G(d) level. Optimization of TS2F, 12F and 13 1. failed with MP2 and 
B3LYP. The structure of intermediate 12F is very similar to intermediate 13F with the only 
difference being in the position of the Br3•. Finally. the product (P) is formed via transition 
state TS3~-', which involves one C-Br bond rupture rrom the bromonium ion and a trans 
addition of Br from Br3· to the C. The IRC analysis confirmed that TS3F lead to 13F and P 
for all levels of theory. However, optimization of 13F leads to reactant complex R3 at both 
MP2 and 83L YP. It has been found that the overall activation energy ( EaT / )calculated 
from R3 to TS3F is higher than the activation energy ofthe first step (L\Ea.TS/) in pathway F 
for all levels of theory (Table 3.7). The overall reaction barriers in pathway Fare 151.9, 
111.6, 101.8 and 122.7 kJ mor 1 at the HF/BC6-31 G(d), MP2/BC6-31 G(d), 83L YP/BC6-
31 G(d), and G3MP283 levels of theory, respectively. Unlike other pathways, the overall 
acti vation energy obtained at MP2 agrees well with that obtained at 83L YP. The activation 
energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation calculated using the BC6-31 G(d) and 
standard 6-31 G(d) basis sets differ by no more than 15.4 kJ mor 1 (L\Il tTs/) and it is 
interesting to note that the 83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) and MP2/BC6-31 G(d) results are in excellent 
agreement (Table 3.7). Structures similar to those in gas phase were also obtained in CCI4 
solution at the MP2 and 83L YP levels. The overall tl·ee energy of activation in CCI4 (Table 
3.8) decreases by 49.7 and 32.7 kJ mor 1 at the MP2/BC6-31 G(d) and 83L YP/BC6-31 G(cl) 
levels from that of the gas phase. 
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3.3.3 Summary of overall reaction mechanisms investigated: 
The most likely mechanism for the reaction of alkenes with one Br2 is pathway B. 
The activation energies of the rate-determining step of pathway B for the reaction with 
cthene, propene, isobutene, flouroethene, chlorocthene, (E)- 1.2-di fluorocthene and (E)- 1.2-
dichloroethcne are 24 7.3, 200.4, 189.3, 224.2, 206.1. 220.1 and 217.1 kJ mor1, respectively 
at MP2/BC6-31 G(d) level of theory, while the barriers for pathway A are 256.4, 249.8, 
244.8, 247.6, 244.9, 243.4 and 249.3 kJ mor 1, respectively. For the reaction of 2Br2 with 
ethene, pathways C and D have almost the same barrier for the rate-determining step with 
G3MP2B3 activation energies of 207.3 and 204.4 kJ mor 1, respectively. Pathway E is 
predicted to have a high activation energy (315.6 kJ mor 1 at MP2/G3MP2large//l fF/6-
31 G(d)). The most likely mechanism for the reaction of ethene with 2Br2 is pathway F with 
an overall barrier of 122.7 kJ mor1 at G3MP2B3. By Comparison of the most likely pathway 
for the reaction with one Br2 (pathway B) and most likely pathway for the reaction with two 
Br2 (pathway F), bromination should be mediated via 2Br2 where the second Br2 assists in the 
ionization of the reactant complex to form a bromonium/Br3- ion pair. 
3.3.4 Comparison with Experiment: 
A general kinetic equation for the addition of bromine to alkenes is given as,4 
-d[Br2]/dt = k2[Br2]lA) + k3[Br2f[A] + k/ [BrJ-)[A) 
where [A] = [alkene] . 
( I) 
Modro ct al.46 found that in the absence of bromide ion and at low bromine concentrations 
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( [Br2l < I o-3 M) in CH3COOH, equation l reduces to the form 
-d[Br2J/dt = k2[Br2][AI (2) 
and under the same conditions in CCI2H-CChH a third-order rate dependence was found 
(3) 
The free energies of acti vation in CH3COOH and in CChH-CCbl I were calculated 
from the experimental46 rate constants obtained by equations 2 and 3. Equation 2 was also 
used by Dubois and Mouvier45 to determine the rate constant for the bromination of ethene in 
CI-1301-I . These experimental free energies of ac tivation are given in Table 3.8. To compare 
our findings to experiment, four solvents with increasi ng polarity were chosen namely CCI4, 
CH2Cl2, CH2CI-CH2CI and CH30H. The calculated overall free energies of activation for the 
most likely pathway (pathway F) in the reaction of ethene with 2Br2 in CC14, CH2Ch, CII2CI-
CH2Cl and CH30H are also given in Table 3.8. It has been found that the overall free 
energies of activation decrease with the increase of polarity of the solvent. The experimental 
va lues are also known4 7 to decrease with the polarity of solvent. Although the experimental 
free energies in CH3COOH, CCI2H-CChH and CH30H were obtained from two di fferent 
conditions, they also show decreasing free energies with increasing polari ty from CH3COOH 
to CFbOH (Table 3.8). The calculated free energy of acti vation fo r the reaction of ethene 
with 2Br2 in CI-hCI2 is in excellent agreement with the experimental value obtained in 
CChH-CChl I, differing by only 1.8 kJ mor 1 at 8 3LYP/BC6-31 G(d). In this case, the two 
solvents, CI-hCh and CCI2I 1-CChH have almost identical dielectric constants wi th values of 
8.93 and 8.2, respectively. Similarly, the ca lculated activation energy in CI 12CI-Cll2CI (52.7 
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kJ mor1) and the experimental activation energy in CChH-CChH (66.4 kJ mor1) differ by 
only 13.7 kJ mor' where the dielectric constant for CH2Cl-CH2Cl is 10.36 vs. 8.2 for CChH-
CChH. As expected, a more polar solvent would result in a lower 6Gt. It is worth 
mentioning here that the solvent models for CChH-CChH have not yet been implemented in 
Gaussian03 and hence CH2Cl-CH2Cl and CH2Ch solvents were used in this study because 
these two solvents have almost similar structural features and dielectric constants compared 
to CChH-CChH. 
The experimental free energy of activation obtained from the rate constant for the 
bromination of ethene in methanol is 64.6 kJ mor1 and found to be first order in Br2.45 This 
barrier is significantly higher than the computed free energy of activation for the reaction 
with 2Br2 (39.2 kJ mor1 at B3L YP/BC6-31G(d)). This disagreement may be explained in a 
number of ways. One possibility is that perhaps due to the relatively high polarity ofCH30H 
(dielectric constant of32.63), both Br2 and 2Br2 mechanisms occur simultaneously and the 
observed experimental free energy values would correspond to an average of the two. 
Alternatively and more likely, the mechanism in polar protic solvents may be different. We 
propose the following two cases: 
Case 1: 
A+Br2 
ki 
k_, 
'R2 
R2+X ~ 
*-2 
'R3 
R3 ~ )p 
Case 2: 
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*' 'Br. X k 2 
- 1 
where X can be Br2 or a solvent molecule. 
Both cases lead to the same rate expression [See Appendix D], 
When [X] = [Brz], 
When [X] = [S], 
where, [S] = solvent. 
Therefore for [X]= [Brz], 
For (X]=[S], 
keff = ( k1k2 )k3 and the reaction is third-order. k_lk-2 
keff = ( fG k2 [ S]) k3 and the reaction is second-order. k_lk-2 
(4) 
(5) 
Assuming( fGk2 ) = 1 mor1, on the basis of the agreement between the calculated 
k_lk-2 
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and the experimental free energies for the reaction in a non-polar solvent (Table 3.8), 
k,,11 = k3[S] for equation (5). In this case, to compare the calculated and the experimental free 
energies of activation, the experimental rate constant must be divided by lSl The resulting 
6Gtcxptl is found to be 72.5 kJ mor1 which is in much better agreement with the calculated 
value (75.5 kJ mor 1 at B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d)) obtained from the reaction of ethene with Br2 
mediated by a single CH30H molecule in CH30H solution (pathway G) as shown in Figure 
3.14. This is the first evidence that a solvent molecule also takes part in the bromination 
reaction for polar protic solvents such as CH30H. 
3.3.5 Thermodynamic results for the reaction of alkenes with Br2 
The thermodynamic properties for the bromination reaction investigated are listed in 
Table 3.9. All of the reactions are found to be exothermic at all levels of theory and basis 
sets. The H values for the reaction ofBr2 with ethene and propene are -125.7 and -129.0 kJ 
mor 1 at G3MP2B3 and -126.0, -91.7, -123.3. -121.0 and -94.4 kJ mor 1 for isobutcnc, 
fluoroethene, chloroethene, (E)-I ,2-difluoroethene and (E)-I ,2-dichlorocthcne, respectively, 
at G3MP2B3(BC) . The enthalpies of reaction at G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 levels for the 
reaction ofBr2 with cthene and propene differ by no more than 1.8 kJ mol" 1. There is also 
excellent agreement between G3 theories and experimental48 enthalpies for the reaction of 
Br2 with ethcne, propene and isobutene differing by no more than 7.5 kJ mol" 1 ( 11 3-
CH2=CI12 + Br2 ---+ trans-CH3-CH2Br-CH2Br). llowever, the G3MP2B3(BC) enthalpy for 
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(E)- I, 2-dichloroethene differs by 22.0 k.l mor ' from experiment. On the basis of the 
agreement between experimental and calculated enthalpies at G3 theories, the error i most 
likely in the experimental value. All of the reactions were also exergonic at all the levels of 
theory and basis sets. The free energies of reaction with ethene and propene are -84.3 and-
83.8 k.l mor' at G3MP2B3 and -79.9, -43.5, -78.8, -75.6 and -47.8 k.l mor ' fo r isobutene, 
fluoroethene, chloroethene, (E)-I ,2,-difluoroethene and (E)- I ,2-dichloroethene, respectively 
at G3MP2B3(BC). In general, B3L YP provides reaction enthalpies and free energies that are 
in better agreement with G3 theories than HF and MP2. However, for chloroethene and (E)-
I, 2-dichloroethene, the thermodynamic values obtained using G3M P2B3( 8 C) fa ll between 
MP2 and B3L YP values. For the reaction with ethene, the gas-phase free energies of reaction 
at MP2/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) levels are - I I 0.5 and -8 1.3 k.l mar', which decrease 
to - 111.1 and -92.2 kJ mor 1 in CCI~ . Similarly, the MP2/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) free 
energies for the reaction with propene are -I 07.1 and -68.7 k.l mar' in the gas phase, which 
decrease to -I 09.0 and -77.8 k.l mor' in CCk 
3.3.6 Performance of Theory/Basis set: 
All of the reactions studied in this work are isogyric. When comparing the HF results 
with other levels of theory, it is evident that electron correlation is qui te important in the e 
reactions for activation energies. However, it is not that significant for reaction enthalpies 
and free energies. ln general, acti vation energies calculated using MP2 consi tently agree 
better with the G3 theories, while 8 3 L YP appears to underestimate some acti vation energies. 
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However, for pathway F, which is the likely pathway for the reaction of 2Br2 with ethene, 
both MP2 and B3L YP agree well with the G3 results. Activation energies calculated using 
the standard 6-31 G(d) bromine basis set differ by no more than 16.8 kJ mor 1 (1-lF, pathway 
C) compared to the BC6-31 G(d) basis set results and the differences decrease from HF to 
MP2 and B3L YP levels of theory. There was little to no effect on the barriers by the addi tion 
of diffuse functions when compared to GJ theories . Even use of the G3MP2large basis set 
does not improve the baniers. 
For thermodynamics, the G3MP2 and G3MP2B3 theories differ by no more than 3 kJ 
mor1 for reaction enthalpies and free energies ( G for CI-h=CH2 + Br2 ---+ Cl-hBr-CH2Br) 
The G3 theories are also in excellent agreement with experiment, except in the case of 
CHCI=CHCI + Br2 ---+ CHCIBr-CHCIBr, where B3LYP/BC6-31 G(d) differs by only 3 kJ 
mor1, where as G3MP2B3(BC) differs by 22 kJ mor 1 from experiment48 . In comparison to 
MP2, thermodynamic values calculated using B3L YP provide reaction enthalpies and free 
energies that are consistently in better agreement with 03 values. Thermodynamic values 
calculated using the standard 6-31 G(d) bromine basis set differ by no more than 8. I k.J mor 1 
(BJP86, CH3-CH2=CH2 + Br2 ---+ CH -CH 2Br-CH2Br) compared to the Binning-Curtiss 6-
31G(d) basis set results. However, the reaction enthalpies and free energies differ 
significantly when diffuse functions are added to the two basis sets. For example the 
enthalpy for CH3-CH2=CH2 +Br2 --)> CH3- H2Br-Cl hBr calculated at the BJL YP/6-31 +G(d) 
and B3L YP/BC6-3 1 +G(d) levels of theory differs by 32. I k.J mor 1• 
I I I 
3.3.7 Exploring Heats of Formation (t.Hr) : 
From the H values of reaction calculated at the G3 theories in this study, it is 
possible to calculate heats of formation for some alkenes and dibromoalkanes. The t.H ,. 
values obtained in this study arc given in Table 3.1 0. From the G3MP2B3 enthalpy of 
reaction for CJ-h =CH2 + Br2 ~ trans-CJ-b8r-CH2Br ( -125.7 kJ mor 1) and the most recent 
and reliable experimental t.H1{CH2=CH2) and t.H1(Br2)(given in Table 3.1 0), t.ll r (trans-
CH2Br-CH2Br) is calculated to be -42.3 kJ mor 1, which is in good agreement with 
experiment (-37.52 kJ mor 1) . Similarly, H1(Cl-h=CJ-h) is calculated from the same reaction 
enthalpy and by using the experimental t.H1(Br2) and H1(trans-CH2Br-Cih8r). The 
resulting t.Hr (CH2=CH2) is 57.3 kJ mor 1, the value being in excellent agreement with 
experiment. Following the same procedure, it was possible to calculate t.Hr for CH3-
CH2=CH2, trans-CH3-CH2Br-Cf-hBr, (CH3)2C=CH2 and trans-(CH3)2CBr-CH2Br using the 
enthalpies of reaction for CH3-CH2=CH2 + Br2 ~ trans-CH3-CI-hBr-CH2Br ( -129.0 kJ mor 1 
at G3MP2B3) and (CH3)2C=Cl-h + Br2 ~ trans-(CH3)2CBr-CH2Br (-1 26.0 kJ mor 1 at 
G3MP2B3(BC)) along with experimental t.Hr for Br2, CH3-CH2=CH2, trans-CH3-CH2Br-
CI-Iz8r, (CH3)2C=CII2 and trans-(CH3)2CBr-CH2Br obtained from the literature. These t.H ,. 
values are also in excellent agreement with the experimental values, all within 6.6 kJ mor 1 • 
No experimental or theoretical t.Hr have been reported for trans-CHFBr-CH2Br. trans-
CHCIBr-CH2Br, (E)-CHFB - CHFBr and (E)-CHCIBr=CHCIBr. In this study, t.II lo r 
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CHF=CH2 + Br2 -t trans-CHFBr-CtbBr (-9 1.7 kJ mol" 1 at G3MP2B3(BC)), CHCl=Cll2 + 
Br2 trans-CHC1Br-CH2Br ( -123.3 kJ mol" 1 at G3MP283(BC)), (E)-CHF=CHF + Br2 -t 
trans-CHFBr-CHFBr (-121.0 kJ mol" 1 at G3MP283(BC)) and (E)-C1ICI=CHC1 + Br2 -t 
trans-CHCIBr-CHCIBr ( -94.4 kJ mol" 1 at G3MP2B3(BC)) have been obtained. From this 
data and the experimental L1Hr of CHF=Cl-12 , CHCI=CH2, (E)-CHF=CHF and (E)-
CHCl=CHCI, the L1Hr values for trans-CHFBr-CI hBr, trans-CI ICIBr-CH2Br. trans-CIIFBr-
CHFBr and trans-CI IClBr-CHCIBr were calculated to be -2 14.8, -63.4,-400.1 and -61.8 kJ 
mol" 1' respectively. 
3.4 Conclusions 
A comprehensive investigation was conducted on the possible mechanisms involved 
in the reaction of alkcnes with Br2 and 2Br2. !t has been found that there are two po sible 
mechanisms for the reaction of alkenes with one Br2; one involving a perpendicular attack on 
the C=C double bond producing a bromonium/8( ion pair. However, the mechanism does 
not lead to product. The other pathway is a sidewise attack by a Br2 on the C=C bond 
producing first a bromonium/8( ion pair followed by formation of the trans- I ,2-
dibromoalkane. Therefore, the only mechanism found for reaction with one Br2 molecule 
producing trans- I ,2-dibromoalkane is through sidewise attack by Br2. Reaction of ethene 
with 2Br2 involves several different pathways all producing trans- I ,2-dibromoalkane as the 
product. The overall reaction barrier is the lowest for the reaction of ethene 2Br2. The 
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bromination reactions of alkenes in CCI-1 predict mechanisms simi lar to that obtained in the 
gas phase. However, the solvent model predicts a lowering of free energies of activation lor 
the rate-determining steps of all the reactions in CCL1 solution. The overall free energy of 
activation obtained from the most likely pathway (pathway F) involving 2Br2 is in excellent 
agreement with experiment for the reaction in non polar aprotic solvents. For polar protic 
solvents, the calculated activation energies obtained from the reaction with a single Br2 
mediated by a solvent molecule are in excellent agreement with experiment. The calculated 
free energies of activation decrease with the polarity of solvents, which is in agreement with 
the experimental observations (Table 3.8). All of the reactions arc found to be exothermic 
and cxergonic for the formation ofthe trans-1,2-dibromoalkane product. 
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TABLE 3.1: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 
CH2=CHCI, (E)-CHF=CHF and (E)-CHCI=CHCI with Br2 (Pathway A).a,b 
LeveUBasis et ~Ea,T ' A ~ct A ~Ht TS A TS 
CHz=CH2 + Br2 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 238.4 229.8 235 .2 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 256.4 251.7 250.6 
MP2/6-31 +G(d) 238.3 231.7 235 .2 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 240.9 231 .1 237.6 
MP2/G3MP2larg 268.5 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
CH3-CH2=CHz + Br2 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 230.6 219.6 227.2 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 249.8 236.6 246.3 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 233 .5 221.8 230. 1 
MP2/G3MP21arge 262.6 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
(CH3)2C=CI lz + Br2 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 224.1 211.7 220.7 
MP2/BC6-31G(d) 244.8 230.7 24 1.1 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 227.6 214.4 224.0 
MP2/G3MP2large 258.2 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
CHF=CH2 + Br2 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 230.2 224.7 227.6 
MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) 247.6 241 .3 244.8 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 232.4 226.3 229.8 
MP2/G3 MP21arge 259.6 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
CHCI=CI-12 + Brz 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 228 .2 223.5 225 .7 
MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) 244.9 238.7 242. 1 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 230.4 224.9 227.9 
MP2/G3MP21arge 255 .9 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
(E)-CHF=CH I· + Br2 
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MP2/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/G 3M P21argc 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2(F LL)/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/G3MP21arge 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
226.1 
243.3 
228 .0 
254.9 
232.6 
249.3 
234.4 
256.1 
a Barrier as defined in Figure 3.1. 
6 The products are all in trans conformation. 
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222.2 
231.4 
222.9 
223 .2 
242.8 
225.1 
(E)-CHCI=CIICI + Br2 
226.5 229.4 
241 .2 246.0 
226.5 231 .2 
TABLE 3.2: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of 
LeveUBasis Set L\Ea,TSI B + B ~G+TSt + B ~+TSI L\Ea,TS2 B + B ~G·TS2 + B ~H+ TS2 L\Ea,TS3 B + B ~G+TS3 + B m +TS3 
CH2=CH2 + Br2 ~ CH2Br-CH2Br 
HF/6-31 G(d) 303.0 335.3 301.5 42.7 38.6 37.4 11.4 15.5 9.5 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 300.3 320.9 298.5 44.5 40.4 39.4 14.7 16.8 12.6 
MP2/6-31G(d) 252.9 275.9 251.0 60.8 57.1 56.5 15.0 15.2 12.7 
CCI/ 262.9 55.8 16.4 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 247.3 263.5 245. 1 58.3 54.8 54.2 18.3 20.0 16.1 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 186.7 212.9 184.7 (36.9) (33 .2) (37.2) 10.7 11.2 8.5 
CCV 191.0 (67.6) 12.3 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 189.1 206.1 186.4 12.i 10.Y 9.2! 14.0 14.2 11.7 
(9.1) (8.7) (6.2) 
B3LYP/6-31 +G(d) 193.7 225.7 191.8 (40.8) (46.4) (38.4) 10.8 11.2 8.5 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 188.0 208.2 183.3 (14.2) (13.5) ( 11.2) 15.7 15.9 13.2 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) 188.5 199.1 185.9 21.7 18.5 18.4 15.6 15.7 13.3 
B3PW91 /6-31G(d) 195.1 220.5 195.5 (52.5) (52.8) (50.1) 11.6 12.1 9.4 
B3PW91 /BC6-31 G(d) 193.5 214.4 190.7 21.4 18.0 18.1 15.1 15.2 12.9 
MP2/G 3 MP2large 250.6 279.0 244.8 63 .5 64.1 62.7 16.0 20.5 14.1 
I IMP2(FULL )/6-
MP2/G3MP2large 262.0 285 .2 256.9 15.6 16.6 13.8 
//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2 14.4 18.9 12.6 
12 1 
G3MP2B3 13.9 14.9 12.1 
CH3-CH2=CH2 + Br2 -t CH3-CH2Br-CH2Br 
HF/6-31 G(d) 286.7 317.4 284.5 (17. 7) (13.5) (12. 7) 20.8 23.8 19.0 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 283.3 302.2 280.8 22.3 18.5 17.3 23.3 26.1 21.5 
MP2/6-31G(d) 201.1 213.2 193.4 45.7 38.8 40.2 23.6 26.3 21.7 
CCI/ 233.5 42.6 26.6 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 200.4 204.0 190.3 45.0 40.4 39.9 26.8 29.1 24.8 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 167.2 188.5 164.4 (-I. 7) (-3.2) (-8.6) 17.9 20.9 16.0 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 168.1 176.3 167.5 (0.1) ( -1.5) (-3.8) 20.6 23.1 18.6 
CCI/ 165.9 (42.7) 21.6 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) 173.4 203.4 170.8 (0.6) (-0.9) ( -6.8) 18.1 21.2 16.2 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 163 .7 177.3 160.7 (8.8) (6.1) (4.8) 23.2 26.2 2 1.3 
B3P86/6-31 G(d) 167.1 191.3 164.1 19.0 21.9 17.1 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) 166.3 175.9 162.6 13.6 10.3 10.0 22.1 24.5 20.1 
83 PW9116-31 G( d) 174.8 205.1 171.8 (6.1) (0.0) (4.7) 18.7 21.7 16.9 
B3PW91 /BC6-31 G(d) 170.9 176.4 170.0 13.3 11.0 9.8 21.8 24.3 19.8 
MP2/G3MP21arge 230.7 252.6 228.7 48.9 43.3 48.6 23.9 26.0 23 .1 
//MP2(FULLV6-
MP2/G3MP2large 243.1 263.5 239.3 23.6 26.6 21.5 
//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2 37.0 31.4 36.7 22.4 24.5 21.6 
G3MP2B3 22.0 25 .1 20.0 
(CH3)2C=CH2 + Br2 -t (CH3)2CBr-CH2Br 
HF/BC6-31G(d) 276.2 289.0 272.3 56.1 58. 1 52.2 24.6 27.6 22.7 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 189.3 189.7 178.4 54.2 53 .0 50.6 28.3 30.8 26.1 
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B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 150.7 158.8 145.4 (21.2) (24.1) (18.8) 21.3 24.5 19.3 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 146.6 155.0 142.3 (21.3) (24.3) (18.8) 24.6 27.6 22.5 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) 147.2 155.1 141.6 (27.4) (29.4) (24.9) 23 .1 26.2 21.1 
B3 PW91 /BC6-31 G( d) 152.2 161.5 146.7 (27.7) (30.1) (25.2) 22.9 26.0 20.8 
MP2/G3MP2large 203 .3 214.1 200.7 25 .2 28.2 22.9 
//B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3(BC) 187.4 198.3 184.8 23.3 26.2 21.0 
CHF=CH2 + Br2 ~ CHFBr-CH2Br (Syn addition of Br2) 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 327.0 340.5 324.8 13.5 18.4 13.1 15.0 17.3 12.7 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 224.2 234.5 222.4 33.6 37.2 33.4 18.3 20.2 15.8 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 190.3 202.5 187.9 7.2 4.9 2.8 13.4 15.5 10.8 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) 187.7 199.5 185.2 6.8 3.4 2.1 15.1 17.2 12.6 
B3PW9l/BC6-31 G(d) 191.6 206.3 189.2 6.4 2.9 1.8 14.6 16.7 12.1 
MP2/G 3 MP2large 263.8 275.9 260.3 15.7 17.0 13 .6 
//B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3(BC) 255.6 267.7 252.1 13.8 15.0 11.7 
CHF=CH2 + Br2 ~ CHFBr-CH2Br (Anti addition of Br2) 
HF/BC6-31G(d) 299.7 319.7 297.3 (5.1) (3 .6) (1 .8) 25.0 27.4 23.0 
MP2/BC6-31G(d) 238.4 253.4 235.8 23.0 20.5 19.5 27.8 29.8 25.5 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 177.8 193.2 175.3 (-10.8) (-13.8) (-10.7) 29.6 32.4 27.0 
MP2/G3MP2large//MP 250.6 279.0 244.8 63.5 64.1 62.7 16.0 20.5 14.1 
2(F LU/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2/G3MP2large 259.6 273.8 255.9 25.3 28.1 23.3 
//B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3(BC) 252.1 266.3 248.4 23 .3 26.1 21.4 
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CHCI=CH2 + Br2 ----+ CHC1Br-CH2Br (Syn addition of Br2) 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 330.8 353.8 328.0 16.4 18.0 15.0 19.3 21.8 17.1 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 206.1 221.4 205.0 6.8 10.7 6.1 22.9 25.0 20.5 
B3LYP/BC6-31G(d) 191.6 206.9 188.8 25.1 23 .9 17.9 18.1 20.3 15.6 
MP2/G3MP2large 236.5 251.2 233.0 60.3 64.3 58.3 19.8 22.5 17.7 
//B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3(BC) 217.6 232.3 214.2 34.1 38.1 32.1 17.7 20.4 15.6 
CHCI=CH2 + Br2 ----+ CHC1Br-CH2Br (Anti addition of Br2) 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 309.6 329.9 307.1 (9.7) (6.8) (5.7) 32.3 34.4 30.2 
MP2/BC6-3 1 G( d) 240. I 255.6 237.4 27.2 23.6 23.2 34.2 36.0 31.9 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 180.7 195.9 178.0 (- ( -14. 7) (-11.0) 27.7 30.0 25.5 
MP2/G 3MP2large/ IMP 238. I 266.5 232.3 28.5 29.1 27.7 30.2 34.7 28.4 
2(FULL)/BC6-3 1G(d) 
MP2/G3MP21arge 259.0 273.4 255.4 30.6 33.3 28.7 
//B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3(BC) 28.3 31.0 26.4 
a Barriers as defined in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 
b The values in parentheses are single point values using optimized MP2 structures. 
c ( - ) indicates missing values due to failure to optimize the bromonium/B( ion pair or, in the QCISD(T) calculation for G3 
theories. 
"The products are all in trans conformation. 
e The PCM- United Atom (UAO) model was used for optimized structures. In all cases !1G = !1!1G (thermal correction) 
!1Gsolv. 
fUsing MaxStep= 1 for the optimization. 
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TABLE 3.3: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 
298.15K for the reaction of (E)-CHF=CHF and (E)-CHCI=CHCI with Br2 (Pathway 
B).a.b.c 
HF/BC6-3 1 G(d) MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) B3L YP/ BC6-3 1 G(d) G3MP2B3(BC) 
(E)-CHF=CH F + Br2 ---+ C HI· Br-C HFBr 
L1Ea,TSI B 33 1.8 220. 1 197.3 286.4 
L1GtT 1 B 344.5 23 1.2 206. 1 296.0 
L1Ht TSI B 328.2 2 17.5 193 .5 283.4 
L1Ea,TS2 B 53 .5 9.6 69.0 
+ B L1G +TS2 55 .8 10.0 7 1.9 
+ B L1H+ TS2 50 .6 5.5 67.3 
L1En.T 3 B 30.4 29 .8 25.7 25.8 
+ B L1G+TS3 3 1.2 30.5 26.7 29.4 
L1Ht TS3 B 27.6 26.9 22.7 23.6 
L1Ea,TS.t B 35.4 35.6 27.8 30.7 
L1GtT 4 B 38.5 40.0 3 1.0 34.2 
L1Ht TS4 B 33 .1 32.9 25.3 28.4 
(E)-CHCl=C IICl + Br2 ---+ C HClBr-CHClBr 
L1Ea,TSI B 357. 1 2 17. 1 2 15.8 233.8 
L1GtTSI B 371.8 23 1.8 223 .5 242.7 
L1Ht TSI B 353.0 2 14 .8 2 11.8 230.9 
L1Ea,TS2 B 16.5 80.6 42.4 91.9 
+ B L1G+TS2 16.6 78.7 40.1 92.1 
L1Ht T 2 B 13.9 77.7 38.9 90.8 
L1En,TS3 B 28.9 3 1.4 24.1 27.9 
L1Gt,. 3 B 33.0 33.4 26.6 32.0 
L1Ht TS3 B 27.0 29.2 22.0 25.6 
L1Ea.TS.t B 59.6 59.6 50.3 50.8 
L1GtTS48 62.9 62.3 53.7 54.7 
L1Ht TS4 B 57.0 56.7 47.5 48.5 
" Mechanistic pathway as defined in Figure 3.4. 
b (-) indicates miss ing values due to failure to optimize the transition state. 
c T he products are a ll in trans conformation. 
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TABLE 3.4: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of 
LeveVBasis Set ~a.TSI c L\G!TSI c .L\Ht TSI c 8.Ea.TS2 c 8.G! TS2 c .L\H!TS2 c 8.Ea.T 3 X L\G! X + X TSJ L\H+ TSJ 
HF/6-31G(d) 301.2 324.9 302.0 35.1 36.9 31.7 12.2 20. 1 7.6 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 284.4 304.3 282.6 34.5 30.8 30.0 16.1 17.8 13.9 
MP2/6-31 G(d) 232.8 260.8 230.7 55. 1 52.6 51.2 17.1 18.2 14.8 
CCI/ 252.9 64.3 18.4 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 50.6 51.5 46.8 17.6 18.9 15.1 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 160.3 180.7 160.5 31.0 26.0 27.0 14.7 16.9 12.5 
B3LYP/BC6-31G(d) 157.4 175.2 154.3 31.4 30.0 27.5 14.9 18.6 12.5 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) 167.8 207.5 165 .7 31.3 23.8 27.2 14.7 15.9 12.5 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 160.8 181.3 158.4 32.9 32.2 29.2 15.4 21.7 10.3 
MP2/G 3 MP2large 232.1 249.8 229.5 69.7 68.6 69.5 17.7 20.5 16.0 
//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3 207.3 224.9 204.7 50.7 49.6 50.5 15.6 18.4 13 .9 
u Barriers as defined in Figure 3.5 and 3.6. 
b (-)indicates missing values due to failure to optimize the transition state. 
cThe PCM- United Atom (UAO) model was used for optimized structures. In all cases L\G = 8.8.G (thermal correction) + 
t!.Gsolv. 
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TABLE 3.5: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of 
Level/Basis Set L1Ea.TS I D + D ~G·TSI + D ~H· TSI L1Ea,TS2 D + D ~G·Ts2 + D t1H+ TS2 
HF/6-31G(d) 302.0 325.5 302.8 113.0 90.4 103.2 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 288.5 305.2 286.4 132.6 114.8 123.2 
MP2/6-31G(d) 232.8 260.8 230.7 191.3 177.9 183.4 
CCl4c 251.4 151.0 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 225.6 222.8 238.0 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 160.5 176.3 160.6 148.6 137.1 139.8 
CCI/ 160.9 11 2.1 
B3L YP/BC6-31G(d) 156.6 128.2 147.9 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) 167.8 203.1 165.7 147.1 136.6 138.4 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 158.1 129.4 148.9 
MP2/G3MP2large 242.6 248.6 232.9 214.2 212.6 215.3 
//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2B3 204.3 210.3 194.6 180.2 178.5 181.2 
a Barriers as defined in Figure 3.7 and 3.8. 
b (-) indicates missing values due to fai lure to optimize the transition state. 
c The PCM- United Atom (UAO) model was used for optimized structures. In all cases ~G = !1!1G (thermal correction) + 
/1Gsolv. 
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TABLE 3.6: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of 
CHz=CHz and 2Br2 (Pathway E).a,h 
Level/Basis Set ~Ea,TSI E ~G!T ' t E + E Ma,TS2 El ~Gt El m t El ~H+ TSI TS2 TS2 
HF/6-31 G(d) 476.0 509.8 473.9 45.9 44.3 43.5 
CCI/ 404.4d 79.2 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 470.1 490.0 467.4 44.9 43 .0 42.5 
MP2/G 3 MP2large 315.6 346.3 310.1 35.4 35 .3 34.2 
//HF/6-31 G( d) 
E2 + E2 m t E2 ~Ea.TSJ E2 ~G!TSJ E2 L1H! E2 ~Ea.TS2 ~G+T 2 TS2 TSJ 
HF/6-31G(d) 7.6 11.1 5.4 47.7 44.9 45.0 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 10.1 13.5 8. I 46.3 43.7 43 .8 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 10.8 14.0 8.2 10.9 9.7 9.2 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 8.7 11.9 6.3 20.4 20.5 18.0 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 8.9 10.9 6.3 18.1 18.7 15.8 
M P2/G 3 MP2large 7.4 4.0 -2.0 38.9 38 .0 37.9 
//HF/6-31 G d 
a Barriers as defined in Figure 3.9 and 3.1 0. 
h TS1 E and TS2E1 were only obtained at HF/6-31G(d) and HF/BC6-31G(d). 
c The PCM-United Atom (UAO) model was used for optimized structures. In all cases ~G = ~~G (thermal correction) + 
~Gsolv. 
d Have two imaginary frequencies: the smallest one is 14.98 cm· 1• 
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TABLE 3.7: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of 
Level/Basis Set ilEa,TSI F 
+ F ~G+TSI + F .:iH+ TSI ~Ea,TSJ F + F ~G+TSJ + F .::1H+ TSJ 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 151.9 177.8 155.3 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 103.8 126.0 104.2 111 .6 136.8 112.4 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 90.5 108.8 89.1 101.8 123 .1 100.6 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 103.3 117.0 104.5 110.9 126.6 112.2 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 83 .6 99.3 82.2 100.7 119.3 99.7 
G3MP2B3 119.0 129.1 116.5 122.7 134.3 119.8 
G3MP2B3(BC) 117.5 132.3 112.5 125.6 142.6 119.9 
u Mechanistic pathway and barriers as defined in Figure 3.11 and 3.12, respectively. 
b (-) indicates missing values due to failure to optimize the transition state. 
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TABLE 3.8: The calculated overall free energies of activation (kJ mor1) at 298.15K for the reaction of CH2=CH2 and 2Br2 in 
solution at B3LYP/BC6-31G(d) (Pathway F) and experimental values. 
Solvent (Et Calculated 
CC14(2.23) 90.4 (87.ll 
CH2Ch (8.93) 64.6 
CH2Cl-CH2Cl ( 1 0.36) 52.7 
CH30H (32.63) 39.2 (75.5/ 
a In order of increasing dielectric constants (c). 
Solvent (Et 
CH3COOH (6.15) 
CCl2H-CChH (8.2) 
CH30H (32.63) 
b The value in parenthesis is obtained at MP2/BC6-31 G( d) level of theory. 
c Reference 46. 
d Reference 4 5. 
e Corrected fo r solvent concentration (See text for explanation). 
Experimental 
76.8·c 
66.4 c 
64.6 d (72.5) e 
1 For the reaction of ethene + Br2 mediated by a CH30H molecule in CH30H solution. 
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TABLE 3.9: Thermodynamic properties (kJ mor1) at 298.1SK for the reaction of CH2=CH2, CH3-CH2=CH2, 
(CH3)2CH=CH2, CH2=CHF, CH2=CHCl, (E)-CHF=CHF and (E)-CHCI=CHCI with Br2.a 
Level/Basis Set Llli AG AH Llli AG AH 
CH2=CH2 + Brz ~ CI-{zBr-CH2Br CH3-CHz=CHz + Brz ~ CH3-CHzBr-CH2Br 
HF/6-31 G(d) -133.2 -81 .3 -121.7 -1 23.4 -66.5 -112.8 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) -134.1 -80.8 -122.9 -130.8 -74.0 -120.4 
MP2/6-31 G(d) -162.6 -110.5 - 151.1 -1 64.2 -107.1 -153.8 
CC146 -111.1 -109.0 
MP2/BC6-3 1 G( d) -159.1 -106.0 -148.2 -166.3 -109.7 -1 56.4 
B3L YP/6-31G(d) -133.2 -81.3 -123.0 -123.5 -68.7 -114.2 
CCI/ -92.2 -77.8 
B3LYP/BC6-31G(d) -134.5 -82.8 -1 24.5 -1 31.0 -76.1 -1 21.8 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) -123 .1 -71.0 -112.7 -114.2 -59.2 -1 04.8 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) -138.2 -85.1 -127.4 -147.2 -90.3 - 136.9 
B3P86/6-31 G(d) -1 47.1 -91 .9 -1 3 7.6 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) -156.9 -1 05.0 -146.7 -154.8 -99.8 -145.7 
B3PW9116-31 G(d) -148 .3 -98.0 -1 38.0 -1 38.5 -83.3 -129.1 
83 PW9l/BC6-31 G( d) -149.7 -97.8 - 139.5 -146.3 -91.2 -137.0 
MP2/G3MP2large -159.6 -123.8 -1 63.4 -1 63.7 -106.3 -166.8 
//MP2(FULL)/6-31 G(d) 
MP2/G3MP2large -157.4 -119.8 -161.1 -160.3 -103.0 -163 .2 
//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
G3MP2 -123.1 -87.3 -126.8 -127.6 -85.4 -130.8 
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G3MP283 
Experimental 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/BC6-31 +G(d) 
B3P86/BC6-31 G(d) 
B3PW91 / BC6-31G(d) 
MP2/G3MP21arge 
/183LYP/BC6-31G(d) 
G3MP283(BC) 
Experimental 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
B3LYP/BC6-31G(d) 
MP2/G3MP21arge 
//83L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
G3MP283(BC) 
HF/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
MP2/G3MP21arge 
//8 3L YP/BC6-31 G(d) 
-1 22.0 
-84.3 
-125 .7 
-120.9± l.Y 
(CH3)2C=CHz + Br2 ~ (CH3)2CBr-CHzBr 
-126.1 -69.0 -11 6.5 
-173.7 -116.7 -164.7 
-125.7 
-71.1 
-117.5 
-152.5 
-95.5 
-142.9 
-151.7 
-96.8 
-143.6 
-141.9 
-86.9 
-133.7 
-155 .5 
-112.0 
-158.1 
-123.4 
-79.9 
-126.0 
-126.3c 
CHCI=CHz + Br2 __. CHC!Br-CH2Br 
-98.4 -43.5 -89.4 
-136.0 -81.1 -127.0 
-96.3 -43.1 -88.2 
-103.1 -50.0 -95.1 
-134.6 
-92.3 
-137.1 
-120.9 -78.8 -1 23.3 
(E)-CHCI=CHCI + Br2 ~ CHC!Br-CHCIBr 
-66.4 -9.5 -59.2 
-117.5 -62.3 - II 0.3 
-63.7 
-8.8 
-57.5 
-75.4 
-20.6 
-69.4 
- 123 .0 
-78.6 
-125.2 
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-126.0 
-83.8 
-129.0 
-1 22.5±0.8( 
CHF=CH2 + Br2 ~ CHFBr-CH2Br 
-117.5 -62.7 -108.1 
-146.2 -9 1.5 -1 36.9 
-1 19.2 
-66.3 
-111.0 
-1 39.7 
-86.6 
-1 31.4 
-132.1 
-78.9 
-1 23.8 
-138.3 
-92.9 
-141.1 
-88.9 
-43.5 
-91.7 
(E)-CHF=CHF + Br2 ~ CHFBr-CHFBr 
-117.6 -60.7 -1 09.2 
-151.9 
-95.4 
-1 43.8 
-121.8 
-67.3 
-1 14.8 
-146.6 
-103.6 
-149.1 
-118.6 
-75.6 
-121.0 
G3MP2B3(BC) 
Experimental 
-92.2 
a The products are all in trans conformation. 
-47.8 -94.4 
-72.4c 
b The PCM-United Atom (UAO) model was used for optimized structures. In all cases b.G = b.b.G (thermal correction) + 
b.Gsolv. 
c The values are obtained from reference 48. 
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TABLE 3.10: Heats of formation, ~Hr, (kJ mor1) at 298.15K.0 
Species Species 
Experimenta16 Present work Experimental Present work 
CH2=CH2 52.57 57.3 trans-CHFBr-CH2Br -21 4.8 
trans-C H2Br-C H2Br -37.52 -42.3 CH2=CHCI 
CH3-CH2=CH2 20.41 26.9 trans-CHC1Br-CH2Br -63.4 
trans-CH3-CH2Br-CH2Br -71.18 -77.7 (E)-CHF=CHF -310.0 c 
(CH3)2CH=CH2 
-17.9 ± 1.1 -18.2 trans-CHFBr-CH FBr -400.1 
trans-(CH3)2CBr-CH2Br 
-113 .3 ± 1.0 -11 3.0 (E)-CHCI=CHCI 
Br2 30.91 trans-CHCIBr-CHCIBr 
-61.8 
CH2=CHF -1 36.0 
a See text fo r explanation. 
6 Reference 48 
c Reference 49. 
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Figure 3.1. Pathway and barrier for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + Br2 (Pathway A) at MP2/BC6-31G(d) level of 
theory. Although the IRC leads to IA no optimized structure was found. 
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Figure 3.2. Mechanism for the reaction of CH2=CH2 + Br2 (Pathway B). Similar structures are found for the 
bromination of CH3-CH2=CH2, (CH3)2CH=CH2, CH2=CHF and CH2=CHCL 
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Figure 3.3. Pathway for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + Br2 (Pathway B) at MP2/BC6-31 G(d) 
level of theory (see Figure 3.2 for structures). 
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Figure 3.4. Mechanism for the reaction of (E)-CHF=CHF + Br2 (Pathway B). Similar structures are 
found for the bromination of (E)-CHCl=CHCl. 
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Figure 3.5.Mechanism for the reaction of CH2=CH2 +2Br2 (Pathway C). 
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Figure 3.6. Pathway for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + 2Br2 (Pathway C) at G3MP2B3 1e el 
of theory (see Figure 3.5 for structures). 
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Figure 3.7. Mechanism for the reaction of CH2=CH2 +2Br2 (Pathway D). 
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Figure 3.8. Pathway for the reaction of CH2=CH2 + 2Br2 (Pathway D) at G3MP2B3 level of 
theory (see Figure 3.7 for structures). 
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Figure 3.9. Mechanism for the reaction of CH2=CHz + 2Brz (Pathway E). 
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Figure 3.10. Pathway for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + 2Br2 (Pathway E) at MP2/G3MP2large//HF/6-31 G(d) level of theory 
(see Figure 3.9 for structures). 
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Figure 3 .11 . Mechanism for the reaction of CH2=CH2 + 2Br2 (Pathway F). 
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Figure 3.12. Pathway for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + 2Br2 (Pathway F) at G3MP2B3 level of theory (see Figure 3.11 for 
structures). For TS2F, I2F and 13F the G3MP2B3 energies are calculated using HF/6-31 G(d) by optimized geometries. 
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Figure 3.13. Mechanism for the reaction of Br2 + Br2 ----+ Br4. 
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Figure 3.14. Mechanism for the reaction ofCH2=CH2 + Br2 mediated by a CH30H molecule (Pathway G). 
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CHAPTER4 
The addition reaction of 
adamantylideneadamantane with Br2 and 2Br2 - A 
Computational Study 
4.1 Introduction 
Brominati on of alkenes is a well-known organic reac tion.1-2 Experimentally, the 
reaction mechanism is considered to have several steps, depending on the alkene and the 
so lvent used.2-7 A bromine/alkene charge-transfer complex (CTC) and the bromonium ion 
have been considered to be the main intermediates in the bromination of alkenes. The 
ex istence of a cyclic bromonium ion intermediate was first proposed by Roberts and 
Kimball.8 However, no structural evidence of the occurrence or a cyclic bromonium ion was 
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reported despite the many experimental attempts by a variety of techniques.9- 15 Strating and 
co-workers16 first produced a bromoni um ion tribromide in the lab by reacting 
adamantylideneadamantanc ( I) with Br2 in CC 14 . Slebocka-Tilk et al. 17 fo r the first time 
obtained the X-ray structure of the adamantylideneadamantane bromoni um ion with a Br3-
countcrion (2) (Scheme 4. 1 ). Later, Brown et al. 18 also reported the ex istence of another 
bromonium ion of bicycle [3.3. 1 Jnonylidenebicyclo [3.3.11 nonane. (E)-2,2,5 ,5-Tetramethyl-
3,4-diphenylhex-3-ene (3) is the first repo11ed example of an olefin whose interaction with 
bromine is limited to n complex formation (Scheme 4.2). 19 Similarly, tetraneopentylcthylene 
(4) does not react with bromine in CCl-1 solution and no rr compl ex was fo rmed between 
these two reagents on the basis of the 13C NMR spectrum (Scheme 4. 3 ).20 Thus the reacti \' ity 
of ole fins toward bromine depends on their steric hindrance. 
Theoretica l studies of the brominination ofalkenes are quite limited as compared to 
experiment. Yamabe et al. 21 studied the mechanism for the reactions, X2 + C2H4-t C2H-1X2 
[X = F, C I, and Br] at the MP3/3-2 1 G//RH F/3-2 1 G leve l of theory and found that the 
fluorinati on ofethene occurs via a four-centered transition state with an activation energy of' 
2 12.5 kJ mor 1 • while chlorination and bromination give a zwitterionic three-center transition 
state with the ac tivation barrier of 212. 1, and 256.9 kJ mor 1, respectively. Hamilton and 
Schaefer22 in their study on the structure and energetics of C2H.1Br • isomers also proposed 
that the transition tate is a three-membered bromonium ion with a nearby counter bromide 
ion. Recently, Cammi et al. 23 studied the bromination of ethene but only from the charge 
transfer complex (CTC) to the transition state (TS) at the MP2/CE P- 12 1 G(aug) leve l or 
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theory. The free energy barrier in go ing !'rom the CTC to the TS was found to be 250.8 kJ 
mor 1 in the gas phase and 34.2 kJ mor 1 in water. 
Recently,24 we have investigated the bromination reaction for a series or simple 
alkenes, namely, ethene, propene, isobutene, 11ourocthene, chlorocthenc, (E)- I ,2-
difluoroethene and (E)-I ,2-dichlorocthene. It was found that Br2 can react with alkenes ia 
two di fferent mechanisms. One involves a perpendicular attack by Br2 to C=C bond by a one-
step pathway producing the bromonium/bromide ion pair intermediate. The second 
mechanism consists of sidewise attack by Br2 to the C=C bond producing fi rst the 
bromonium/bromide ion pair intermediate which then produces the trans- 1.2-dibromoalkane 
via multi ple-steps. Ethcne can react with 2Br2 via several mechanisms all leading to the 
tran -I ,2-dibromoethane product. It was found that in thi s case the bromination reaction in 
gas phase and in non-polar aprotic solvents was mediated by the second brom ine molecule. 
The most likely pathway for the reaction of ethene and 2Br2 was found to be a mult iple- tep 
process involving the formation of an ethane bromonium/Br3• ion pair intermediate which 
then leads to the formation of the 1 ,2-dibromo product by trans addition of a Br atom from 
Br3· to one of the bromonium ion carbon . The corresponding activation energy was 122.7 kJ 
mor 1 at the G3 MP28 3 level of theory. For non-polar aprotic solvents such as CI)zC12 and 
CH2CICI-hCl, the overall acti vation energies for the ethcne + 2Br2 reaction arc found to be 
64.6 and 52 .7 kJ mor 1, respectively at B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. This is in excellent 
agreement with the experimental ac ti vation energy of 66.4 kJ mor1 fo r the reaction in CCI211-
CCI211.25 llowever, in polar protic solvents such as C~l 3011 , the calculated fi·ee energy agreed 
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very well with cxpcrimcnt26 only when the reaction was mediated by a singk Cl-13011 
molecule. I\ kinetic expression was proposed that accounts for the di ffcrence between 
bromination of alkcncs in protic and non-protic solvents. 
In this study, we investigated the mechanism for the reaction of bromine with 
adamantylidcncadamantanc which is known to stop the reaction by producing a 
bromonium/tribromide ion pair. 16· 17 The typical bridged bromonium ion would be in this 
case /\d=Ad stcrically hindered by four conformationally constrained axial hydrogen atom 
of the cyclohexane moiety as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Therefore, no further reaction occurs 
to form the dibromo product. No reaction can occur even wi th small nucleophiles such as 
fluoride ions.27 Although the reaction mechanism of Ad=Ad with Br2 was extensively studied 
. I 31617 27-JI . I d I d . . h I . f previous y · · · , no computatwna stu y was com uctc to mvestigatc t c mcc 1amsm o 
the bromination of Ad=/\d. A potential energy surface for the bromination reaction of' 
1\.d=Ad that leads to the bromonium/tribromide ion pair will provide further insight into the 
bromination reaction of alkenes. It is difficult to extract conclusive information about the 
mechanistic pathways from experiments only. Thus, quantum chemical calculations provide 
the only source for a detailed characterization of the potential energy surface along the 
reaction path. 
4.2 Method 
All the electronic structure calculations were carried out with Gaussian03 32 . The 
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geometries ofreaetant , transition state . intermediates and products were full y optimized at 
the I-IF and B3L YP levels of theory using the 6-3 I G(d) basis set. Energies vH.:rc also obtained 
using MP2/6-3 1 G(d)//1 !F/6-3 1 G(d), MP2/6-3 I G(d)//BJL YP/6-3 I G(J) and BJL YP/6-
31-t G(d)// l33L YP/6-3 I G(d) single point calculations. Frequencies were calculated for all 
structures to ensure the absence of imaginary frequencies in the minima and fo r the presence 
of only one imagi nary frequency in the transition states. The complete reaction pathways for 
all the mechanisms discussed in this study were verified using intrinsic reaction coordinate 
(IRC) analysis for all transi tion states. Structures at the last !RC points were optimized to 
positively identi fy the reactants and products to which each transition state is connected. free 
energies of acti vation and relative stabilities of reactants and products in CCI-1 and in 
CH2ClCI-hCI for the addition reaction of bromine to Ad=Ad were calculated with the 
polarizable continuum model (PCM) as implemented in GaussianOJ. /\ II free energy 
calculations involving solvation were performed using the solution-phase structures 
optimized at the HF/6-3 I G(d) and B3LYP/6-3 I G(d) levels of theory. By default, the PCM 
model builds up the cavity using the united atom ( U/\0) model. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
The results for the reaction ofadamantylideneadamantanc (Ad=/\d) with Br2 and 2Br2 
in the gas phase and in CCI4 are given in Tables 4. I -4.5. 
4.3.1 Potential energy surface for the reaction of Ad=Ad + Br2: Pathway A 
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Pathway A is the only pathway found for the reaction or Acl=J\d with one Br2. The 
structure invo lved in pathway A are shown in Figure 4.2. The relat ive energies of reactants. 
intermediates. transition states. and products arc shown in Figure 4.3 . Acti vation energies, 
free energies and enthalpies of ac ti vation forth~ reaction of AJ - Ad ' vith Br2 arc given in 
Table 4.1. Ad=Ad can form two complexes with Br2. In one complex, R I·' , Br2 is coplanar 
and perpendicular to the C=C bond and in the other complex. R2", Br-Br and C=C bond are 
skewed to each other (Figure 4.2). All the levels except for HF, predict R I" to be more stable 
than R2", by 2 1.2 k.J mor 1 at B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d) leve l of theory. Pathway A is a one-step 
mechanism in which adamantylidcneadamantane bromonium/Br' ion pair (I'') is formed via 
transition state TS" where one Br attacks the C=C bond of Ad= Ad. In the reactant complex 
R2A, the Br-Br and C=C bond distances are 2.3 16 and 1.349 A. re pecti vely at B3L YP/6-
31 G(d) level of theory, while in TSA, the distances increase to 3.058 and 1.41 9 A. 
respecti vely. On the other hand , the Br-C bond distance in R2" decreases from 4.7 19 A to 
2. 751 A in TS". Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis confirmed that TS" leads to R2A 
and lA. The activation energy ( Ea.TsA) for the reaction of Ad= Ad with Br2 is 272.8 and 134.7 
k.l mor 1 at HF/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) leve ls of theory, respectively. J\t MP2/6-
31 G(d)//1-I F/6-3 1 G(d) the barrier is lowered to 111 .4 kJ mor 1, while at MP2/6-
31 G(d)//B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) the barri er is increased to 145.3 k.l mor 1• The surpri sing loweri ng 
in the barrier by 16 1.4 kJ mor 1 at MP2/6-31 G(d)//1 IF/6-3 1 G(d) suggests both the importance 
of electron correlation and different PES at MP2 and IJ F. The B3LYP/6-3 1+G(d)// 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) ca lculation decreases the B3LYP/6-31G(d) barri er by 28.7 kJ mor 1 tll 
I 06.0 k.J mo1'1• The so lvent model used in thi s study predicts a free energy of ac tivation or 
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251.7 and 115.4 kJ mor 1 in CC14 and 234.8 and 97.5 kJ mor1 in CI·I2ClCII2Cl at IIF/6-
31 G(d) and 83L YP/6-31 G(d), respectively. Although optimized structures J()r the trans-! ,2-
dibromo product (P) were obtained by all the levels oftheory, no transition state leading fl·om 
lA toP was obtained despite successive attempts. P was found to be more stable than lA by 
26.4 and 64.2 kJ mor1 at the I IF/6-31 G(cl) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) levels of theory, 
respec tively. It is interesting to note that no optimized tructures for the cis-! ,2-dibromo 
product was found in this study despite successi\'e attempts by ditTerent levels of theory. 
4.3.2 Potential energy surfaces for the reaction of Ad=Ad with 2Br2 
The results for the reaction of Ad=Ad and 28r2 wi ll be discussed in the following 
order: 1) pathway 8 , 2) pathway C, and 3) pathway D. 
4.3.2. 1 Pathway B: 
The structures involving pathway 8 are shown in Figure 4.4. The rclati\'e energies or 
reactants, intermediates and transitions states are shown in Figure 4.5. cti vation energies. 
free energies and enthalpies or activation lor pathway 8 arc given in Table 4.2. Reactant 
complex (R 13) of Aci=Ad + 28r2 is similar to R2'\ except that the second 8r2 interacts 
sidewise. Pathway 8 is a one-step mechanism in which an ion pair of the bromonium ion and 
8r3- ion is formed via a transition state TS13 where one 8r atom of8r2 attacks the C= bond 
of i\d=Ad, whi le the other 8r atom transfers to the other 8r2. In the reactant complex R13, the 
I3r-Br bond distance for the 8r2 attacking the C=C is 2.329 A at the 83LYP/6-3 1 CJ(cl) k cl 
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of theory, while in TSB, the distance increases to 2.878 A. The C-Br (Br attacking the C=C) 
and Br---Br2 bond distances start at 4.699 and 3.172 A in R13 and decrease to 2.904 and 2.723 
!\in TS 13 respectively at B3f ,YP/6-31 G(d) IRC ana lysis confirmed that TSB leads to R13 and 
rB. The activation energy for the reaction of Ad- Ad with 2Br2 in pathway l3 is 256.8 at IIF/6-
31 G(d) and 94.1 kJ mor1 at B3LYP/6-31 G(d). The activation energies at MP2/6-
31 G(d)//HF /6-31 G(d) and MP2/6-31 G(d)//B3LYP/6-31 G(d) are 91.6 and 91.8 kJ mor 1• 
respectively, in excellent agreement with the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) results. The barrier decreases 
to 64.4 kJ mor 1 at the B3L YP/6-31 +G(d)//B3l.YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. Applying the 
solvent model yields a mechanism very similar to the gas phase one. The solvent model used 
in this study predicts that the free energy ofacti,·ation for this reaction would be lowered in 
CCI4 and CH2CICI-12CI by 15.1 and 26.8 kJ mor1, respectively at B3L YP/6-31 G(d). 
4.3.2.2 Pathway C: 
The structures of reactants, intermediates, transitions states and products of pathway 
C are shown in Figure 4.6 for the reaction of Ad=Ad and 2Br2. The relative energies of 
reactants, intermediates, transitions tates and products arc shown in Figure 4.7. Activation 
energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation for pathway Care given in Table 4.3. 
In pathway C, intermediate (is formed via TSc, which differs from TSB in that, the Br2 
attacking the C=C bond of Ad=Ad is tilted from the perpendicular. This leads to a different 
bromonium/Br3· ion pair (ll ). In the reactant complex Rc, the Br-Br bond distance ofBr2 that 
attacks the C=C is 2.284 A at HF/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory, while in TSc. the same Br-Br 
distance increases to 2. 7 48 A. The corresponding act ivation energy ( Ea. l s c ) is 61 .3 kJ mor 1 
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at I IF/6-31 G(d). No transition state structure was found at B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory, 
however both Rc and ( were obtained at this level. MP2/6-3 1 G(d)// II F/6-31 G(d) and 
BJLYP/6-3 1 G(d)// IIF/6-31 G(d) single point calculations predict a negative barrier (Table 
4.3 and Figure 4.7). The B3L YP results therd'ore suggest that the reaction would be 
barrierless and occur spontaneously in the gas phase. This pathway was only lound in the gas 
phase. Optimization of TSc in so lution leads to a slightly different tran ilion tate which 
corresponds to a different pathway, pathway D. Since RB and Rc differ by only 3.1 kJ mol" 1 
at B3L YP/6-31 G(d), a simple R13 ~ Rc conversion is more likely to occur. 
4.3.2.3 Pathway D: 
The structures involved in pathwa 0 arc shown in Figure 4.8. The relative energies 
of reactants. intermediates and transitions states are shown in Figure 4.9. Activation energies, 
free energies and cnthalpies of activation for pathway 0 are given in Table 4.4. In addi tion to 
the two bromonium/Br3- ion pairs (lB and lc), a third bromonium/Br3- ion pair (I D) is formed 
via TS0 in pathway 0 , with an activation energy (.6Ea rsn) of only 54.8 kJ mol" 1 at HF/6-
31 G(d). The structure of TSD invo lves a perpendicular attack by a Br2 on the C=C bond 
while the other Br2 is coplanar with the C=C bond and the attacking Br2. In the reactant 
complex R n, the Br2 that attacks the C=C has a Br-Br bond distance of 2.285 A at II F/6-
3 1 G(d), while in TSD, it increases to 2.805 . This bromonium/Br3- ion pair (I D) is very 
similar to that observed experimentally. 17 No reactant complex ( R 0 ) or transition state (TS0 ) 
was found at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level oftheory. The MP2/6-3 1G(d)//IIF/6-31G(d) and 
831 ,YP/6-3 1 G(d)// II F/6-3 1 G(d) single point ca lculations predict. as lor pathway C, that the 
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reaction is barrierless in the gas phase. This mechanism is also observed in CCl4 and 
CH2ClCH2Cl. The free energies of activation in CCl4 and CH2ClCH2Cl decrease by45.1 and 
74.5 kJ mor1 at HF/6-31G(d), suggesting that the reaction is most likely barrierless in 
solution as well. This is in accordance with experimene 1 where an equilibrium mixture of 
Ad=Ad + 2Br2 ~ adamantylideneadamantane bromonium/Br3- was reported with no 
evidence of any Ad=Ad/2Br2 complex formation. Furthermore, the reaction is also highly 
favoured with a .:ill = -135.7 kJ mor1 at B3L YP/6-31+G(d)//B3L YP/6-31G(d) and -144.1 kJ 
mor
1 
at MP2/6-31G(d)// B3L YP/6-31G(d). 
3.3.3 Relative Stabilities: 
The relative energies of the trans-1 ,2-dibromo product (P), bromonium/Br- ion pair 
(lA) and the three bromonium/Br3- ion pairs (18 , Ic and I~ are given in Table 4.5. All the 
levels of theory predict P to be more stable than lA with Llli=-26.4 at HF/6-31G(d) and Llli =-
64.2 kJ mor1 at B3L YP/6-31G(d). There is excellent agreement between the MP2/6-
31G(d)//HF/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) values of -93.2 and -90.8 kJ 
mort, respectively, which are in reasonable agreement with the B3L YP/6-31 G( d) value of-
64.2 kJ mort. All the levels of theory also predict ~G (lA - P) to be negative in the gas 
phase (Table 4.5). However, in CH2ClCH2Cl ~G(IA - P) becomes positive with values of 
102.4 and 38.4 kJ mor1 atHF/6-31G(d) and B3L YP/6-31G(d), respectively. Therefore, the 
bromonium/Bf (lA) is favored over the 1 ,2-dibromo product (P) in CH2CICH2Cl. In CC4, 
according to HF/6-31G(d) lA is favored (~0=40.4 kJ mort), while according to B3L YP/6-
31G(d) level of theory the dibromo product (P) is slightly favored (~G=-12.7 kJ mort). 
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Comparing the three bromonium/Br3• ion pairs (111 , (and 11\ In is predicted (except 
I IF) to be the most stable in both gas phase and solution. 1° is more stable than 111 v.:ith . \F(IIl 
~ ID) of -49. 1 kJ mol" 1 at 83LYP/6-3 1G(d). Single point calculations at MP2/6-
31 G(d)//HF/6-3 1 G(d) and MP2/6-3 1 G(d)//83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) also predict In to be more stable 
than IB by -15 .2 and -41.8 kJ mol" 1• respectively. J\t the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory f\.G 
i -5 1.5 kJ mor 1. 1° is also predicted to be more stable in CCI4 and CH2CICH 2CI solutions 
with L\G values of -31.0 and -2-+.5 kJ mol" 1, respectively. For ( ~ ID, ( ' is found to be more 
stable than ID at l!F/6-3IG(d) ( E=9.8 kJ mol" 1) and 1° is round to be more stable at 
83L YP/6-3 1 G(d) (1\ E=- I 0.4 kJ mor 1 ). f\.G (lc ~ 1°) is found to be negative with a value of-
15.9 kJ mol" 1 at 83L YP/6-31 G(d) in the ga phase. J\ 11 the levels of theory also predict L\G to 
be negative in CCI4 and in Cl-hCICJ--hCI with values of -0.2 and -4.6 kJ mo1" 1. respectively at 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) and -I 0.2 and -8.2 kJ mo1" 1. respectively at 83L YP/6-3 1 G(cl). For JD ~ trans-
I ,2-dibromo product (P) + Br2, L\E is 40.5 kJ mol· 1 at HF/6-31 G(d) and I I 0.6 kJ mol" 1 at 
83L YP/6-31 G(d). All the levels of theory also predict L\G ( JD ~ P +Br2) to be positive with 
E values of 17.6 and I 08.4 kJ mor 1 at IIF/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d), respectively. 
This again suggests that In is a very stable structure. Similar results were also obtained in 
CC14 and Cl-bCICH2CI solution (Table 4.5). Therefore, bromination of 
adamantylideneadamantane will undoubtedly favor the formation of ID in CC I4 and 
CH 2CICH2CI which is in excellent agreement wi th the X-ray structure. 17 To investigate if ln 
dissociates into the adamantylideneadamantane bromonium ion (Ad-J\cl-Br ' ) and the Br3· , v.e 
have tried to optimize the dissociated products. It is interesting to sec that despite successive 
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attempts with both HF and B3L YP levels of theory, an optimized structure lor 1\d-/\d-Br ' 
(figure 4.1) was not found in the gas phase or in so lution (CCL1 and CII 2C ICI-1 2Cl). 
4.4. Conclusions 
A comprehensive investigation was conducted to obtain all possible mechanisms 
involved in the reaction of Ad=Ad with Br2 and 2Br2. Only one pathway, pathway /\, was 
found for the reaction of Ad=Ad with one Br2 producing a bromonium/ Br" ion pair (1 ''). For 
the reaction of Ad=Ad with 2Br2 three different pathways. pathways B. C and D. all 
d . b . IB - . . 111 lc d In t· d S . I pro ucmg romonntm r3 ton patrs ( , an ) were oun . tructures tor pat 1ways !\ 
and B were obtained at both the IIF and B3LYP levels of theory. while for pathways C and D 
all structures were only obtained at the HF level. According to the l!F/6-3 1 G(d) level. both 
pathways C and D are the most favored pathways with very low act ivation energies as 
compared to pathways A and B (Tables 4. 1. 4.2. 4.3 and 4.4). The liF/6-31 G(d) activation 
energies were lowered by 138.1 and 162.7 kJ mo1" 1 at B3L YP/6-31 G(d) for pathways A and 
B, respectively. ince the activation energy is significantly lower for the react ion of Ad-=Ad 
with 2Br2 as compared to the reaction with a single Br2• the addition ofbromine to /\d=Ad is 
indeed mediated by a second Br2 molecule where the second Br2 assists in the ionizat ion of 
the reactant complex to form a bromonium/Br3• ion pair. Thi is in agreement with our 
previous study on the bromination reaction of ethene.24 According to B3L YP/6-31 G(d) the 
reaction would occur spontaneously in the gas phase as well as in omc solvents without a 
barrier to yield lc and ID via pathways C and D respecti ve ly. Single point calculations at 
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MP2/6-3 1 G( d)//HF/6-3 1 G(d) and MP2/6-31 G(d)//B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) also predict no barrier 
for pathways C and D. This is certainly worth investigating and we hope that gas-phase 
experimentalist will test this prediction. No transition state leading from the bromonium/B( 
or bromonium/Br3· ion pair to the trans- ! ,2-dibromo product (P) was obtained for the 
pathways investigated despite successive attempts. The most stable bromonium/Br
1
• ion pair 
(1°) corresponds to the observed X-ray structure. 17 ID was also predicted to be the most stable 
struc ture in CCI4 and CH2CICH2C I and would form spontaneously via pathway D. 
Barriers and relati ve stabilities calculated using the MP2 level of theory were 
generally in better agreement with B3L YP than HF. Because of the size of the system, only 
optimization at HF/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) and, MP2/6-3 1 G(d)//1-lF/6-3 1 G(d), 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d)//BJL YP/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 1 +G(d)//HF/6-3 1 G(d) single point 
ca lculations were possible. Our previous work on the bromination ofalkencs24 suggests that 
these are reliable levels of theory for this system. 
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TABLE 4.1: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor 1) at 
298.1SK fo•· the reaction of adamantalydincadamantanc with Br2 (Pathway A)." 
Level/Basis et ~Ea. rs ,\ ~11 ! -7--~G! \ rs IS 
HF/6-31 G(d) 
Gas Phase 272.8 269.4 281.8 
CCI/' 251.7 
CI I2CICI I2CI 1> 234.8 
MP2/6-31 G(d)//IIF/6-31 G( d) 
Gas Phase 111 .4 
BJL YP/6-3 1 G(d) 
Gas Pha c 134.7 131.0 141.4 
CCI/ 115.4 
CJ--12CI 112 II> 97 .5 
MP2/6-31 G(d)//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 145.3 
BJL YP/6-3 1 +-G(d)/1 BJL YP/6-3 1 G(d) 106.0 
a Barriers arc calculated from the Ad=/\d/ Br2 complex as defined in figu re 4.2 and 4.3. 
"The PCM- United Atom model was used for optimized structure . In all cases G = ~~G 
(thennal correction) + ~Gsolv. 
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TABLE 4.2: Activation energies, free energies and cnthalpies of activation (kJ mor 1) at 
298.1SK for the reaction of adamantalydineadamantanc with 2Br2 (Pathway B)." 
Level/Basis Set 
HF/6-31G(d) 
Gas Phase 256.8 255.7 263.1 
CCI/ 240.8 
CII2CICI bCih 217.4 
MP2/6-3 l G(d)//l IF/6-31 G(d) 
Gas Phase 91.6 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
Gas Phase 94.1 90.0 97.5 
CC I/ 82.4 
CH2CICH2Cih 70.7 
MP2/6-31 G(d)//BJL YP/6-3 1 G(d) 91.8 
BJL YP/6-31 G(d)// BJLYP/6-3 1 G(d) 64.4 
o BaJTiers are calculated !'rom the /\d= Ad/2Br2 complex as defined in Figure 4.4 and 4.5. 
h The PCM- United Atom model wa used for optimized structures. In all cases G = 11 G 
(thermal correction) + t:.Gsolv. 
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TABLE 4.3: Activation energies, free encrgie and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 
298.15K for Che reaction of adamanhtlydineadamantanc with 2Br2 (Pathway C) in the 
gas phase." 
Level/Basis Set 
.1Ea,l S c + ( ' .11-f• rs + (' ~G· rs 
HF/6-3 1 G(d) 61.3 60.5 80.2 
MP2/6-3 1 G(d)//IIF/6-3 1 G(d) 
-46.0 
8 3L YP/6-3 1 G(d)// I IF/6-3 1 G(d) 
-30.2 
B3L YP/6-3 1 t-G(d)// HF/6-3 1 G(d) 
-44.7 
a Barrier are calculated from the Ad=/\d/2Br2 complex as defined in Figure 4.6 and -L 7. 
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TABLE .t..t: Activation energies, free energies and enthalpies of activation (kJ mor1) at 
298.JSK for the r·eaction of adamanhtlydineadam~lntane with 2Br·2 (Pathway D).'' 
Level/Basis et L1Ea,TS D L1 l I) L1G+ u H rs rs 
HF/6-31 G(d) 
Gas Phase 54.8 5.f.2 81.3 
CCI} 36.2 
CH2CIC II2Clh 6.8' 
MP2/6-31 G(d)/11 IF/6-31 G(d) 
-52.3 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d)// IIF/6-31 G(d) 
-32 .2 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d)// HF/6-31 G(d) 
-55.6 
a Barriers arc calculated from the J\d ==Adl2l3r2 complex as defined in Figure 4.8 and .f.9, 
respectively. 
h The PCM- United tom model vvas u cd for optimiLed structures. In all case · G = G 
(thermal correction) + Gsolv. 
c Single point calculation using the I-IF/6-31 G(d) optimized gas phase structure. 
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+ Brz 
(2) 
(1) CTC 
Scheme 4.1 Reaction of Adamantylideneadamantane (I) with bromine in CC 14 forms adamantylideneadamantane bromonium 
ion with a Br3- counterion (2). 
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C(CH ... ).., 
_) _) 
(3) CTC 
cheme 4.2 Reaction of (E)-2,2,5.5-tetramethyl-3,4-diphenylhex-3-ene (3) with bromine forms a CTC complex only. 
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0 RE CTIO 
(4) 
Scheme 4.3 Tetraneopentylethylene (4) does not react with bromine in CCL1 solution. 
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Figure 4.1. Expected structure of the adamantylideneadamantane bromonium ion. 
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Figure 4.2. Mechanism for the reaction of Ad= Ad + Br2 (Pathway A). 
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Figure 4.3. Reaction pathway for the reaction of Ad==Ad + Br2 (Pathway A) at HF/6-3 I G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 I G(d) 
le el of theory (see Figure 4.2 for structures). 
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Figure 4.4. Mechanism for the reaction of Ad= Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway B). 
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Figure 4.5. Reaction pathway for the reaction of Ad= Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway B) at HF/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
level of theory (see Figure 4.4 for structures). 
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Figure 4.6. Mechanism for the reaction of Ad= Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway C). 
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Figure 4.7 . Reaction pathway for the reaction of Ad=Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway C) at HF/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory. For Rc and 
TSc B3L YP/6-31 G(d)//HF/6-31 G(d) single point energies are indicated by dashed lines (see Figure 4 .6 for structures). 
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Figure 4.8. Mechanism for the reaction of Ad= Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway D). 
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Figure 4.9. Reaction pathway for the reaction of Ad= Ad + 2Br2 (Pathway D) at HF/6-31 G(d) level of theory. For R0 and 
TS0 B3L YP/6-31 G(d)//HF/6-31 G(d) single point energies are indicated by dashed lines (see Figure 4.8 for structures). 
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CHAPTERS 
A comparison of the Standard 6-31 G and Binning-
Curtiss Basis Sets for Third Row Elements 
5.1 Introduction 
Calculations for compounds containing I st and 2nd row elements are now very 
common. However, fewer calculations have been performed for compounds containing 
3rd row main group elements. Such computations requ ire basis sets that arc consistent 
with those used for the I 51 and 2 nd row elements in order to obtain accurate and reliable 
results.1 For 3'd row clements the Binning-CUJ1iss (BC6-3 1 G) basis set2 has been used in 
combination with the standard 6-3 1 G basis set in most electronic structure packages (for 
example, Gaussian3 and GAM ESS4) . I lowevcr, this basis set docs not actually meet the 
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definition of the standard 6-3 1 G basis set, but it is constructed from a contraction of the 
Dunning basis set. 2 The core functions are highly contracted with respect to those which 
represent the valence region which are kept uncontracted in order to maintain llexibility. 
For example, for the BC6-31 G basis set. the s. p and d shells consists of six (821111 ). 
four (63 11 ), and one (5) contracted functions. respectively which gives a total of 24 basis 
functions. Rassolov et a1. 5 have cle\'elopcd a standard 6-31 G basis set lor th~: third row 
clements to use in G3 theoricsr', where the 3d orbitals are included in the valence space or 
the third row clements, resulting in a total or 29 basis functions. I lowe\'cr, very little has 
been reported 7• 8 on the use of the standard 6-3 1 G basis set vs. the BC6-31 G basis set for 
lower levels of theory (e.g., HF, MP2 and B3L YP) for compounds containing yct row 
elements. No detailed investigation of geometries and frequencies for compounds 
containing yct row elements have been performed using the standard 6-31 G basis set. 
From our previous stud/, thermodynamic properties lor Si ii3Br + IICN iH3CN t-
HBr and SiHBr + f-1 2 - Si ll ~ + HBr, calculated at Hr, MP2 and B3L YP levels using the 
standard 6-31 G basis set, were found to be in better agreement with Gaussian-n theories 
compared to values obtained using the BC6-31 G basis set for bromine with the same 
levels of theory. I lowever, in a later studl on the reaction of alkcnes with bromine, the 
thermodynamic properties obtained with the standard 6-31 G basis set were found to agree 
very well with the values obtained with the BC6-31 G basis set. In this study. we have 
extended the study to encompass other third row main group clements. G3MP2 theor/ 
and experimental results where avai lable arc used in thi s study in evaluating the 
performance of the standard 6-3 1 G and the 8C6-31 G basis sds lor compounds 
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containing first row and second row elements in combination with the third row clements 
Ga, Ge, As, Sc and Br. The results arc compared, contrasted, and evaluated at the I IF, 
MP2 and B3L YP levels of theory. 
5.2 Method 
In this study, the performance of the third row basis sets is evaluated by 
comparing the thermodynamic properties for the following isogyric reactions: 
CH3XH 11 + IJCN ~ CJI3CN + XH 11 t 1 
SiH3XI-I 11 + I-IC ~ Si ii3C + X lin , 1 
where, X = Ga, Ge, 1\s. Se, and Brand n = 2, 3. 2, I, 0, respectively, and for. 
Cl-i]Br r HCI ~ Cl 13CI + I!Br 
Si l 13Br + HCI ~ SiH3CI + HBr 
PH2Br + HC ~ Pl-hC + I fBr 
( I ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
The geometries and frequenc ies for molecules containing third row atoms arc al o 
investigated. All the electronic structure calculations V\oerc carried out with Gaussian03.3 
The geometries of all reactants and products were fu lly optimized at the I IF, MP2 and 
B3L YP levels of theory using both the 6-3 1 G(d) and 6-31 G(d,p) basis sets. For 3rd row 
elements, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br, both the standard 6-31 G5 and B 6-31 G2 basis set arc 
used throughout. Geometries of all the compounds were optim ized ensuring all had their 
expected symmetri es. In our previous work, 7· 8 it was found that the enthalpics of reaction 
calculated by using G3MP29, G3B3 10 and G3MP2B3 10 leve ls or theory all agreed to 
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within 5.3 kJ mor1• Therefore, the G3MP2 level or theory is used in this tudy which is 
expected to adequately reproduce the experimental data. G3MP2 thcot)' i based on 
geometry optimizations performed at the M P2( full) level of theory using the standard 6-
31 G(d) basi , set lor I "1, 2nd and 3ru row clements. In some cases G3MP2 calculations 
were also perrormcd using the BC6-31 G(d) basis set for 3ru row clements. For the 
standard 6-31 G(d) ba. is set, the G3MP2 energy is the summation of the following single 
point energies: 
E[QCI D(T)/6-3 1 G(d)J EMr2 + E( 0) + E(I ILC) + E(ZPE), where ( EMP2) = 
[E(MP2/G3MP2Large)]- lE(MP2/6-3 1 G(d) j, While, the G3MP2 energy calculated using 
the BC6-3 1 G(d) basis et is given by 
E[QCISD(T)/BC6-31 G(d)J + L\EMr2 + L\E(SO) + E(l ILC) + E(ZPE). where (L\Erv1P2) = 
[E(MP2/GJMP2Large) j- rE(MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d) l 
For all the 3ru row elements the GJI'v!P21arge basi ct. 1• 11 ·which is not yet 
incorporated in Gaus ian03, was used for G3M P2 calculations. rrequcnc ies were 
calculated for all structures to ensure the ab ence of imaginary frequencies in the minima. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
The optimi;.cd geometries, frequencies, the thermodynamic properties or the 
isogyric reactions and heats of !ormati on or some em:rgetically stable compounds 
containing Yd row clements are presented in Tables 5. 1-5 .9. 
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5.3. 1 Geometries of molecules containing 3rd row elements: 
Bond lengths and angles calculated at MP2 and BJL YP levels of theory using the 
standard 6-31 G(d,p) and BC6-31 G(d.p) basis sets for all the structures containing 3rd row 
clements arc listed in Table 5.1 along with the experimental data where available. The 
geometric parameters calculated with the standard 6-3 I G( d,p) and BC6-3 1 G( d.p) basis 
sets are quite different. The MP2 bond lengths are always shorter than the BJLYP bond 
lengths and with a few exceptions (L: H-C -1-1 in CH3Br, CH3Scl-l, CII3Asl-12 and CI I3Gal h 
and L l-1-Si-X (X=Br, Ga) in Siii3Br and SiJI3GaH2) MP2 bond angles are larger or 
almost equal to B3L YP angles. llowevcr, for al l the levels of theory the agreement with 
experiment is similar to that found for compounds containing I ' 1 and 211d row elements. 
Table 5.2 li sts the mean absolute deviations (MAD) in bond lengths and angles from 
experiment and calculations. A total of 25 experimental bond lengths and 18 
experimental bond angles were used to calculate the mean absolute deviations from 
experiment. A total of 36 bond lengths and 36 bond angles were used to calculate the 
mean absolute deviations between the values calculated at MP2 and B3LYP level of 
theory u ing the standard 6-3 1 G(d.p) and BC6-31 G(d,p) basis sets. For bond lengths the 
M/\D is - 0.0 12;\ except lor 133LYP/6-3 JG(d,p) which has a M/\D of 0.0 19 . The 
lowest MAD (0.0 118A) is given by MP2/6-31 G(d). For bond angles the MAD ( 18 of 
bond angles) is 0.5-0.6. Changes in bond lengths with change in basis set arc generally 
larger at B3L YP (0.0078A) than at MP2 (MAD=0.0057 A). For example in IIBr, the 
difference in bond lengths calculated at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and B3LYP/BC6-31G(d.p) is 
0.0098A, whi le the difference at MP2/6-31 G(d,p) nnd MP2/BC'6-31 C(cl.p) is 0.00 18A. 
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llowcver, the difference due to change of basis set at the MP2 level for X-I I bond 
distances in GaH3, Cli3Sell , illJSeH, SiiiJGel13, CH3GaG2 and Siii3Gal h and C-X 
bond distances in CH3Br and ClhAsl l2 nre larger than the respective BJLYP values. 
5.3. 2 Frequencies of molecules containing 3rd row elements: 
Frequencies tor the molecules containing yct row elements at MP2/6-.., I (J(d,p), 
MP2/BC6-31 G(d,p). 83L YP/6-3 1 G(d,p) and 83L YP/BC6-31 G(d,p) arc listed in Table 
5.3 along with the experimental frequencies where available. MAD values for the 
frequencies are given in Table 5.4. A total of 145 frequencies of compounds containing 
3rd row elements were used to calculate the MAD between calculated frequencies and 73 
to calculate the MAD between experimental and calculated frequencies. In most cases the 
83L YP/6-3 1 G(d.p) frequencie are in better agreement wi th expcrimental frequencies 
(Table 5.3 and 5.4), with a MAD of 40.1 cm-1 compared to 57.8 cm-1 for BJL YP/BC6-
31 G(d,p) and, 94.2 cm-1 and 105.4 cm-1 for MP2/6-31 G(d,p) and MP2/BC6-3l G(d.p). 
respectively. Therefore, for both MP2 and B3LYP the standard 6-31 G basis set gives the 
best agreement and overall the BJLYP with the standard 6-31G(d,p) basis ·et performs 
the best in calculating frequencies for molecules containing yct row elements. 83L YP 
frequencies are found to be slightly more sensitive to basis set than MP2 frequencies, i.e. 
the differences between the frequenc ies calculated at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) and 
B3LYP/BC6-31G(d.p), 6v(B3 LYP). are generall y larger than the difTcrcnccs between the 
frequencies calculated at MP2/6-31 G(d,p) and MP2/BC6-31 G(d,p). 6v(MP2) (Table 
5.3). For unsealed frequencies the MAD between MP2/6-31 G(d.p) and MP2/BC6-
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31 G(d,p) is 16.4 cm·1, while between B3LYP/6-31 G(d,p) and B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d,p) the 
MAD is 20.3 cm·1• The MAD between the MP2/6-31 G(d,p) and BJLYP/6-3 1 G(d,p) is 
58.9 cm·1, whik the MAD between the MP2/BC6-" I G(d.p) and B3L YPIBC6-31 G(d,p) i 
51.8 cm·1, when un calcd frequencies arc used. Standard l'rcqucncy scaling factors for 
compounds containing I st and 211d row clements arc available in the literaturc.12·13 The 
MAD for scaled frequencies using the standard scale factors arc also given in Table 5.4. 
Scaling improves the frequencies ignificantly at all levels of theory and basi sets. After 
scaling MP2/6-31 G(d,p) now has the lowest MAD (24.4 cm·1) from experiment. For 
83L YP/6-31 G(d.p) and B3L YP/BC6-31 G{d,p) the MAD arc lowered to 29.6 and 29.3 k.J 
mol"1, respectively when frequencies are caled. The MAD between B3LYP/6-3 1 G(J.p) 
and B3L YP/BC6-31 G{d,p) is 19.5 cm·1, while MP2/6-31 G(d,p) and MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d.p) 
is 15 .3 cm·1• It is interesting to note that after 'Caling the MAD arc nO\\ similar for all 
levels of theory and basis sets. 
The frequency scaling factors for I 51 and 2nd row elements are 0.9608 and 0.9370 
at B3LYP/6-31 G(d,p) and MP2/6-31 G(d,p), rcspectivcly.12· 13 Using the 73 experimental 
frequencies available for compounds containing Jrd row clements scaling factors \\ ere 
calculated by dividing the experimental frequencies with the corresponding calculated 
frequencies and then tak ing their average. The scale factors were round to be 0.9408, 
0.9246 at B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) and 8 3LYP/13C6-31 G(d,p), respecti vely and 0.8982 and 
0.8926 at MP2/6-31 G(d,p) and MP2/HC6-3 1 G(d,p), respectively. These sca ling factors 
indicate that in general frequencies calculated for compounds involving 3rt! row clements 
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tend to be generally higher than those calculated for compounds containing 1 ' 1 and :znd 
row clements. 
5.3.3 Thermodynamic properties for the isogyric reactions involving 3rd 
row elements: 
The thermodynamic properties for reactions ( 1) and (2) arc listed in Table 5.5. For 
all X, X= Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br, reaction ( 1) i exothermic with G3MP2 enthalpies of-
2.3, -9.2, -29.6, -46.7, and -56.0 kJ mol" 1 , respectivel y. From Figure 5.1, it is interesting 
to note that all levels predict that the enthalpy of reaction becomes more exothermil: in 
going fl'om Ga to Br. The G3MP2 free energies of reaction for X= Ge, As, Sc and Br arc 
cxcrgonic with values of -9.2, -29. 9, -44.5, and -54.3 kJ mor1, while for X=Ga the 
reaction is slightly endcrgonic with a G3MP2 free energy of 5.0 k.J mor 1• For X= Ga, Gc 
and As, reaction (2) is exothermic wi th G3MP2 cnthalpics of -23 .8, -25.3 and -14.2 k.J 
mor1, respectively, while for X= Se and Br, reaction (2) is endothermic with C. ll of 13.0 
and 43 .6 kJ mor 1• re ·pectively. From Figure 5.2, we see that in thi s ca c the enthalpy of 
reaction becomes more endothermic in going from Ga to Br for all levels of theory. 
Similarly, the free energies arc exergonic for X= Ga, Gc and As, with values of -19.3, -
27.5 and -17.3 k.J mol" 1, respectively and endergonic for X= Se and Br, with values of 
11 .7 and 43 .8 kJ mor 1 at G3MP2. For the reactions with Cl l38r and Sil--13Br, the GJMP2 
enthalpies and free energies are calculated using both the standard 6-3 1 G(d) and BC6-
3 1 G(d) basis sets. The G3MP2 energies calculated using the standard 6-31 G(d) and the 
BC6-31 G(d) basis set differ by only 0.2 kJ mor1 for the reaction with Cl13l3r and 1.6 kJ 
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mol" 1 with iH3Br (Table 5.5). Experimental cnthalpies o!' reaction estimated from the 
heats of formation of the indi vidual species (Table 5.9, to be discussed) arc only availabl 
for the reaction with CH_~ Br and Siii3Br. The G3M P2 enthalpics fo r both these two 
reactions agree reasonably we ll with experiment deviating by 7 kJ mol" 1 and 14 kJ mol" 1• 
respecti vely. Although in some reactions addition ol' p-polarization functions to hydrogen 
give better thermodynamic values, overall polari zation functions have li ttle etTcct on th<: 
thermodynamics. Figure 5.3 (reaction ( I)) and f igure 5.4 (reac tion (2)) represent the 
differences between the G3MP2 cnthalpies from the enthalpies calculated at MP2 and 
B3LYP levels of theory using both the standard 6-3 1 G(d.p) and BC6-3 1 G(d.p) ba ·is sets. 
From Figure 5.3, it is clear that when X =Br. the error in the cnthalpics calculated at MP2 
and B3L YP levels of theory is small for both the basis sets. This is similar to our previous 
investigation on the bromination of alkcncs.8 llowevcr, the errors in enthalpics calculated 
at B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d.p) arc slightly larger for X= Ga, Ge As and Se. For all X in reaction 
(2), the enthalpies of reaction calculated at both MP2 and B3L YP level of theory using 
the standard 6-31 G(d.p) basis set are in excellent agreement with the G3MP2 cnthalpies 
(all within 5 kJ mor 1 ). while the l3C6-3 1 G(d) basis set performs especially poorl y for X 
= Ge, As, Se, and Br. Tt is important to mention here that for the reaction of IIC with 
SiH3Asl-h the enthalpy calculated by the BC6-3 1 G basis set is found to be endothermic. 
while with standard 6-3 1 G. it is found to be exothermic in agreement with the GJMP2 
level of theory (Table 5.5). 
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Both reactions ( I) and (2) invo lved HCN as one of the reactants. To sec the effect 
of 2110 row elements on reaction thcrmodynamics, two more reactions, reaction (J) 
CII3CI 1 IIBr ) and reaction (4) (Si113Br + liCI Si ll3CI -t l!Br) arc 
considered. The thermodynamic properties for reaction (3) and (4) arc listed in Table 5.6 
and the plot of reaction cnthalpies vs. theory/basis set are given in Figure 5.5 lor reaction 
(3) and Figure 5.6 lo r reaction (4). GJMP2 cnthalpies calculated with the standard 6-
J IG(d) basis set are in excellent agreement with the GJ MP2 enthalpies calculated 'vvith 
the BC6-J l G(d) basis set. di ffering by only 0.1 kJ mor 1 for reaction (J) and 1.6 kJ mol" 1 
for reaction (4). The GJMP2 enthalpics were also found to agree well 'v\ ith experiment 
differing by no more than 5 kJ mol" 1 • The G3M P2 cnthalpics calculated wi th both the 
standard 6-3 1G(d) and BC6-J IG(d) ba is set are found to be endothermic fo r reaction (3) 
and exothermic for reaction (4). For reaction (3). the !IF. MP2 and B3LYP enthalpies 
calculated using the standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-31 G basis set arc in excellent 
agreement, diffe ring by no more than 4.3 kJ mor 1• In this case, all enthalpies of reaction 
are in good agreement with both the G3M P2 and experimental values. llowcvcr, fo r 
reaction ( 4 ), the differences between the enthalpies of reaction calculated with the 
standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-3 1 G basi set arc large, ranging li·om 17.5 to 23.4 kJ mor1. 
The reaction entha lpics calculated with the standard 6-3 1 G basis set arc tound to be 
exothermic (except fo r MP2/6-3 1 G(d,p)), '"hi le the reaction cnthalpics obtained by BC6-
31 CJ are endothermic for all levels of theory and basis sets inves tigated (Table 5.6 and 
f igure 5.6). In this ca c, the cnthalpics calculated with the BC6-3 1 G basis set arc in poor 
agreement with hoth the G3M P2 and the experimental va lues. Therefore, the choice of 
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basi set is extremely important for reactions involving both 2nd and 31d row clements. For 
reactions (2) and (4), both involving Si. the standard 6-31 G basis set predicts better 
reaction cnthalpies and free energies than the BCn-J I Ci basis set. It vvould be interesting 
to see if the same result is found for other 211d row clements. Therefore, thermodynamic 
properties for reaction (5), Pll2l3r 1- IIC PI bCN 1-IBr, are calculated using both the 
standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-31 G basis sets and the va lues are given in Table 5.7. The 
plot of reaction enthalpies vs. level of theory/basis ct is shm-vn in Figure 5.7. Difference 
in cnthalpies calculated with the standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-31 G basis set range from 
9.3 to 15.4 kJ mor1 depending on the level of theory. Like reaction (4). Sil l3Br, the 
reaction enthalpies and free energies calculated with tht: standard 6-31 G basis et is in 
better agreement with G3MP2 values (Table 5.7 and Figure 5.7). 
Mean Absolute Deviations (MAO) of the reaction enthalpies: 
The mean absolute deviations for the reaction cnthalpics involving I 51 and 3rd row 
elements, reaction (I), and for reactions involving I ' 1, 211u and 3rd row elements. reactions 
(2) and (5), arc calculated at different le\'cls of theory and basis sets from G3MP2 
enthalpies and the values arc given in Table 5.8. The MAD tor enthalpics of reactions 
involving I stand 3rd row elements are not significantly a!Tected by the change of ba isset, 
ranging from 2.6 to 13.5 kJ mor 1 for the standard 6-3 1 G basis set and 1.8 to 5.8 kJ mor1 
for 13C6-31 G basis set. The MAD are slightly higher at BJL YP/6-31 G(d.p) and IIF/6-
3 1 G(d). On the other hand, the MAD for the reaction enthalpies involving I'\ 211u and 3rd 
row clements (reaction (2) and (5)) arc significantly larger lor the BC6-31 G basis set at 
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all levels of theory investigated, ranging from I 0.1 to 18.4 kJ mor 1 • The M/\.D for the 
standard 6-31 G basis set range from only 2.3 to 8.5 kJ mor1 depending on the level of 
theory. Therefore, although the Binning-Curtiss and standard basis sets perform almost 
identically for reactions involving only I >t and 3rd row clements. the standard basi set 
perfo rms mu<.:h better fo r reactions involving I st. 2nd and 3rd row clements. These re ults 
indicate that the BC6-3 1 G basis set for 3rd row clements is improperly balanced relati ve 
to the standard 6-31 G basis set used for I >t and 2nd row elements. The imbalance would 
result in basis set superposition enor and basis set incompleteness error. The extra basis 
functions (3d) for the standard ba is set arc evident ly playing a significant role. especially 
when bonding between 2nd and Yd row elements is present. 
5.3.4 Exploring Heats of Formation (~Hr) : 
No experimental or theoretical heats of formation (L11-1r) have been reported for 
CH3SeH, SiH3Sel l, CJ-I3AsH2, SiH3AsH2, CH3GeH3 and Sil-13Gel 13. In this study. the 
enthalpics for reaction ( I) and reaction (2) for all X. X= Ga, C.Jc. 1\.s. Se, and Br. have 
been obtained. The I lr values obtai ned in this study are given in Table 5.9. From the 
G3MP2 enthalpies of reaction and the most recent and reliable experimental heats of 
formation for CII3CN, SiH3CN, Sel-12, Asl-13. Gel !~, II CN, L1 ll r for CII3SeH, SiH3Sd I. 
CJ-13/\.si-h, Sill3/\.sl-b, CH3Gel-13 and SiH3GeH3 are calculated to be 18.3, 18.0, 38 .4, 82.4. 
41 .9 and 11 7.4 kJ mor 1• respectively. !!cats of formation were a! o calculated for IIC . 
CH3CN, SiH3CN, I IBr, CI 13Br. Sif-13Br. Cl 13Cl. I ICI and Si l I]CI, for\\ hich reliable .111 1 
values arc avai lable for comparison. The L\1 lr for CI 13 Br, HC , CII 3C and I ll3r arc 
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calculated u ing the G3MP2 enthalpy of reaction for CH3Br + IICN ~ CII3C + HBr 
(L\11 - -56.0 kJ mor' at G3MP2) and most recent experimental heats of formation tor 
Cll ;Br, I IC , CII 3CN and IIBr (given in Table 5.9). There ulting L\llr value are -37.8, 
131 .8, 73.9 and -36.4 kJ mor' respectively, al l values being in excellent agreement with 
experiment. Similarly, heats of formation tor HCN, iH Br, Sii i3CN and HBr are 
calculated using the enthalpy of reaction for Sil 13Br + HCN ~ SiH3C + I IBr (43 .6 kJ 
mor' at G3MP2), along with experimental heats of formation tor I IC , Si113Br, IIBr and 
Si!I3CN. The I lr values are again in excellent agreement with experiment. lleats of 
formation of CI 13lk IIBr, Sil !3Br. CH3CL HCI and Si1 13CI are also calculakd using the 
enthalpy of reaction (3), CH3Br + HCI CH3CI + HBr ( 11.1 kJ mor' at G3MP2) and 
reaction (4), Si ii3Br I !CI ~ Sil I3CI + I!Br (-2.7 kJ mor' at G3MP2) and by using the 
experimental heats of formation of CH3Br, I I L CH3CL HBr, iH3Br and Sil 13Cl. The 
H1 values obtained by reaction (3) is in excel lent agreement with experiment, while the 
values obtained by using reaction ( 4) is also in reasonable agreement with experiment 
differing by no more than 4.8 k.J mor' from experiment. Therefore, these results provide 
further evidence that the G3MP2 cnthalpies arc very reliable for the reactions studied and 
proved to be useful in predicting the performance of the standard 6-31 G and BC6-31 G 
basis sets. 
5.4 Conclusions 
Computations were carried out in order to compare the ·tandard and BC6-31 (j 
basis sets for thermodynamic properties, geometries and frequencies. The performance of 
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the standard 6-3 I G basis set compared to the BC6-3 1 G basis set fo r a series of isogyric 
reactions containing third row clements. Ga, Gc, As, Se and Br, was evaluated using 
G3M P2 theory. A comparison of the thermodynamic properties calculated with the 
standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-31 G basis set with the G3MP2 energies revealed that fo r 
compounds with I st row clements and 3rd row elements, both basis sets perform equally 
well , while compounds with 2110 and yu row elements or with I st. 2m1 and yu row. 
elements, the standard 6-3 1 G basis set showed the be t pertormance. Optimized 
geometries were also tabulated and compared lo r the standard 6-3 1 G(d,p) and BC6-
31 G(d,p) basis sets. Geometric parameters calculated with both the basis sets \\e re found 
to agree well with experiment, with errors similar to those found fo r compound 
containing I st and 2nd row elements. Frequencies were also compared to experiment and 
the unsealed B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d.p) frequencies were fo und to be in better agreement with 
experiment (Table 5.4 ). MP2/6-3 I G( d,p) were also found to predict better freq uencics 
than MP2/BC6-3 1 G(d.p). Scaling the frequenc ies with standard scale fac tors lowers the 
MAO for all levels and basis sets studied suggesting that the standard scale factors for I 51 
and 2nd row elements may also be used lo r 3rd row clements. Calculations using G3 IP2 
theory proved useful in determining accuracy of level of theory and basis ct. When 
studying reactions involving heavy atoms. the choice of basis set is crucial. As illustrated 
in thi s study, enthalpies of reaction can vary up to 30.4 kJ mor 1 at the B3L YP and MP2 
levels of theory which in several cases may lead to predicting a reaction is endothermic 
when it is actually exothermic and vice versa. Since the standard 6-31 G basis set 
performs very we ll with all the reactions. we recommend that the standard 6-31 G basis 
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set be used for calculations invoh·ing 3nl row clements. It has also bct:n shown that 
reaction enthalpics calculated at GJMP2, along with existing experimental c.bta can be 
used to calculate reliable heats of formation. 
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TABLE 5.1: Optimized and experimental structural parameters for compounds containing 3rd row elements (bond lengths in 
A and angles in degrees). 
Molecules Point Geometric MP2 B3LYP Exptl. 
Group parameter /6-31G(d,p) /BC6-31 G( d,p) f:.,s /6-31 G( d,p) /BC6-31G(d,p) f:.,s 
HBr Crv H-Br 1.4075 1.4057 0.0018 1.4269 1.4171 0.0098 1.4144° 
1.4129h 
SeH2 C2v Se-H 1.4527 1.4480 0.0047 1.4738 1.4614 0.0124 1.4600° 
1.4605b 
LH-Se-H 91.6 91.5 0.1 91.2 91.0 0.2 90c 
AsH3 c3, As-H 1.5042 1.5043 -0.0001 1.5271 1.5181 0.009 1.5108° 
1.5187b 
L H-As-I I 93.0 92.2 0.8 91.9 91.2 0.7 90c 
GeH~ Td Ge-H 1.5219 1.5285 -0.0066 1.5369 1.5306 0.0063 1.5151° 
1.5293b 
1.51-td 
L H-Ge-H 109.5 109.5 0.0 109.5 109.5 0.0 1 09.5c 
GaH3 0 3h Ga-H 1.5579 1.5785 -0.0206 1.5700 1.5733 -0.0033 1.560° 
1.5505e 
LH-Ga-H 120.0 120.0 0.0 120.0 120.0 0.0 
PH2Br Cs P-Br 2.2474 2.2440 0.0034 2.2775 2.2612 0.0163 2.234{ 
2.230( 
P-H 1.4067 1.4063 0.0004 1.4248 1.4242 0.0006 1.42sl 
1.41:! 
Br-H 2.7894 2.7847 0.0047 2.8183 2.8106 0.0077 
201 
L H-P-Br 96.8 96.7 0.1 96.4 96.8 
-0.4 96.11 L H-P-H 93 .5 93.4 0.1 92.2 92.1 0.1 92.~ SiHBr Cs Si-Br 2.2529 2.2470 0.0059 2.2809 2.2601 0.0208 2.237g 
2.231 h Si-H 1.5086 1.5082 0.0004 1.5308 1.5309 
-0.000 1 1.518g 
1.561 h L H-Si-Br 94.5 94.6 
-0.1 94.2 94.6 
-0.4 93.4g 
CH3Br CJ, C-Br 1.9424 1.9480 
-0.0056 1.9658 1.9625 0.0033 1.9391 
1.934' 
1. 933k C-H 1.0832 1.0834 
-0.0002 1.0879 1.0878 0.000 l 1.1131 
1.082' 
1.086k L H-C-Br 108.1 107.8 0.3 107.7 107.7 0.0 107. 7' L H-C-H 110.8 111.1 
-0.3 111.2 111.2 0.0 111 .2' 
111.17k SiH3Br CJ, Si-Br 2.2294 2.2249 0.0045 2.2484 2.2299 0.0185 2.2121 
2.210111 Si-H 1.4690 1.4686 0.0004 1.4808 1.4808 0.0 1.4 741 
1A8r L H-Si-Br 108.4 108.4 0.0 108.5 108.7 
-0.2 1 08.2' L H-Si-H 110.5 110.5 0.0 110.4 110.2 0.2 
CH3 eH Cs C-Se 1.9610 1.9503 0.0107 1.98 12 1.9633 0.01 79 1.976n C-H 1.0896 1.0899 
-0.0003 1.0909 1.0912 
-0.0003 1.1 0" Se-H 1.4730 1.4799 
-0.0069 1.4827 1.4848 
-0.0021 1.48n L H-C-H 110.7 110.9 
-0.2 110.9 11 0.9 0.0 11 1 n L C-Se-H 95.0 95.8 
-0.8 94.9 95.6 
-0.7 9517 
202 
SiH3SeH Cs Si-Se 2.2909 2.2895 0.0014 2.3086 2.2963 0.0 123 Si-H 1.4816 1.4810 0.0006 1.4851 1.4846 0.0005 Se-H 1.4741 1.4812 
-0.0071 1.4829 1.4849 
-0.0020 L H-Si-H 1 10.2 110.3 
-0.1 109.9 109.9 0.0 L Si-Se-H 93.9 94.5 
-0.6 93.6 94.2 
-0.6 CH3AsH~ Cs C-As 1.9798 1.9607 0.0191 1.999 1.983 0.0 16 1.92° C-H 1.0924 1.0928 
-0.0004 1.0920 1.0916 0.0004 1.09° As-H 1.5248 1.5354 
-0.0106 1.5300 1.5205 0.0095 L H-C-H 109.4 109.2 0.2 109.6 109.9 
-0.3 L C-As-H 96.0 96.5 
-0.5 95.6 95.1 0.5 
SiH,Asl-h Cs Si-As 2.3705 2.3672 0.0033 2.3949 2.3698 0.0251 Si-H 1.4838 1.4836 0.0002 1.4873 1.4857 0.0016 As-H 1.5243 1.5357 
-0.0114 1.5347 1.5186 0.0161 1.52° L H-Si-H 109.1 109.2 
-0.1 108.8 108.8 0.0 109.28° L Si-As-H 93.6 93 .8 
-0.2 92.8 93.5 
-0.7 94° 
CH3GeH3 C Jv C-Ge 1.9540 1.9474 0.0066 1.9692 1. 9515 0.0 177 1.949if 
1.9453q C-H 1.0873 1.0874 
-0.0001 1.0924 1.0924 0.0 1.0921" 
1.083q Ge-H 1.5264 1.532-t 
-0.0060 1.5414 1.5361 0.0053 1.5285P 
1.529q L H-C-H 108.7 108.8 
-0.1 I 08.7 108.7 0.0 108.841p 
108.-+q L C-Ge-H 110.3 110.6 
-0.3 110.2 110.6 
-0.4 109.3q L H-Ge-H 108.5 108.3 0.2 108.4 108.3 0. 1 1 08.77if SiH3GeH3 cj, Si-Ge 2.3838 2.3828 0.0010 2.3987 2.3795 0.0 192 2.36r Si-H 1.4761 1.4758 0.0003 1.4872 I .4868 0.0004 1.49r 
203 
Ge-H 1.5252 1.5337 
-0.0085 1.5400 1.5372 0.0028 1.5Y L Si-Ge-H 110.7 110.7 0.0 11 0.8 110.8 0.0 L H-Si-H 108.8 108.9 
-0.1 108.6 108.6 0.0 1 08.8r L H-Ge-H 108.2 108.2 0.0 108.1 108.1 0.0 108.8r CH3GaH2 Cs C-Ga 1.9686 1.9874 
-0.0188 1.9796 1.9771 0.0025 Ga-H 1.5636 1.5840 
-0.0204 1.5769 1.5800 
-0.0031 C-H 1.0919 1.0928 
-0.0009 1.0974 1.0980 
-0.0006 L C-Ga-H 120.6 120.9 
-0.3 120.6 12 1.0 
-0.4 L H-Ga-H 118.8 118.2 0.6 118.7 118.0 0. 7 L Ga-C-H 108.6 109.1 
-0.5 108.6 108.9 
-0.3 L Ga-C-H 111.9 112.2 
-0.3 111.8 112.1 
-0.3 L H-C-H 107.5 107.1 0.4 107.5 107.2 0.3 L H-C-H 109.3 108.9 0.4 109.5 109.1 
0.4 SiH:;GaH2 Cs Si-Ga 2.4212 2.4199 0.0013 2.4315 2.4004 0.031 1 Ga-H 1.5626 1.5830 
-0.0204 1.5762 1.5789 
-0.0027 Si-H 1.4808 1.4816 
-0.0008 1.4922 1.4929 
-0.0007 L Si-Ga-H 121.0 121.5 
-0.5 121.0 12 1.6 
-0.6 L H-Ga-H 118.1 116.9 1.2 117.9 11 6.7 1.2 L Ga-Si-H 108.8 108.8 0.0 108.7 108.6 0.1 L Ga-Si-H 112.0 112.1 
-0.1 112.4 11 2.6 
-0.2 L H-Si-H 107.8 107.7 0.1 107.5 107.4 0.1 L H-Si-H 108.3 108.3 0.0 108.2 108. 1 0. 1 a Reference 14; Reference 15; ' Reference 16; Reference 17: e Reference 18; Reference 19: !? Reference 20: 1 Reference 2 1; ' 
Reference 22: / Reference 23: " Reference 24; 
1 
Reference 25: 111 Reference 26: n Reference 27: o Reference 28: P Reference 29: q Reference 30; r Reference 31. 
s 
represents the difference between parameters calculated with the standard 6-31 G(d,p) and the BC6-3 1 G(d.p) basis sets. 
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TABLE 5.2: Mean Absolute Deviations for bond lengths and angles (bond length 111 
A and angles in degrees).a 
Comparison 
I:xpcrimcnt vs. 
MP2/6-3 I G(d.p) 
MP2/BC6-3 I G(d.p) 
B3LYP/6-3 I G(d.p) 
83LYPIBC6-J I G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 I G(d,p) vs. 
MAD MAD 
_---'--(bond len ths _ (An les) 
0.0 118 
0.0124 
0.0187 
0.0 12-i 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
MP2/BC6-3 I G(d,p) 0.0057 0.3 
83L YP/BC6-3 I G(d.p) vs. 
BJL YP/6-3 I G(d.p) _ __ ____ 0.0078 0.3 
a Mean absolute deviations from experiment were calculated from 25 bond lengths and 18 
bond angle , whi le "6 bond lengths and 36 bond angles were used to calculutc the MAO 
between the ca lculated bond length and angles. 
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TABLE 5.3: Calculated and experimental frequencies (in cm-1) for compounds containing 3rd row elements. a 
Molecules Point Freq. MP2 B3LYP Experiment 
Group /6-31 G( d,p) /BC6-31 G( d,p) t':!.vm /6-31G(d,p) /BC6-31G(d,p) t':!.vm 
HBr cf\ 
"' 
2759.3 2765.6 -6.3 2622.9 2663.3 -40.4 2558.56 
SeH2 C2v VJ 1125.1 1162.3 -37.2 1074.5 1131.5 -57.0 1 034.2c 
V] 2544.3 2595.3 -51.0 2395.5 2449.6 -54.1 2344.5c 
VJ 2564.0 2611 .8 -47.8 2412.3 2466.2 -53.9 2357.8c 
AsH3 CJ, v, 980.8 986.7 -5.9 946.3 968.7 -22.4 906.0c 
v.7(e) 1079.2 1116.0 -36.8 103 1.1 1071.7 -40.6 100Y 
VJ 2315.1 2380.0 -64.9 2 182.4 2261.6 -79.2 21 16.1c 
v.l(e) 2332.4 2395.0 -62.6 2200.7 2282.3 -81.6 2 123.0c 
GeH4 Td v ,(t2) 86 1.3 851.3 10.0 823 .6 820.1 3.5 819d 
vJ(e) 965 .1 956.3 8.8 928.9 935.3 -6.4 931 d 
VJ 2245.8 2332.0 -86.2 2138.3 2252.0 -113 .7 21 14d 
v.J(t2) 224 7.4 2340.1 -92.7 2 148.7 2273.6 -124.9 
GaH3 D 3h v, 750.4 730.1 20.3 718.4 711.3 7.1 717.4ej 
v](e) 792.5 784.3 8.2 762.5 776.5 -14.0 758.7e .g 
VJ(e) 2033.8 2039.8 -6.0 1966.6 20 18.2 -51 .6 1923.2"·g 
v -1 2038.2 2049.9 - 11.7 1961.3 2012.2 -50.9 
PH2Br Cs v, 412.8 423.9 -11. 1 383.0 398.7 -15.7 399.79" 
\' 1 818.7 821.4 -2.7 784.9 794.2 -9.3 794.90" 
l'J 863 .9 869.8 -5.9 819.1 831.1 -1 2.0 81 2.46" 
v-1 1165 .6 1165.8 -0.2 1135.5 1138.1 -2.6 
V5 2524.0 2522.6 1.4 2389.0 2387.2 1.8 
206 
1'6 2537.7 2537.2 0.5 2401 .9 2400.9 1.0 SiHBr Cs v, 422.7 432.4 
-9.6 394.9 410.1 
- I 5.2 424.3 ' V.? 815.7 820.7 
-5.0 774.7 785 .3 
-10.6 553 .6' VJ 2 164.4 2I64.8 
-0.4 2039.7 2038.1 1.6 1970.9' CH.1 Br CJv v, 639.0 631.0 7.0 588.4 592.8 
-4.4 617'. 611 A.c v2(e) I009.3 I 003 .9 5.4 968. 1 967.6 0.5 974' VJ I405.2 I394.9 10.3 1345.8 I343.2 2.6 I33Y vie) 1536.5 I 540.4 
-3.9 1487.7 I490.5 
-1.8 1472' 1'j 3177.4 3173.9 3.5 3097.2 3096.1 l.I 3082',2972k v6(e) 3304.2 3302.5 1.7 321 I .4 3210.0 I.4 31 84' iH3Br CJ, v, 441 .9 448.1 
-6.2 414.9 429.2 
- 14.3 430c v.?(e) 655.4 668.4 
-1 3 628.9 643.8 
- 14.9 6"'"' c 
.).) VJ 991.4 I 000.1 
-8.7 944.5 957.9 
- 13.4 930c v.J( e) 999.0 1001.4 
-2.4 954.9 955.2 
-0.3 950c " 5 2356.1 2360.1 
-3.9 2253.3 2254.7 
- 1.4 2200c ~'6(e) 1374.5 2378.1 
-3.6 2271.7 227 1.8 
-0. 1 2l96c CH3SeH Cs v, 2I2 .0 229.3 
- 17.3 198.3 181 .2 I 7.1 I 451 1'.? 614.0 606.1 7.9 572.8 57 1. 1 1.7 5841 l'J 744.9 764.2 
- I 9.3 715. 1 744.3 
-29.2 712' 1'./ 96 1.1 950.2 10.9 919.5 914.7 4.8 921 1 V j 1046.8 1052.0 
-5.2 1009.7 1022.8 
-13 .1 9801 1'6 I386.1 1379.2 6.9 I329.8 1329.7 0.1 12881 1' - 1530.0 1536.9 
-6.9 1485.1 1490.4 
-5.3 14331 1'8 1543 .0 1548.0 
-5.0 1494.6 1498.5 
-3.9 1447' 1'9 2535.1 2582.3 
-47.2 2378.9 2425 .4 
-46.5 23301 "to 3163.0 3162.5 0.5 3083.6 3082.4 1.2 29551 
"" 
3277.1 3277.2 
-0.1 3182.4 3181.0 1.4 3027' 1' f.' 3284.0 3286.7 
-2.7 3190.6 3190.6 0.0 30321 
207 
----- - --
SiH3SeH Cs 
"' 
184.4 175.2 9.2 175.9 102.1 73 .8 
,. 1 412.3 420.6 -8.3 386.7 399.8 -13.1 
VJ 529.2 554.5 -25.3 507.6 537.4 -29.8 
v-1 626.4 641.3 -14.9 598.2 615.0 -16.8 
V j 779.1 802.4 -23.3 754.6 784.4 -29.8 
v 6 972.9 981.9 -9.0 924.4 937.2 -12.8 
V 7 982.0 983 .2 -1.2 939.5 938.2 1.3 
vs 1014.8 1020.1 -5.3 970.9 976.5 -5.6 
' 9 2336.4 2337.6 -1.2 2235 .1 2235.3 -0.2 
"'o 2346.3 2347.0 -0.7 2244.5 2243.6 0.9 
VJJ 2361.3 2365.0 -3.7 2260.4 2262.6 -2.2 
VJ :: 2527.4 2561.9 -34.5 2378 .8 2409.5 -30.7 
CH3AsH2 Cs VJ 206.2 238.4 -32.2 195.4 224.1 -28 .7 
l' J 589.7 590.0 -0.3 554.1 555.5 -1.4 
l'J 667.2 699.3 -32.1 651.3 680.6 -29.3 
"-' 
703.5 726.0 -22.5 678.6 701.7 -23. 1 
\'j 966.8 959.3 7.5 932.3 930.3 2.0 
" 6 999.6 I 015.4 -15 .8 964.8 985.2 -20.4 
V 7 1057.8 1097.6 -39.8 1009.9 1050.9 -41.0 
" 8 1356.8 1351.4 5.4 1305.4 1305.9 -0.5 
" 9 1530.6 1542.1 -11.5 1488.4 1497.6 -9.2 
VJn 1534.9 1544.3 -9.4 1490.2 1498.4 -8.2 
''" 
2297.1 2365.1 -68.0 2157.8 2227.9 -70.1 
l'J ] 2309.7 2374.2 -64.5 2172.4 2241.9 -69.5 
l' JJ 3152.3 3154.0 -1.7 3070.9 3071.2 -0.3 
VJ:: 3259.2 3262.0 -2.8 3157.7 3160.3 -2.6 
l' JJ 3272.0 3278.0 -6.0 3178.2 3179.4 -1.2 
SiH3AsH~ Cs VJ 162.4 143.9 18.5 135.7 128.6 7.1 
V:; 376.6 379.7 -3.1 350.0 357.1 -7.1 
208 
-------------
VJ 462.5 500.8 
-38.3 444.1 485.8 
-41.7 V.,t 481 .2 515.3 
-34.1 458.9 497.9 
-39 \ '5 704.6 748.5 
-43.9 681.4 732.1 
-50.7 \ '6 758.9 805.7 
-46.8 726.0 778.3 
-52.3 \' 7 950.3 956.1 
-5.8 902.7 912.6 
-9.9 v 8 990.0 992.7 
-2.7 950.0 951.6 
-1.6 1'9 1000.3 1002.2 
-1.9 958.4 959.8 
-1.4 v 1n 1046.4 1084.8 
-38.4 996.8 1046.5 
-49.7 
"" 
:2298.1 2324.2 
-26.1 2173.2 2225.7 
-52.5 \'I:! 2312. 1 2338.8 
-26.7 2187.5 2238.3 
-50.8 VtJ 2322.5 2341.8 
-19.3 2223.6 2240.6 
-17.0 \ ., :! 2337.6 2368.8 
-31.2 2239.1 2250.8 
-11.7 ~'13 2341.3 2376.5 
-35 .2 2241 .1 2261.6 
-20.5 
CH3GeH3 CJ, \ ,I 177.9 193.0 
-1 5. 1 158.3 183.0 
-24.7 157c v.:(e) 506.9 496.3 10.6 493.4 490.1 , ..., 506' .) . .) VJ 616.0 637.3 
-21.3 586.0 613.9 
-27.9 60Y m l '.,t 882.4 872.4 10.0 848.1 845.4 2.7 843cm \'5( e) 886.7 876.8 9.9 857.4 857.5 
-0.1 848c v6(e) 942.0 934.0 8.0 905.1 913.7 
-8.6 900c \ '- 1340.7 1332.6 8.1 1297.0 1295.4 1.6 1254C.I/I ' 's( e) 1525.5 1528.4 
-2.9 1484.0 1486.7 
-2.7 1428c v9(e) 2222.4 2312.4 
-90 2126.0 2244.6 
-118.6 2085CIII \ ' t () 2223 .9 2317.3 
-93.4 2129.3 2259.2 
-1 29.9 2084c \'II 3147.0 3147.2 
-0.2 3063.8 3065.2 
-1.4 2938cm vi.:'( e) 3255.7 3257.0 
-1.3 3153.4 3154.9 
-1.5 2997c SiH3GeH3 CJ, \ 'I 122.2 122.3 
-0. 1 109.2 131 .5 
-22.3 14411 V_: 370.1 356.6 13.5 348.4 340.1 8.3 31211• 318"' 1•3( e) 376.7 369.5 7.2 370.2 371.0 
-0. 8 371 11 v.,t(e) 627.1 619.5 7.6 600.1 602.5 
-2.4 55011 
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\ '5 825.3 818.1 7.2 794.2 796.2 
-2.0 78011• 785.2111 v6(e) 926.6 916.0 10.6 889.3 899.1 
-9.8 881 11 1'7 948.9 943.9 5.0 904.6 905.9 
-1.3 89011, 890.3171 vs(e) 997.6 997.2 0.4 955.5 955.4 0.1 930 11 \'g 2218.7 2294.8 
-76.1 2124.5 2221 .3 
-96.8 2052". 
2076.6111 v,o(e) 2223.9 2305.7 
-81.8 2134.1 2235 .2 
-I 0 1.1 206911 
"" 
2319.3 2319.2 0.1 2222.5 2235.7 
-13.2 2151 11, 
2163 .1 Ill v 1.:( e) 2334.0 2334.5 
-0.5 2236.9 2254.8 
-17.9 216011 CH3GaH2 Cs v, 10.5 36.4 
-25 .9 37.3 30.2 7.1 l' J 430.2 417.5 12.7 418.2 419.2 
-1.0 \' • 5 19.2 514.1 5.1 501.8 498.7 3.1 
J 
\'-1 586.4 597.3 
-I 0.9 560.0 578.9 
-18.9 \'5 769.1 758.1 11.0 750.4 748.9 1.5 \16 805.2 792.5 12.7 773 .9 781.2 
-7.3 v - 821 . I 806.0 15.1 800.0 792.4 7.6 vs 1299.5 1293.8 5.7 1256.1 1254.0 2.1 \ '9 I 510.7 1510.3 0.4 1470.2 1468.6 1.6 Vf (} 1520.7 1518.9 1.8 1477.0 1475.4 1.6 VII 2004.7 2019.9 
-15.2 1933.4 1993.3 
-59.9 1892.~ VJ ] 20 12.1 2030.1 
-18.0 1935.6 1994.3 
-58.7 1898.0g \ '!3 3127.6 3123.8 3.8 3039.5 3038.6 0.9 Vf-1 3221 .7 3214.6 7. I 3115.0 3 111.7 3.3 \'15 3253.5 3245.4 8.1 3148.2 3144.9 3.3 
SiH3GaH2 Cs v, 6.6 13.0 
-6.4 29.5 35 .6 
-6.1 V • 336.7 326.1 10.6 3 I 8.6 323.9 
-5.3 \ ', 339.8 334.8 5.0 325.9 332.5 
-6.6 
J 
V.J 407.3 394.2 13.1 379.8 381.0 
-1.2 Vj 573.2 562.7 10.5 544.7 549.4 
-4.7 
210 
v-
VJ J 
l'J./ 
VJ j 
618.5 
781.7 
933 .1 
991.1 
999.3 
2006.3 
1009.2 
2297.2 
2314.2 
2321.0 
604.9 
772.5 
929.5 
990.0 
998.7 
2023.9 
2026.2 
2293 .0 
2311.0 
2318.3 
13.6 
9.2 
3.6 
1.1 
0.6 
-17.6 
-17 
4.2 
3.2 
2.7 
591.3 
753.0 
884.3 
947.7 
956.5 
1932.6 
1940.7 
2198.4 
2216.5 
2124.1 
591.5 
769.5 
888.8 
946.1 
956.1 
1994.8 
2001.5 
2195.5 
2215.2 
2222.9 
-0.2 
-16.5 
-4.5 
1.6 
0.4 
-62.2 
-60.8 
2.9 
1.3 
1.3 
c.J Calculated frequencies are not scaled. 
h Reference 32; c Reference 33: d Reference 34; e Reference 35; f Reference 36; g Reference 37: h Reference 38: I Reference 20; J 
Reference 39; k Reference 22: I Reference 27; m Reference 40: 11 Reference 31 (b). 
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represents the difference between frequencies calculated with the standard 6-31 G(d.p) and the BC6-31 G(d.p) basis sets. 
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TABLE SA: Mean Absolute Deviations for frequencies (in cm-1). 11 
Compari on MAD Compari on MAD Unsealed Fre ucncies) 
----
Scaled Frc uen_cics) 
---Experiment I'S . Experiment I'S. 
MP2/6-J I G(d.p) 94.2 MP2/6-31 G(d.p) 24.-t MP2/BC6-31 U(d.p) I 05.4 MP2/BC6-31 G(d.p) 35.-t B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 40.1 83L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 29.6 B3LYP/B 6-31 G(d,p) 57.8 B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d.p) 29.3 
MP2/6-31 G(d,p) I'S . MP2/6-31 G(d,p) l 's. 
MP2/B 6-3 1 G(d.p) 16.4 MP2/BC6-3 I G(d,p) 15.3 BJL YP/6-31 G(d,p) 58.9 B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 22 .7 
B3LYP/BC6-31 G(d,p) VS. B3L YP/BC6-31 G(d,p) vs. 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 20.3 B3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) 19.5 
MP2/BC6-3IG(d.p) 51.8 MP2/BC6-31G(d,p) 18.9 
u A total of 73 frequencie were used to calculate the MAD betv,·ecn experimental and 
calculated frequencies and 145 frequencies were used to calculate the MJ\D bet\-veen the 
calculated frequencic . 
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TABLE 5.5: Thermodynamic properties for the reactions (1) and (2) (in kJ mor1) at 298.15K. 
Level ;:ill MI ~G ~E MI ~G ~(MI)a ;:ill MI ~G ~ ~H ~G ~(~H)a 
6-31G(d) BC6-31G(d) 6-31G(d) BC6-31 G(d) 
CH3GaH2 + HCN ~ CH3CN + GaH3 SiH3GaH2 + HCN ~ SiH3CN + GaH3 
HF -22.0 -25.5 -1 8.6 -11.5 -14.7 -8.3 -10.8 -29.0 -36.4 -29.5 -24.4 -31.6 -24.6 -4.8 
MP2(P) b 
-4.1 -6.8 -0.9 0.2 -2.3 2.7 -4.5 -22.6 -28.4 -21.5 -22.4 -25.6 -28.4 -2.8 
B3L YP(P) b -14.5 -1 7.9 -11.8 -8. 1 -8.7 -1 1. 1 -9.2 -17.9 -24.3 -18.9 -1 6.1 -22.3 -17.5 -2.0 
G3MP2 -0.8 -2.3 5.0 -22.3 -23.8 -19.3 
CH3GeH3 + HCN ~ CH3CN + GeH4 SiH3GeH3 + HCN ~ SiH3CN + GeH4 
HF -24.3 -27.4 -27.8 -5.3 -8.7 -9.3 -18.7 -31. 1 -36.5 -36.4 -1 4.7 -19.7 -19.6 -16.8 
MP2( P) b 
-1 1.1 -13.4 -14.1 1.4 -0.4 -1.3 -13.0 -24.6 -28.5 -28.6 -16.7 -19.7 -19.7 -8.8 
B3L YP(P) b 
-22.2 -25 .6 -25.6 -1 0.2 -13 .0 -13.5 -12.6 -21.6 -26.4 -26.0 - 14.1 -18.0 -17.7 -8.4 
G3MP2 -8.6 -9.2 -9.2 -24.4 -25 .3 -27.5 
CH3AsH2 + HCN ~ CH3CN + AsH3 SiH3AsH2 + HCN ~ SiH3CN + AsH3 
HF -4 1.2 -45.4 -46.0 -25 .5 -30.3 -31.3 -15.1 -1 9.4 -24.9 -25.6 12.0 5.2 4.3 -30.1 
HF(P)b 
-40.6 -44.6 -45.2 -30.8 -34.7 -35.7 -9.9 -37.7 -24.8 -25.4 3.7 -1.8 -2.4 -23.0 
MP2 -29.8 -33.2 -34.0 -15.9 -1 9.9 -21.1 -13.3 -9.7 -14.0 -14.9 19.2 13.7 12.5 -27.7 
MP2(P) b 
-29.2 -32.3 -33.0 -20.0 -23.0 -24.2 -9.3 -11.8 -15 .8 -16.7 10.0 5.8 4.9 -21.6 
B3LYP -41.8 -45.7 -46.1 -27.0 -31.4 -32.2 -14.3 -14.3 -19.2 -19.3 14.1 7.9 7.3 -27.1 
B3L YP(P) b -39.1 -43 .2 -43.6 -30.0 -33.8 -34.6 -9.4 -12.3 -17.3 -17.3 8.3 3.1 2.7 -20.4 
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G3MP2 -29.6 -29.6 -29.9 -14.1 -14.2 -17.3 
CH3SeH + HCN---+ CH3CN + SeH2 SiH3SeH + HCN ---+ SiH3CN + SeH2 
HF -50.9 -56.6 -54.5 -41 .5 -47.3 -45.4 -9.3 15.9 8.8 10.1 46.9 39.2 40.3 -30.4 
HF(P)b 
-53.5 -59.0 -56.9 -49.1 -54.2 -52.3 -4.8 12.9 6.0 7.3 37.1 30.4 31.6 -24.4 
MP2 -39.8 -44.5 -42.7 -33 .1 -37.7 -36.0 -6.8 22.7 16.8 17.7 50.7 44.2 45.0 -27.4 
MP2(P) b 
-42 .9 -47.3 -45.4 -39.9 -43.9 -42.2 -3.4 17.8 12.2 13.1 40.4 34.9 35.9 -22.7 
B3LYP -49.4 -54.6 -52.4 -40.6 -45.5 -43.3 -9.1 15.6 9.1 10.5 43.4 36.7 38.2 -27.6 
B3L YP(P) b 
-49.6 -55.0 -52.7 -45.6 -50.5 --+ 7. 9 -4.5 14.9 8.3 9.8 36.3 30.2 32.7 -21.9 
G3MP2 -47.1 -46.7 -44.5 12.3 13 .0 11.7 
CH3Br + HCN ---+ CH3CN + HBr SiH3Br + HCN ---+ SiH3CN + HBr e 
HF --l9.3 -55.4 -53.6 -45.2 -51.4 -49.6 -4.0 58.2 50.1 50.6 82.0 73.5 73.9 -23.4 
HF(P)b 
-56.2 -62.0 -60.1 -55.6 -61.2 -59.3 -0.8 51.0 43.3 43.9 71.0 63.2 63 .6 -19.9 
MP2 -42.4 -47.3 -45.8 -41.0 -45 .8 -44.3 -1.5 58.4 51.8 51.9 79.6 72.6 72.6 -20.8 
MP2(P) b 
-50.5 -55.1 -53.5 -51 .0 -55.4 -53.8 0.3 49.5 43.1 43.3 68.7 62.1 62.2 -19.0 
B3LYP -48.8 -54.1 -52.2 -44.5 -49.9 -48.0 -4.2 50.7 43.6 44.1 72.1 64.6 64.9 -21.0 
B3L YP(P) b 
-52.9 -58.1 -56.2 -52.2 -57.2 -55.3 -0.9 46.2 39.3 39.8 63.8 56.8 57.2 -17.5 
G3MP2 -56.9 -56.0 -54.3 -57.1 -56.1 -54.5 0.1 42.0 43.6 43 .8 40.4 42.0 42.1 1.6 
Experimental -63.2c 29.6d 
a L'l(L'lH) represents the difference between enthalpies of reaction calculated with the standard 6-31 G and the BC6-31 G basis sets. 
h Represents 6-31G(d.p) basis set. 
' The value is calculated from experimental L'lHrof CH3Br, HC , CH3C and HBr given in Table 5.9. 
dThe value is calculated from experimental ~Hr of iH3Br, HCN. SiH3CN and HBr given in Table 5.9. 
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e The thermodynamic properties are taken from reference 7. 
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TABLE 5.6: Thermodynamic properties for the reactions (3) and (4) (in kJ mor 1) at 298.15K. 
Level ~E Ml ~G ~E ~H ~G ~(~Ht ~E ~H ~G ~E ~H ~G ~(~Ht 
6-31 G(d) BC6-31G(d) 6-31G(d) BC6-31G(d) 
CH3Br + HCI ---+ CH3CI + HBr SiH3Br + HCI ____.. SiH3CI + HBr 
I-IF 1.0 0.5 -2.4 5.1 4.5 1.7 -4.0 -5.4 -6.7 -6.8 18.-+ 16.7 16.5 -23.4 
HF(P)h 6.0 5.4 2.6 6.6 6.2 3.4 -0 .8 - 1.2 -2.4 -2.4 18.7 17.5 17.4 -19.9 
MP2 2.5 2.1 -0.7 3.9 3.6 0.8 -1.5 -1.7 -2.9 -2.9 19.5 17.9 17.8 -20.8 
MP2(P) h 8.9 8.4 5.6 8.4 8.1 5.3 0.3 4.0 2.9 2.9 '")" J 
--'·- 21.8 21.8 -18.9 
B3LYP 2.3 1.9 -0.9 6.6 6.2 3.3 -4.3 -5.2 -6.1 -6.1 16.2 14.9 14.7 -21.0 
B3 L YP(P) h 7.0 6.5 3.7 7.7 7.4 4.7 -0.9 -1.3 -2.3 -2.3 16.3 15.2 15.1 -17.5 
G3MP2 11.3 11.1 8.3 11.2 11.0 8.2 0.1 -2.4 -2.7 -2.7 -4.0 -4.3 -1.7 -1.6 
Experimental 6S. -7 .7d 
a ~(~H) represents the d ifference between enthalpies of reaction calculated with the standard 6-31 G and the BC6-31 G basi sets. 
h Represents 6-31 G(d,p) basis set. 
cThe value i calculated from the experimental ~H r of CH3Br, HCl , CH Cl and HBr given in Table 5.9. 
dThe value i calculated from the experimental ~Hr of SiH3Br, HCl, SiH3Cl and HBr given in Table 5.9. 
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TABLE 5.7: Ther·modynamic properties for the reaction (5) (in kJ mor 1) at 
298.15K. 
Level ~E ~H ~G ~E ~II ~G ~(~II)" 
6-31G(d) BC6-31G(d) 
------~-I!F 18.8 11 .4 12.8 34.4 26.8 28.0 
- 15.4 
I IF(P)h 11.9 4.9 6.3 23.7 16.7 18.0 - 11.8 
MP2 15.0 9.0 10.0 29.4 23. 1 24.0 - 14. 1 
MP2(P) h 6.3 0.6 1.6 18.6 12.8 13.8 - 12.2 
B3LYP 17.1 10.7 12.0 30.2 23.5 24.7 
- 12.8 
B3L YP(P) h 12.9 6.5 7.9 22. 1 15.8 17. 1 -9.3 
G3 MP2 4.5 5.6 6. 8 
---- - -
------------(eH) repre ' cnts the difference bcl\, cen enthalpies of reaction calculakd \\ ith the 
standard 6-3 1 G and the BC6-3 1 G bas is sets. 
" Represents 6-3 1 G(d,p) basis set. 
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TABLE 5.8: Mean Absolute deviation for the enthalpies of reaction involving I ' 1 
and 3rd row elements, reaction (1), and Is', 211d and 3rd row clements, reaction (2) and 
(5), (in kJ mol 1). 
Theo Reaction (1) Reaction (2) and (5) 
6-3IG(d) BC6-31G(d) 6-31G(d) BC6-3IG(d) 
!IF 13.5 3.8 8.5 18.-t 
I IF(P)h 6.7 3.6 3. 1 I 0.1 
MP2 2.9 5.8 2.6 17.6 
MP2( P) " 2.6 3.8 2.6 12.5 
BJLYP 5.2 1.8 7 " 
-·-' 14.1 
B3L YP(P) h 11.2 3.9 2.4 11.1 
a MAD is calculated from G3MP2 enthalpic . 
b Represents 6-3 1 G(d,p) basis set. 
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TABLE 5.9: Heats of formation (L\Hr) (in kJ mor') at 298.15K." 
Molecules 
CII3Br 
I-ICN 
CH3CN 
I 11:3r 
-36.2"1 
Sil-13Br -78.24g 
Sil 13CN 133.5 11 
Scl-h 29.2±0.8' 
Asl-13 66.4± 11·k 
Gel-14 90.3±2'·111 
CH3CI -83.68g 
HCI -92.31 g 
SiHJCI -141.84g 
Present work 
-3 7 0 811• -3 8 0 71' 
13 I . 8", 13 I. 9u 
73.9" 
-36.411, -36.5°. 
-35 .5P, -31.4'1 
-78.0°, -83 .0'' 
130.1 ° 
-83.0 lp 
-93.017, -97.1 q 
-137.1 q 
Molecules 
CII3Scll 
Sil-11SeH 
CH3Asll2 
Sil 13/\sl l2 
CJ 13Gei-13 
SiH3GeH3 
Present work11 
18.3 
18.0 
38.4 
82.4 
41.9 
117.4 
a See text for explanation. 
6 Reference 41; c Reference 4 2; d Reference 4 3: e Reference 44; r Reference 4 5: g 
Reference 46: 17 Reference 7 (obtained from experimental heats of formation and 
calculated heat of reaction); 'Reference 47/ Reference 48; k Reference 49; 1 Reference 50: 
111 Reference 51. 
" Calculated using the enthalpy of reaction for CH3Br HCN ---t CH3CN + HBr and 
experimental L\1 Ir values for Cl 13Br. HC , CH3CN and 1-!Br. 
" Calculated using the enthalpy of reaction for SiH3Br + HC ---t SiH3CN + l!Br and 
experimental L\I Ir values for SiH3Br, HCN, HBr and Sii-13CN. 
P Calculated using the enthalpy of reaction for CH3Br + HCl ---t CH3Cl + I IBr and 
experimental L\Hr values for CI-I3Br, f-ICI, Cl-bCl and HBr. 
'
1 Calculated using the enthalpy of reaction for Sii-I3Br + HCI ---t Sil-13Cl + HBr and 
experimental 1-Ir values for SiH3Br, HCI, SiH3Cl and 1-IBr 
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Figure 5.1 .Enthalpies of reaction ( 1) calculated at different levels of theory with the standard 6-31 G( d.p) basis set. 
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Figure 5 .2.Enthalpies of reaction (2) calculated at different levels of theory v. ith the standard 6-31 G( d.p) basis set. 
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Figure 5.3. Difference between enthalpies of reaction (1) calculated at MP2 and B3L YP levels of theory with 
G3MP2. 
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Figure 5.4. Difference between enthalpies of reaction (2) calculated at MP2 and B3L YP levels of theory with G3MP2. 
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HF/6-31G(d) HF/6-31G(d,p) MP2/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d,p) B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) G3MP2 
Br standard 6-31G DBr BC6-31G 
Figure 5.5. Enthalpy of reaction for CH3Br + HCl ~ CH3Cl + HBr calculated at different levels oftheory and basis sets. 
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• Br Standard 6-31G(d) D Br BC6-31G(d) 
Figure 5.6. Enthalpy of reaction for SiH3Br + HCl---+ SiH3Cl + HBr calculated at different levels of theory and basis sets. 
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HF/6-31 G(d) HF/6-31 G(d,p) MP2/6-31 G(d) MP2/6-31 G(d,p) 83L YP/6-31 G(d) B3L YP/6- G3MP2 
..---------------------i31G(d,p) 
Br Standard 6-31G(d) DBr BC6-31G(d) I 
Figure 5.7. Enthalpy of reaction for PH2Br + HCN ~ PH2CN + HBr calculated at different levels oftheory and basis sets. 
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CHAPTER6 
A new insight into using chlorine leaving group 
and nucleophile carbon kinetic isotope effects to 
determine substituent effects on the structure of 
SN2 transition states 
6.1 Introduction 
The effect of substituents on the structure of the SN2 transition state has been of 
major interest for several decades. 1- 12 The major experimental tool used to determine the 
substituent effect on transition state structure has been a kinetic isotope effect (KIE). 
Although many different types of KIEs have been used to probe the transition states of 
S 2 · 4 6 - 9 13 - 17 f h d. h d I . KIE d . N reactiOns, · · most o t e stu tes ave use eavmg group s to etermme 
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the relative lengths of Ca-LG transition-state bond. 1•4•9•15•18 Until recently, the 
interpretation of these KIEs was thought to be straightforward, i.e., it was believed that a 
larger leaving group KlE was indicative of greater Ca-LG bond rupture in the TS. 
However, a recent theoretical investigation of chlorine leaving group KIEs 19 indicated 
that the interpretation of these KI Es was not as straightforward as had been previously 
thought. In fact, this study showed that all the chlorine leaving group KIEs for 26 SN2 
reactions with methyl chloride fell in a very narrow range of values and that there was no 
relationship between the magnitude of the KIE and the Ca-Cl bond length in the 
transition state! The tota l KIE (k35/k37) is the product of the tunneling KIE, (KIET) the 
imaginary frequency ratio or temperature independent factor, (TIF) and the temperature 
dependent factor, (TDF) that represents the isotope effect on the vibrational contribution 
to the KIE,20· 21 equation I , 
k Js = ( k 3s J ( v ;t35 J 3N - 6 ~i~7 sinh(~i~s I 2) 
k J7 k 37 X ;tJ7 X IT R 'nh( R I 2) Tunnel V i ~i 35 Sl ~i37 
(1) 
TIF TDF 
where R represents the isotopically substituted reactant, =f indicates the transition state, 1-li 
= hv/k8 T and the vi 's are the vibrational frequencies. The relationship between the 
magnitude of the KIE and the Ca-Cl bond length in the transition state failed because the 
product of KIET and TIF accounted for a s ignificant portion of the total KIE and was not 
related to transition state structure in any di scernable way. This meant that one could not 
use the magnitude of the total KlE to estimate the Ca-Cl transition-state bond length even 
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though the TDF term of the KIE was related to the length of the Ca-Cl bond in the 
transition state. 19 A subsequent study by Matsson, Paneth and Westaway and coworkers22 
has demonstrated that one can sti ll use a leaving group chlorine KIE to determine the 
length of the Ca-Cl bond in a reaction where the solvent has been varied, i.e., to 
determine the solvent effect on the length of the Ca-Cl bond in an N2 TS. The next 
question was whether one could use chlorine leaving group KIEs to determine the 
substituent effects on transition state structure in a series of SN2 reactions of para-
substituted benzyl chlorides where both the KIEr and the TIF were expected to be almost 
identical for each reaction in the series. An additional question was whether the 
nucleophile carbon KIE could be used to determine the relative length of the NC-Ca 
transition-state bond in these reactions. 
6.2 Method 
The calculations were done at the RHF/6-31+G(d), the B3L YP/6-3 I +G(d) and the 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The last method was chosen because it gave the 
closest KIEs to the experimental values in a thorough examination of the available 
methods for calculating transition state structure and the KIEs in the ethyl chloride -
cyanide ion SN2 reaction.23 Un-sealed frequencies and no solvent were used for the 
calculations. All calculations were performed with Gaussian03 using default convergence 
criteria.24 Each transition structure had one imaginary frequency that corresponds to the 
transfer of the alpha carbon from the chlorine of the leaving group to the carbon of the 
cyanide ion nucleophile. The effect of tunneling on the calculations was done using the 
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Wigner approximation? 5 All the KIEs were calculated with the program ISOEFF98? 6 
The procedure for measuring the experimental KIEs is available in Appendix B. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
The substituent effect on the structure of the SN2 transition state has been 
determined by measunng the secondary a-deuterium- (kH/ko)a, the chlorine leaving 
group- (k35/k37) and the nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 KIEs for the reactions between 
cyanide ion and para-substituted benzyl chlorides, equation 2,in THF at 20°C. 
t -
X 9 9 ¢ 
-
CN + CH2Ct 
,.. NC-------C-------C I CH2CN + Cl (2) / \ 
H H 
where, X = CH3, H, F, Cl and N02. 
The solvent for this study was chosen b cause of it 's very low dielectric constant of 7.3.27 
Although a recent stud/2 showed that a significant change in solvent does not change the 
structure of a Type I (where the nucleophilic atoms in the transition state have the same 
charge) SN2 transition state significantly, the lowest dielectric solvent possible was used 
for this study to investigate whether the lack of sol vent in the theoretical calculations of 
the transition structures and the KI s for the cyanide ion - para-substituted benzyl 
chloride SN2 reactions, had a significant effect on the results. 
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Secondary a.-Deuterium KIEs: The secondary a.-deuterium [(kH/ko)a] KIEs 
were measured for only the para-hydrogen- and para-chlorobenzyl chlorides to 
determine the symmetry of the SN2 transition states. Westaway et al.28 found that the 
change in the magnitude of the (k1-r/ko)a with substituent was small (by ~ 1 %) for SN2 
reactions with unsymmetric transition states and much larger (3 - 12%) for SN2 reactions 
with symmetric (central) transition states. The (kH/ko)as were measured at 0°C rather than 
the 20°C that was used for the other KIEs, to slow the reactions enough so that the rate 
constants and KIEs could be determined. This temperature difference does not affect the 
conclusion about the symmetry of the transition states for these reactions because these 
KIEs only decrease by approximately 0.008 when the temperature decreases by 20°C 11 · 29· 
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and, more importantly, it is the difference in the KIEs for the reactions wi th different 
substituents, not the absolute magnitude of the KIEs, that is important in assessing the 
symmetry of SN2 transition states. The change in the experimental (k1-rlko)as with 
substituent, Table 6.1 , is very small , i.e., approximately 0.6% for these reactions, 
indicating that the transition states are unsymmetric, i.e., either reactant-like or product-
like. The calculations, Table 6.2, confirm that these reactions proceed via unsymmetric 
transition states. Although the calculated KIEs are slightly (about 1-2%) smaller than the 
experimental values, the change in the KIE with substituent is very small, e.g., the KI E at 
the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, the method that best reproduces the 
experimental KIEs23 , only changes by 1.2% when the para-substituent is changed from 
methyl to nitro. F inally, it is important to note that the calculated transition states for this 
23 1 
system of reactions are all reactant-like with long NC-Ca and relatively short Ca-Cl 
bonds, i.e., the percent extension of the NC-Ca and Ca-Cl bonds on going to the transition 
state at the B3L YP/aug-cc pVDZ level of theory (see Table 6.5), equation 3, is 61 ± 1 
and 22 ± 1 percent, respectively. 
% extension on going = [bond length in the TS - bond length in the reactant (product) x 1 00] (3) 
to the transition state bond length in the reactant (product) 
It is also important to note that the calculated KIEs indicate that the (kH/ko)a 
decreases when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is on the benzene ring of the 
substrate. This substituent effect on the KIE has been found in almost every investigation 
of the (kH/ko)as for the reactions of para-substituted benzyl compounds.28· 31 It is also 
important to note that the substituent effect on these calculated KIEs was checked by 
plotting the calculated KIEs in Table 6.2 against the Hammett cr value for each 
substituent.32 The correlation coefficient for each plot was very high, ranging from 0.954 
to 0.980. It is interesting that the worst fit with the Hammett cr values is found with the 
calculations using the largest basis set and that the best fit is with the RHF/6-31 +G( d) 
calculations. However, the correlation coefficients in all the Hammett cr plots are very 
high giving one great confidence that the trends predicted by the calculations are correct. 
Chlorine Leaving Group KIEs: The chlorine leaving group (k35/k37) KIEs were 
measured for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and four para-substituted benzyl 
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chlorides in THF at 20°C, Table 6.3. The values from the original set of experiments 
measuring these KIEs are in column 2 of Table 6.3 . The surprising observation is that the 
KIEs do not follow a single trend, i.e., the KIE becomes smaller when a more electron-
withdrawing substituent is present for the para-methyl- through the para-chloro- but then 
increases for the para-nitro substituent. The KIEs for the para-chloro- and para-
nitrobenzyl chlorides were re-measured to ensure that the KIE for the para-nitrobenzyl 
chloride was really greater than that found for the para-chlorobenzyl chloride. The results 
and the averages show that the KIEs for these two reactions are reproducible and that the 
KIE for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride is indeed, greater than that for the para-
chlorobenzyl chloride. This means there is no clean trend in these KIEs when a more 
electron-withdrawing substituent is on the benzene ring of the substrate. 
The Ca-Cl ground state and transition-state bond lengths and the k35 /k37 s for these 
reactions were calculated at several levels of theory Tables 6.4 - 6.6, to demonstrate that 
the results were not restricted to a particular level of theory. Although there are 
differences in the Ca-Cl bond lengths in the ground state and transition state and in the 
KIEs predicted by the different levels of theory, the general trend is that the ground state 
and transition state Ca-Cl bond lengths and the chlorine KIEs in Tables 6.4 - 6.6 decrease 
when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is present. It is worth noting that the 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ calculations gave the best agreement with the experimental KIEs. 
This is in agreement with the study by Fang et al.23 It is also worth noting that although 
scaling the frequencies in the calculations alters the magnitude of the chlorine KI Es, it 
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does not affect the trend (substituent effect) in the KIEs. Finally, adding solvent to the 
calculation using a solvent continuum model, does not affect the trend in the chlorine 
KIEs either. 
The substituent effect on the calculated parameters was again checked by plotting 
the calculated parameter in Tables 6.4 - 6.6 against the Hammett cr value for each 
substituent.32 All the calculated parameters behaved as one would expect, i.e., the 
correlation coefficient for each plot was very high, ranging from 0.926 to 0.997 for the 
ground state Ca-Cl bond lengths, from 0.990 to 0.994 for the transition state Ca-Cl bond 
lengths and from 0.942 to 0.991 for the chlorine KIEs. It is interesting that again the 
worst fit with the Hammett cr values is found with the calculations using the largest basis 
set and that the best fit is with the RHF /6-31 +G( d) calculations. However, the correlation 
coefficients in all the Hammett cr plots are very high giving one great confidence that the 
trends predicted by the calculations are correct. 
The calculated KIEs, Table 6.6, decrease as a more electron-withdrawing 
substituent is added to the substrate whereas the experimental KlEs, Table 6.3, only 
decrease from the para-methylbenzyl chloride to the para-chlorobenzyl chloride and the 
KIE found for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction is larger than the KIE for the para-
chlorobenzyl chloride reaction. It is worth noting that this same inconsistency arose in 
Grimsrud 's study,33 of the chlorine KIEs for a series of SN2 reactions of para-substituted 
benzyl chlorides and several different nucleophiles, Table 6.7, i.e. the chlorine KIE for 
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the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction was larger than the KIE for the para-chlorobenzyl 
chloride reaction when the nucleophile was iodide ion. Because 1) the chlorine leaving 
group KIE for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction was smaller than the KIE for the 
para-chlorobenzyl chloride reaction when the nucleophile was thiophenoxide ion n-butyl 
thiolate anion or methoxide ion as expected, and 2) the calculations indicate that the KIE 
for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction should be smaller than the KIE for the para-
chlorobenzyl chloride reaction, the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reactions with cyanide ion 
and iodide ion were re-examined. HPLC analyses showed that both reactions yielded 
several products. In particular, the para-nitrobenzyl chloride - cyanide ion reaction gave 
several products with the main product being a trimer possibly formed by the mechanism 
shown in Scheme 6.1.34· 35 Also, since significant amounts of the trimer were found 
before all the substrate was consumed, the chlorine is removed from the para-nitrobenzyl 
chloride in several different reactions and the observed chlorine KIE is not due to the 
simple SN2 reaction with cyanide ion. Another indication that the reaction is not clean is 
that spin trap reagents and EPR spectroscopl6 showed that the reactions between para-
nitrobenzyl chloride and both iodide ion and cyanide ion contained radicals. Thus, neither 
of these reactions are the simple SN2 reactions that had been supposed. This means the 
chlorine leaving group KIE for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction should not be 
considered in determining if chlorine KIEs can be used to determine the relative amount 
of Ca-Cl bond rupture in the transition states of the cyanide ion - para-substituted benzyl 
chloride SN2 reactions. In fact, it is important to note that the plot of the chlorine KIEs 
versus the Hammett cr values for the para-methyl- to the para-chloro- substituents in 
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these para-substituted benzyl chloride - cyanide ion SN2 reactions, has a correlation 
coefficient of 0.982. Thus, both the calculated and the experimental chlorine KIEs 
indicate that one should be able to use the chlorine leaving group KJE to determine the 
substituent effect (the relative amount of Ca-Cl bond rupture) on the transition states of 
SN2 reactions. Finally, it is worth noting that this trend in chlorine leaving group KIEs 
with substituent has been observed experimentally in several SN2 reactions.2• 8• 12 
The nucleophile carbon k 11 /k14 KIEs: The nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 KIEs, Table 6.8 , 
were measured to learn whether these KIEs could be used to determine the substituent 
effect on the NC-Ca transition-state bond for the cyanide ion - para-substituted benzyl 
chloride SN2 reactions. An analysis of these nucleophile carbon KIEs and their errors 
suggests that there is no measurable trend in the KIE with a change in substituent. 
All three levels of theory suggest that the NC-Ca transition-state bond becomes 
shorter, Table 6.5, and the nucleophile carbon KIE, Table 6.9, becomes more inverse 
(NC-Ca bond formation is more complete) in the transition state when a more electron-
withdrawing substituent is on the benzene ring of the substrate. It is important to note that 
the changes in the NC-Ca transition-state bond and the KIEs predicted by all three levels 
of theory correlate extremely well with the Hammett cr values of the para-substituent. 
The correlation coefficients for the plots relating the length of the NC-Ca transition-state 
bond and the Hammett cr constant for the para-substituent are 0.997 for all three levels of 
theory and the correlation coefficients for the KIE versus the Hammett cr values for the 
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substituent range from 0.995 to 0.999. It is also important to note that the substituent 
effect on the length of the NC-Ca transition-state bond predicted by theory is consistent 
with the results of several experimental studies that have used KIEs and Hammett cr 
values to determine the substituent effect on the lengths of the Nu-Ca transition-state 
bonds in SN2 reactions. 5• 8• 1 0• 12• 31 
Although all three levels of theory suggest the NC-Ca transition-state bond 
shortens when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is present, this change was not 
detected experimentally. However, two of the three theoretical methods, Table 6.5, 
showed that the change in the NC-Ca transition-state bond with substituent was smaller 
than the corresponding change in the C0 -CI transition-state bond with substituent, i.e., the 
(change in the C0 -CI/change in the NC-Ca) transition-state bond with substituent is 1.53 
for the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, 1.33 for the B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) level of 
theory and 1.00 for the RHF/6-3 1 +G(d) level of theory. This much smaller change in the 
NC-Ca transition-state bond with substituent is probably why the change in the 
nucleophile carbon KIE was too small to detect experimentally. 
Finally, it is interesting that the difference in the nucleophile KIEs with level of 
theory, Table 6.9, is much smaller than for the d ifference in the chlorine leaving group 
KIEs, Table 6.6, with level of theory. For example, the difference in the nucleophile KI E 
with level of theory is ~ 1% whereas the difference in the chlorine leaving group KIE 
with level of theory is approximately 40%. Another observation is that the nucleophile 
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KIE was not as close to the experimental value as the chlorine KIEs. The calculated 
chlorine KIEs at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level differ from the experimental values by 
only approximately 0.0012 whereas the calculated nucleophile carbon KIEs differ from 
the experimental values by approximately 0.020. This difference between the theoretical 
and the experimental values is even clearer if one considers the percent difference 
between the experimental and theoretical values of the KIEs. The average percent 
difference in the chlorine KIEs is approximately 0.0012/0.0058 x I 00 = 21 % while that 
for the nucleophile carbon KIEs is approximately 0.0192/.0019 x I 00 = 101 1 %. This 
same problem, i.e., that the difference between the calculated and experimental KIE was 
larger for the nucleophile carbon KIEs than for the leaving group KI Es, was observed in 
. d 23 a prev1ous stu y. 
The substituent effect on transition state structure: Both the experimental and 
theoretical substituent effect on the Ca-Cl transition-state bond, Tables 6.5 and 6.6, is that 
it becomes shorter when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is on the benzene ring. 
The calculated transition state structures and nucleophile carbon KlEs, Tables 6.5 and 
6.9, indicate that the NC-Ca transition-state bond also shortens, but by a smaller amount, 
when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is present. Thus, the calculations suggest 
that the transition state becomes tighter when a more electron-withdrawing substituent is 
present but that the greatest change in structure is in the Ca-Cl transition-state bond . It is 
worth noting that this result is predicted by Westaway' s "Bond Strength Hypothesis"37 
which states that the greatest change in structure with substituent will be in the weaker 
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reacting bond, i.e., in this case, the Ca-Cl bond. lt is also important to note that the 
experimental KIEs, as far as is possible, confirm this trend in the transition state structure 
with substituent. It is also important to note that these changes in transition state structure 
with substituent ha e been found in other studies of the substituent effect on transition 
state structure of SN2 reactions.2·5·8·10·12·31 The important conclusion of this study is that 
with some reservations, (vide infra), both leaving group- and nucleophile KIEs should be 
able to determine the substituent effects on transition state structure as had been 
previously believed. 
The implications of the theoretical study on using leaving group chlorine KJEs to 
determine the substituent effect on the transition states of SN2 reactions: The 
chlorine leaving group KIE can be expressed as 
KIE = TDFR X KIET X Tirf X TDrf (4) 
where the transition state contribution to the total KIE, (KIE=I=), is the product of the 
tunneling KIE, KIET, the imaginary frequency ratio for the reactions with the 35CI and 
37Cl isotopes, (Tirf), and the isotope effect on the vibrational energy of the transition 
state, (TDrf). TDFR represents the isotope effect on the vibrational energy of the 
reactants. The TDFR and TDrf can be calculated21 from 
3N-6 
TDFR n [(!liR37 sinh(!lt3s/2))/(lliR35 inh(!l1R37/2))] 
i 
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(5) 
and 
(6) 
respectively, where R represents the substrate, =f indicates the transi tion state, ~Li = 
hv/ k8 T and the Vi s are the frequencies. KIEr was calculated using the Wigner 
approximation? 5 
The magnitude of the KIE versus the percent Ca-CI bond rupture in the tran ition 
state: The individual contributions to the total chlorine leaving group KIEs, Table 6.1 0, 
shed light on the origin of these KIEs and have significant implications for those using 
these KIEs to determine the substituent effect on transition state structure. The first 
important observation is that the KIE+ contribution to the total KI is very close to unity 
for all the reactions, i.e. , KIE+ ranges from 1.00002 to 0.99919. Thi means the KrE+ 
only accounts for approximately 10% of the total KIE and that the tota l KIE is mainly 
determined by TDFR! The KIE+ contribution is smaller than the TDFR contribution to the 
total KIE because the TDri contributions to the KIE are only 36 - 38 % of the 
contributions due to TDFR. This is reasonable because the vibrational energy of the C0 -CI 
bond in the transition state is smaller than that in the substrate. In fact TDri will make a 
smaller and smaller contribution (the TDri wi ll approach 1.00000) to the total KIE as the 
amount of C 0 -CI bond rupture in the transition state increases. Both the KIEr and the 
Tiri also approach 1.00000 as the amount of Ca-Cl bond rupture in the transition state 
increases. This means the KIE will increase with the amount of C0 -CI bond rupture in the 
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transition state for a particular reaction. This is undoubtedly why Paneth and co-
workers19 found the KIEs in their methyl chloride SN2 reactions did not approach the 
expected maximum value of 1.019 but were bunched between 1.006 and 1.009 regardless 
of the amount of C0 -Cl bond rupture in the transition state. It is worth noting that the 
product {KIET x Titf} makes a significant contribution to the total KIE, i.e., the {KIE r x 
Tltf} represents between 34 and 38% of the total chlorine KIEs in Table 6 .1 0. This is in 
agreement with the earlier study19 of 26 methyl chloride SN2 reactions where the KJET 
and Tltf terms represented a significant contribution to the total KIE. Finally, it is 
interesting that the KIET is less than I 0% of the Tltf contribution to the KIE. 
Substituent effects on the chlorine leaving group KIEs: A detailed examination of the 
substituent effect on each of the terms in the calculated chlorine leaving group KI ~ 
Table 6.1 0, shows that the substituent effect (KIE contribution for the para-methyl benzyl 
chloride reaction - KIE contribution for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction) on the 
TDFR and TDtf terms are of almost identical magnitude, i.e. , they are -0.00044 and 
+0.00038, respectively, even though the absolute magnitude of the TDFR term is 
approximately 2.7 times greater than the TDF=l= term. This is interesting because it 
suggests that changing a substituent changes the vibrational energy of the full C0 -Cl and 
partial (C0 - -Cl) transition-state bond by the same relative amount. 
Another important observation is that the substituent effect on KIE=l= is greater 
(+0.00083) than the substituent effect on the TDFR contribution (-0.00044) to the KIE 
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and that this greater change in the KIE+ contribution to the total KIE is responsible for 
the decrease in the total KIE with the electron-withdrawing ability of the substituent. This 
is important because the TDFR term increases with the electron-withdrawing abil ity of the 
substituent, i.e. , increases in the opposite direction. The surprising finding is that the 
substituent effect on the KIE+ term is only greater than the substituent effect on the TDFR 
term because the substituent effect on the TDtf, the TIFf and the KIEr are all in the 
same direction, i.e., they each decrease with a more electron-withdrawing para-
substituent. In fact, without the effect of the TIF+ and KIEr the change in the total KIE 
with substituent would be very small and in the opposite (wrong, i.e., the C0 -Cl transition 
state bond is shorter when a more electron-withdrawing substituent i present in every 
reaction investigated, Table 6.11) direction. 
An analysis of the data in Table 6.1 0 led to the important conclusion that the 
substituent effect on the KIE is dependent on transition state structure. Three different 
substituent effects are possible. For instance, the contribution by TDtf to the total KI 
will be effectively zero (the TDtf = 1.00000 for a ll substituents) for a series of reactions 
with a very product-like transition state so little or no substituent effect will be found on 
this term. Also, since the imaginary frequency also decreases as the amount of C0 -CI 
bond rupture in the transition state increases, both the TIFf and the KIEr which depend 
on the imaginary frequency, will a lso decrease to 1.00000 for a very product-like 
transition state and the KIE will be given by the TDFR term alone. In these cases, the 
substituent effect on the KIE will be opposite that expected from the calculated transition 
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state structures for the reactions, i.e. , the substituent effect on the KIE will be opposite 
that found for the benzyl chloride - cyanide ion reactions in this study. A second 
possibility is when the amount of Ca-Cl bond rupture in the transition state is small, i.e. , 
the transition state is very reactant-like. In these cases, the TDrf, the Tlrf and the KIET 
will all be > 1.00000 and near a maximum for the reaction, the substituent effect will be 
given by the larger KIE+ contribution to the KIE and the expected substituent effect on 
the reactions will be found, i.e., a smaller KIE will be found for the para-nitrobenzyl 
chloride than for the para-methyl benzyl chloride reaction. The third possibility will 
occur at some intermediate amount of Ca-Cl bond rupture in the transition state where the 
magnitude of the KIE+ and the TDFR contributions to the KIE are approximately equal, 
i.e ., where the (TDFR x TDrf) equals 1.00000. In this case, no substituent effect will be 
found. 
The proposal that variable substituent effects on the chlorine leaving group KIEs 
could be observed, was tested by calculating the transition structures and chlorine KIEs 
for four other SN2 reactions of para-substituted benzyl chlorides at the B3L YP/aug-cc-
pVDZ level of theory. The reactions which had Cl , Br , 4-nitropyridine and NH3 as the 
nucleophiles, were chosen for this investigation because the percent extension of the Ca-
Cl transition-state bond in the reaction with methyl chloride19 increased from 22% when 
- -
the nucleophile was CN , to 31% when the nucleophile was Cl , to 34% when the 
nucleophile was Br to 36.5% when the nucleophile was 4-nitropyridine to 40% when the 
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nucleophile was NH3 and would represent a change from the reactant-like transition state 
for the CN reaction to a product-like transition state for the NH3 reaction, i.e. , the 
product-like NH3 transition state has a N-C0 and C0 -Cl percent extensions, equation 3, of 
15 and 42%, respectively. The results, Table 6.11, show that the normal (predicted by the 
transition structures for the reactions) substituent effect on the KIE is found when the 
nucleophile is CN -, C l and Br-and the percent extension of the C0 -Cl transition-state 
bond is approximately 22%, 32%, and 36%, respectively, but that no substituent effect is 
found when the nucleophile is 4-nitropyridine and the percent extension of the C0 -Cl 
transition-state bond is approximately 42%, and that the substituent effect is inverse when 
the nucleophile is NH3 and the percent extension of the C0 -Cl transition-state bond is 
approximately 43%. It is important to note that these different substituent effects on the 
chlorine KIE are found even though the substituent effect on transition state-structure (the 
change in the percent extension of the C0 -Cl transition state bond with substituent) is in 
the same direction for all four reactions i.e., the C0 -Cl transition state bond shortens 
when the para-substituent is more electron-withdrawing in all five reactions. This change 
in the substituent effect on the chlorine KlE as the amount of C0 -Cl bond rupture in the 
transition state increases is exactly what is predicted above. Finally, it is interesting that 
although the percent extension of the C0 -CI transition state bond in the para-substituted 
benzyl chloride series of reactions is slightly larger than those for the methyl chloride 
reactions, they are not very different, i.e., the percent extension of the C0 -Cl transition 
state bond in the (benzyl chloride/methyl chloride) reactions is 22.6/21 .6 = 1.046 
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32.1 /30.6 = 1.049, 36.6/34.1 = 1.073 , 42.3/36.5 = 1.16 and 43 .5/39.6 = 1.098 for the CN -, 
- -
the Cl , the Br , 4-nitropyridine and NH3 nucleophiles, respectively. This is consistent 
with a slightly looser SN2 transition state for the benzyl chloride series of reactions as is 
expected. It is also interesting that the increased looseness of the transition states for the 
benzyl chloride reaction relative to the methyl chloride reaction increases when poor 
nucleophiles are used in the reaction. 
Substituent effects on nucleophile KIEs: An analysis of the data in Table 6. 12 also 
suggests that different substituent effects will also be found on the nucleophile KI ~ . First, 
the substituent effect (KIE contribution fo r the para-methylbenzyl chloride reaction -
KIE contribution for the para-nitrobenzyl chloride reaction) on TDtf is significantly 
larger than the substituent effect on any other factor. For instance, it is 17 times larger 
than that on the TIF+ and even 5 times larger than that on the product {TTF x KIET} . 
Again, the substituent effect on the KIET is very small at approximately 20% of the 
substituent effect on the Tltf. Of course, there is no substituent effect on the TDFR 
because there is no bonding between the isotope and Ca in the ground state. Both the 
TDF R and TDtf are large because of the strong C=N bond in both the ground and 
transition state. However, it is important to note that the inverse TDtf is larger than the 
normal TDFR. This is because the new C-Ca bond being formed in the transition state 
increases the vibrational energy of the carbon isotope in the C=N-. 38 This means the 
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substituent effect on TDF+ is major factor in determining the substituent effect on the 
nucleophile KIE. 
Again there will be a varymg substituent effect on these Kl s. For a very 
reactant-like transition state with a long Nu-Ca bond, the (TDFR x TD~) contribution to 
the total KIE will be to all intents and purposes = 1.00000 because the bonding to the 
isotope in the reactant and the transition state will be virtually the same. The KIET and 
TI~ will also be very close to 1.00000 for a very reactant-like transition state. Therefore, 
all the KIEs will be equal to or very close to 1.00000 and no discernable substituent 
effect will be observed. If, on the other hand, the transition state is product-like with a 
short Nu-Ca bond, the TD~ will be more inverse (larger) than the TDFR and since both 
the KIEr and the TIF+ increase with the amount of bond formation in the transition state, 
the KIE will decrease with the amount of Nu-Ca bond formation in the transition state. 
Also, since the substituent effect on the product of the KIEr and Tl~ is smaller than the 
substituent effect on TDF+, a measurable substituent effect on the KIE will be observed. 
The important discovery is that a larger and larger substituent effect on the nucleophile 
KIE will be found as the amount of Nu-Ca bond formation in the transition state 
mcreases. 
The nitrogen (k 14/k 15) KJEs for the reactions between NH3 and the para-
substituted benzyl chlorides were calculated to test this suggestion. The carbon (k 111k14) 
and nitrogen (k 14/k 15) KIEs for the reactions with CN- and NH3, Table 6.13 , show that the 
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substituent effect on the KIEs for these two reactions is effectively identical. However, 
considering that the maximum observed carbon KIE is approximately five times larger 
than the maximum nitrogen KIE, (1.22 versus 1.044)39•40 the substituent effect on the 
nitrogen KIEs represents a much greater change in the nitrogen KIEs than in the carbon 
KIEs (6.4% for the 14N/ 15N KIEs versus 1.3% for the 11C/ 14C KIEs) as the above analysis 
suggests. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The important discovery from this study is that the substituent effect on both 
leaving group and nucleophile KIEs in SN2 reactions vary with transition state structure, 
i.e., one will only be able to observe a correct and measurable substituent effect on a Ca-
LG bond using leaving group KIEs if Ca-LG bond rupture is significant but not well 
advanced in the transition state. Similarly, one will only be able to determine the 
substituent effect on the Nu-Ca transition-state bond using nucleophile KJEs when Nu-Ca 
bond formation is well advanced in the transition state, i.e. , in a product-like SN2 
transition state. 1 hus, although the leaving group KIEs and nucleophile KIEs can, in 
principle, be used to determine substituent effects on transition state structure, they will 
only be able to detect the correct substituent effect when the bond to the isotopic atom is 
short in the transition state. This is undoubtedly why different substituent effects on 
transition state structure have been reported for SN2 reactions. For example, in this study, 
the transition states have long NC-Ca (the average percent bond extension in these 
transition states is 61 %) and relatively short Ca-Cl (the average bond extension in these 
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transition states is 22%) bonds. Therefore, a measurable, expected, substituent effect for 
the chlorine leaving group KIEs and a very small or no measurable substituent effect on 
the nucleophile carbon KIEs is expected and this is in fact, what is observed both 
experimentally and computationally. Unlike this study where the nucleophile KIEs do 
not change significantly with substituent, the nucleophile k 11 /k 14 carbon KIEs decreased 
when a more electron-withdrawing substituent was on the benzene ring of the leaving 
group in the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and m-chlorobenzyl-para-substituted 
benzenesulfonates which were thought to react via product-like transition states with 
short NC-Ca bonds. 10 Paneth and co-workers9 also found a measurable substituent effect 
on the nucleophile nitrogen KIEs when a more electron-withdrawing substituent was on 
the benzene ring of the nucleophile in the SN2 reactions between para-substituted N,N-
dimethylanilines and methyl iodide. This clearly suggests these reactions proceed via 
product-like transition states. 
Different substituent effects on chlorine leaving group KIEs have also been 
observed in the SN2 reactions of para-substituted benzyl chlorides. For instance, the 
chlorine leaving group KIEs for the SN2 reactions between thiophenoxide ion iodide ion 
and n-butyl thiolate ion and methoxide ion and para-substituted benzyl chlorides, Table 
6.7, show no consistent trend in the chlorine KIEs with the electron-withdrawing ability 
of the substituent.5.1 3 In fact, the KIEs for 6 of the 11 possible comparisons increase, not 
decrease, when a more electron- withdrawing substituent is on the benzene ring of the 
substrate. However, in the SN2 reactions between para-substituted benzyl chlorides and 
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borohydride ion, 12' 13 the chlorine leaving group KIEs decrease significantly from 1.0076 
to 1.0036 as the electron-withdrawing ability of the substituent increases. It has been 
suggested that the reactions in Table 6.7 have product-like transition states while the 
borohydride reactions have reactant-like transition states. 
Finally, while this investigation of the leaving group and nucleophile KIEs 
suggests the usefulness of these KIEs for determining the substituent effects on transition 
state structure is limited, all is not lost. The failure to see a measurable substituent effect 
on a leaving group or nucleophile KIE indicates that the bond to the isotope is long in the 
transition state of the SN2 reaction. Thus, as well as being able to determine the 
substituent effect on transition state structure in some SN2 reactions, these KIEs can 
indicate whether an SN2 reaction has a reactant-like, a product-like, or a central transition 
state. 
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Scheme 6.1. A possible mechanism for the reaction forming the largest side product from 
the reaction between tetrabutylammonium cyanide and para-nitrobenzyl chloride in THF 
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TABLE 6.1 The experimental secondary a.-deuterium KIE for the SN2 reactions 
between cyanide ion and benzyl- and para-chlorobenzyl chloride at 0°C in THF. 
Para- kH X 103 a ko x 103 a 
substituent (M-1.s-1) (M-1.s-1) (kH/ko)a-02 
H 2.399 ± 0.002b 2.385 ± 0.001 b 1.006 ± 0.001 c 
Cl 9.713 ± 0.002 9.597 ± 0.001 1.012 ± 0.001 
a The rate constant quoted is the average of the rate constants found in at least three 
different experiments. 
b Standard deviation. 
c The error in the KJE is 1 /k0[(~kH)2 + (kH/k0 / x (~ k0 )2] 112, where ~k11 and ~ko are the 
standard deviations for the average rate constants for the reactions of the undeuterated and 
deuterated substrates, respectively. 5 
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TABLE 6.2 The secondary a-deuterium (kH/ko)a KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and five para-substituted 
benzyl chlorides at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
Para- (kH/k o)a 
substituent RHF/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
CH3 0.9677 0.9837 0.9851 
H 0.9606 0.9812 0.9812 
F 0.9630 0.9824 0.9827 
Cl 0.9521 0.9776 0.9788 
0 2 0.9334 0.9695 0.9733 
Substituent 0.0342 0.01415 0.0118 
effect 
(CH3- 0 2) 
r2 a 0.980 0.973 0.954 
a KIEs versus the Hammett cr constants. 
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TABLE 6.3 The experimental chlorine leaving group KIEs for the S 2 reactions between cyanide ion and four para-
substituted benzyl chlorides at 20°C in THF. 
k 35/k37 
Para-substituent Trial I Trial II 
CH3 1. 00609 ± 0. 000 14 a 
H 1.00591 ± 0.00004 
Cl 1.00546 ± 0.00016 1.00527 ± 0.00009a 
N02 1.00556 ± 0.00013 1.00568 ± 0.00009 
a Standard deviation for five separate experiments measuring the KIE. 
b Standard deviation for 14 separate experiments measuring the KIE. 
c Standard deviation for 9 separate experiments measuring the KIE. 
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Trial III Average 
1.00540 ± 0.00037a 1.00537 ± 0.00024b 
1.00562 ± 0.00013c 
TABLE 6.4 The calculated Ca-CI bond length in five para-substituted benzyl 
chlorides at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
Para- Ca-CI bond length (A) 
substituent RHF/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ 
CH3 1.8107 1.8442 1.8490 
H 1.8086 1.8413 1.8451 
F 1.8085 1.8400 1.8449 
Cl 1.8063 1.8400 1.8455 
N02 1.8005 1.83 14 1.8364 
Substituent 
effect 0.0102 0.0128 0.0126 
(CH3 - N02) 
r2 a 0.997 0.970 0.926 
a Ca-Cl bond lengths versus the Hammett cr constants. 
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TABLE 6.5 The calculated Ca-Cl and NC-Ca transition-state bond lengths for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and five 
para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
(Ca-C I)+ bond length (A) (NC-Ca)+ bond length (A) 
Para- RHF/6-31 +G(d) 83L YP/6-31 +G(d) 83LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ RHF/6-31 +G(d) 83L YP/6-31 +G(d) 83L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
substituent 
CH3 2.3592 2.2844 2.2705 2.3984 2.3941 2.3836 
H 2.3466 2.2757 2.2619 2.3857 2.3884 2.3778 
F 2.3474 2.2746 2.2621 2.3858 2.3857 2.3771 
Cl 2.3292 2.2633 2.2505 2.3670 2.3786 2.3697 
Oz 2.2872 2.2267 2.2145 2.3247 2.3508 2.3469 
Substituent 
effect 0.0720 0.0557 0.0560 0.0737 0.0433 0.0367 
(CH3- Oz) 
~· 0.993 0.994 0.990 0.995 0.999 0.999 
a Transition state bond lengths versus the Hammett 0 constants. 
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TABLE 6.6 The chlorine (k35/k37) leaving group KIEs for the SN2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and five para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 25°C using four different 
levels of theory and un-sealed frequencies. 
Para- k35/k37 
substituent RHF/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/6-3 1 +G(d) B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ 
CH3 1.0101 2 1.00742 1.00717 
H 1.01004 1.00743 1.00717 
F 1.0 I 003 1.00741 1.00716 
Cl 1.00987 1.00728 1.00699 
N02 1.00950 1.00703 1.00676 
Substituent 0.00062 0.00039 0.0004 1 
effect 
(CH3- N02) 
r2 a 0.99 1 0.949 0.942 
a KJEs versus the Hammett cr constants. 
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TABLE 6. 7 The experimental chlorine (k35/k37) leaving group KIEsa, b for the SN2 
reactions of para-substituted benzyl chlorides with various nucleophiles at 20°C. 
k35/k37 
Para-Substituent Nucleophile 
C6HsS: 1: C4H9S: CH30: 
CH3 1.0093 1 1.00996 1.00894 1.00780 
H 1.00948 1.00920 1.00800 
Cl 1.00990 1.00973 1.009 15 1.00806 
N02 1.00918 1.00976 1.0087 1 1.00768 
Average 1.00947 1.00982 1.00900 1.00789 
Standard deviation 0.00031 0.00013 0.00022 1.00018 
a The error on each KIE was reported as 0. 000 I 0. 
b The data is taken from reference 33 . 
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TABLE 6.8 The experimental nucleophile carbon k 11/k14 KIEs for the SN2 reactions 
between cyanide ion and three para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 20°C. 
Para-substituent 
0.9995 1 ± 0.0013a (8)b 
H 1.00467 ± 0.0009 (6) 
Cl 1.00158 ± 0.0025 (9) 
a Standard deviation. 
b The number of separate evaluations of the KIE used to calculate the average KIE. 
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TABLE 6.9 The nucleophile carbon k 11/k14 KIEs for the SN2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and five para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 25°C using three different 
levels of theory. 
Para- kll/kl4 
substituent RHF/6-31 +G(d) B3L YP/6-3 1 +G(d) B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
CH3 0.97604 0.98259 0.98381 
H 0.97476 0.98202 0.98329 
F 0.97470 0.98173 0.98311 
Cl 0.97292 0.98 105 0.98248 
N02 0.96874 0.97873 0.98079 
Substituent 0.00730 0.00386 0.00302 
effect 
(CH3- N02) 
r2 a 0.995 0.999 0.999 
a KIEs versus the Hammett cr constants. 
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TABLE 6.10 The individual contributions to the chlorine leaving group KIEs for the S 2 reactions between cyanide ion and 
five para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 25°C in the gas phase at the B3L YP/aug-cc-p VDZ level of theory. 
Para- KlE = Total 
substituent TDFR KIEr Tltf TDtf {KIEr .Twf.TDtf} k35/k37 
CH3 1.00714 1.00043 1.00215 0.997441 1.00002 1.00717 
H 1.00725 1.00043 1.00210 0.99738 0.99991 1.00717 
Cl 1.00725 1.00043 1.00201 0.99730 0.99973 1.00699 
0 2 1.00758 1.00040 1.00174 0.99706 0 .99919 1.00676 
Substituent 
effect -0.00044 0.00003 0.00041 0.00038 0.00083 0.0004 1 
(CH3- 0 2) 
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TABLE 6.11 Substituent effects on the transition structures and chlorine leaving group KIEs for different SN2 r eactions with a 
series of para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 25°C using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 
Nucleophile/ CN Cl Br p-02N -C61LN NH3 
Para- (%bond (%bond (%bond (% bond (% bond 
substituent extension)+ k35 /k37 extension)+ k35 /k37 extension)+ k35 /k37 extension)+ 35 /k37 extension)+ k35/k37 
CH3 22.8 1.00717 32.2 1.00864 36.9 1.00884 42.5 1.00617 43.8 1.00650 
H 22.6 1.00717 32.1 1.00858 36.6 1.00871 42.3 1.00625 43.5 1.00665 
Cl 21.9 1.00699 31.4 1.00834 35.8 1.00860 41.8 1.00632 43.6 1.00666 
N02 20.6 1.00676 30.3 1.00792 34.3 1.00814 41.1 1.00620 42.6 1.00680 
Substituent 
effect 2.2 0.00041 1.9 0.00072 2.6 0.00070 1.4 0.00003 0.6 -0.00030 
(CH3- 02) 
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TABLE 6.12 The individual contributions to the calculated nucleophile carbon (k11/k14) KIEs for the S .2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and five para-substituted benzyl chlorides at 2soc in the gas phase at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 
n?f TDFf KlE+ = Para- TDFR KlEr Total 
substituent {KlEr.TIP.TDP} kll/kl4 
CH3 1.29637 1.00182 1.00905 0.75076 0.75893 0.98381 
H 1.29637 1.00184 1.00898 0.75040 0.75853 0.98329 
F 1.29637 1.00183 1.00886 0.75036 0.75839 0.983 11 
Cl 1.29637 1.00185 1.00876 0.74994 0.75791 0.98248 
N02 1.29637 1.00194 1.00854 0.74874 0.75660 0.98079 
Substituent 0.00000 -0.00012 0.00051 0.00202 0.00233 0.00302 
effect 
(CH3- N02) 
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TABLE 6.13 Substituent effects on the transition structures and nucleophile carbon 
k 11/k14 and nitrogen k 14/k15 KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and 
ammonia with a series of para-substituted benzyl chlorides, respectively, at 25°C 
using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 
Nucleophile/ CN NH3 
Para-substituent (% bond extension)+ kll /kl4 (% bond extension)+ kl4/kl 5 
CH3 62.06 0.9838 15.67 0.9913 ' 
H 61.71 0.9833 15.58 0.9908 
Cl 61.17 0.9831 14.74 0.9904 
N02 59.66 0.9808 14.2 1 0.9885 
Substituent effect 2.40 0.0030 1.46 0.0028 
(CH3- N02) 
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CHAPTER 7 
Can incoming nucleophile carbon kinetic isotope 
effects be used to determine the transition state 
structure for different SN2 reactions? 
7.1 Introduction 
Although many different types of kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) have been used to 
probe the structure of SN2 transition states, I-IO most of the studies have used leaving 
group KIEs to estimate the relative lengths of the Ca-LG bond in the transition 
state.2•5•8•11 •12 Until recently, the interpretation of these KIEs was thought to be 
straightforward, i.e., it was believed that a larger leaving group KIE was indicative of 
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greater Ca-LG bond rupture in the transition state. However, a recent theoretical 
investigation of chlorine leaving group KIEs 13 indicated that the interpretation of these 
KIEs was not as straightforward as had been previously thought. This study showed that 
the chlorine leaving group KIEs for 26 SN2 reactions with methyl chloride fe ll in a very 
narrow range of values and that there was no relationship between the magnitude of the 
KIE and the Ca-Cl bond length in the transition state! 
The KIE is the product of the tunneling KIE, (KIET) the imaginary frequency 
ratio or temperature independent factor, (TIF;t) and the temperature dependent factor, 
(TDF) that represents the isotope effect on the vibrations in the reactant (TDFR) and 
transition state (TDFi), respectively. 14•15 equation 1, 
k 
( 
k 
J ( 
"" J 3N- 6 R 'nh( R 1 2) 
_L = _L X v L X IT J.lil-1 Sl J.!iL 
kH kH T v~ i J.l~ sinh(J.!~1 I 2) 
3N"" 7 * 'nh( * I 2) 
X rt J.liL Sl J.!il-1 
i J.!~-1 sinh(J.!~. I 2) (1) 
KIET TDF* 
where R represents the reactant, :f indicates the transition state, IJ.i=hv/ k8 T and the vi ' s are 
the v ibrational frequencies and L and H represent species with the light and heavy 
isotopes, respectively. Dybala-Defratyka et al. 13 found that the relationship between the 
magnitude of the experimental KIE and the Ca-Cl bond length in the transition state fai ls 
because the (KIET x TIF;t) portion of the KIE accounted for a significant portion of the 
total KIE and is not related to transition state structure in any discernable way. However, 
although the TDFi was related to the length of the Ca-Cl bond in the transition state, one 
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cannot use the magnitude of the KIE to estimate the length of the Ca-Cl transition state 
bond. This then led one to question whether one could use the magnitude of a nucleophile 
KIEs to estimate the relative lengths of the Nu-Ca transition state bond in different 
reactions or whether they would suffer from the same problem as the leaving group KIEs. 
This latter possibility seemed likely because the basic equation is the same and the 
nucleophile KIE measures the reverse of the leaving group KIEs, i.e., the amount of Nu-
Cx bond formation rather than the amount of Ca-LG bond rupture in the transition state. 
This experimental and theoretical study of the nucleophile KIEs for several SN2 reactions 
with different leaving groups and presumably very different transition states, examines 
whether the magnitude of the nucleophile KIEs from different reactions can be used to 
determine the relative lengths of the Nu-Ca transition state bond in SN2 reactions. 
7.2 Method 
The calculations were done at the RHF/6-3l+G(d), the B3L YP/6-3l+G(d) and the 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The last method was chosen because it gave the 
closest KIEs to the experimental values in a thorough examination of the readily 
available methods for calculating transition state structure and the KIEs in the ethyl 
chloride - cyanide ion SN2 reaction. 16 All calculations were performed with Gaussian03 
using default convergence criteria. 17 For 3rct row elements, the standard 6-31 G basis set 18 
was found to be more reliable than the Binning-Curtiss basis set19 (BC6-31 G) available in 
Gaussian03.20 Therefore, for bromine both the 6-31 G and BC6-31 G basis sets were used. 
Un-sealed frequencies were used for all the calculations. Each transition structure had 
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one imaginary frequency that corresponds to the transfer of the alpha carbon from the 
leaving group to the carbon of the cyanide ion nucleophile. The effect of tunneling 
(KJET) was calculated using the Wigner approximation? 1 Calculations were also done in 
solvent (DMSO) using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) as implemented in 
Gaussian03. All the KIEs were calcu lated with the ISOEFF98 program.22 The procedure 
for measuring the experimental KIEs is available in Appendix C. 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
The nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 KJEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion 
and ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate, were measured in anhydrous DMSO at 
20°C to determine whether these KIEs could be used to estimate the relative lengths of 
the NC-Ca transition state bonds in these reactions. The secondary a-deuterium KIEs 
were also measured for these reactions to try to define the transition state structure for 
these reactions in more detail. A recent study15 showed that a significant change in 
so lvent does not change the structure of a Type I (where the nucleophilic atoms in the 
transition state have the same charge) SN2 transition state significantly. This is tested by 
optimizing the transition state structures and the KIEs in both the gas phase and in 
solution. 
The rate constants and experimental nucleophi le carbon k 11 /k 14 KIEs and 
secondary a -deuterium KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and ethyl 
chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate in anhydrous DMSO at 20°C, are given in Tables 
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7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The transition structures obtained at the RHF/6-31 +G(d), the 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) and the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory are presented in Table 
7.3 and the corresponding nucleophile carbon k 11 /k14 and secondary a-deuterium KIEs 
are given in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. 
Calculated and experimental free energies of activation are given in Table 7.6. 
The free energies of activation calculated from structures optimized in DMSO are in very 
good agreement with the values determined from the experimental rate constants for the 
halogens, differing by no more than 10 kJ mor1• However, for ethyl tosylate the 
difference is significantly larger, where the calculated free energy of activation is too 
high by 45 kJmor1• It is interesting to note that the computed free energy of activation 
increases with poorer leaving group, whereas, the experimental free energy of activation 
for ethyl tosylate appears to be too low for its leaving group ability. 
7.3.1 Experimental Nucleophile Carbon k11/k14 KIEs 
With the exception of the KIE for the ethyl chloride reaction, the nucleophile 
carbon k 11 /k 14 KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and ethyl chloride, 
bromide, iodide and tosylate in anhydrous DMSO at 20°C, Table 7.1, are smaller when a 
poorer leaving group is present. However, it is worth noting that the very small 
nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 for the ethyl chloride reaction has been estimated23 from a 
12C/13C KIE measured in an earlier study16 so comparing it with the KIEs from this study 
is problematic. Even so, it is interesting that the k 11 /k 14 decreases when a poorer halogen 
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leaving group is present in the substrate. Since a smaller nucleophile k 11 /k 14 is indicative 
of a shorter Nu-Ca transition state bond,4•24 the nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 KIEs found in 
this investigation suggest that NC-Ca bond formation is more complete, i.e. , the NC-Ca 
transition state bond is shorter, in the reactions with a poorer leaving group. 
7.3.2 Experimental Secondary a.-Deuterium KIEs 
The secondary a-deuterium KIEs were also measured for the SN2 reactions 
between ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate in an effort to determine the 
structure of the SN2 transition states in more detail. The results, Table 7.2, show that the 
(kH/ko)a decreases with leaving group ability within the halogen series of leaving groups 
but that the (k1-lko)a for the ethyl tosylate reaction is much larger than expected based on 
leaving group ability. 
The usual relationship between the magnitude of a secondary a-deuterium KIE 
and transition state structure in SN2 reactions is that a larger KIE is found when the 
nucleophile - leaving group distance in the transition state is greater, at least for SN2 
reactions with the same leaving group.28· 29 If the same relationship holds for the ethyl 
halide SN2 reactions in this study even though they have different leaving groups, one 
would conclude that the transition state is tighter with shorter NC-Ca and/or Ca-LG 
bonds when a poorer halogen leaving group is present. In this regard, it is important to 
note that the p lot of the experimental (k1 .. l ko)a versus RTs (the nucleophile - leaving 
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group distance in the transition state, Table 7.3) for the ethyl halide reactions, is linear 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.991. This clearly suggests that the magnitude of the 
secondary a-deuterium KIE is related toRrs for a family of similar leaving groups.30 
The problem, then, is how to interpret the much larger than expected (kH/ko)a of 
1.062 found for the ethyl tosylate reaction. The plot of the experimental (kH/ko)a versus 
the nucleophile - leaving group distance in the transition state suggests the (kH/ko)a 
should be 0.95 whereas it is 1.062. Unfortunately, the interpretation of these KIEs is not 
straightforward. Much larger than expected secondary a-deuterium KIEs are observed 
when the leaving group is large because the steric hindrance to the Ca-H(D) bending 
vibrations in the tetrahedral reactant (with a short bond to the bulky leaving group) is 
greater than the steric hindrance to these vibrations in the pentacoordinate transition state 
where the bond to the leaving group is longer.3 1·32 Support for this idea has been provided 
by Abraham and McLennan33 who suggested that the lone pairs of electrons on the 
oxygens of arenesulfonate leaving groups cause a larger than expected (kH/ko)a. Thus, it 
appears the larger than expected (k1lko)a of 1.062, as suggested Rrs, for the tosylate 
reaction is due to the bulky (sterically hindered) leaving group in the reaction. This is 
reasonable for the following reasons. I) The cyanide ion nucleophile is small and will not 
sterically hinder the bending vibrations of the Ca-H(D) bonds in the transition state. 2) 
Theoretical calculations of the transition structure at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of 
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theory, Table 7.3 indicate that the transition state is reactant-like with a long NC-Ca and 
significant, but not extensive, C0 -0 bond rupture, i.e., the percent extension, equation 2, 
% extension on going = 
to the transition state 
TS bond length - reactant (product) bond length x I 00% 
reactant (product) bond length 
(3) 
of the NC-Ca and Ca-0 bonds on going to the transition state, is 64.8% and 28.3%, 
respectively. 3) Since the NC-Ca and particularly, the Ca-0% extension are greater than 
those found for the halide reaction transition states, the steric explanation for the much 
larger a-deuterium KIE is reasonable. Finally, since this steric effect of the bulky 
leaving group is not present in the halide reactions, their (kH/ko)a' s show a clean trend 
with the smaller KIE and tighter transition state, for the reactions with a poorer leaving 
group. 
7.3.3 The effect of changing the leaving group on the structure of the 
SN2 transition state 
The nucleophile carbon KIEs suggest that the NC-Ca bonds are shorter in the 
transition states with a poorer leaving group. The secondary a-deuterium KIEs indicate 
that the transition states with a poorer leaving group have a shorter RTS and shorter NC-
Ca and/or C0 -LG transition state bonds. Unfortunately, the secondary a-deuterium KIEs 
do not enable one to determine the change in transition state structure with leaving group 
ability in any more detail because the change in the NC-Ca transition state bond would 
also lead to the smaller secondary a-deuterium KIE that is observed with the poorer 
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leaving group. It is important to note that the transition states for all these reactions are 
reactant-like with long NC-Ca and significant, but not extensive, Ca-LG bond rupture, 
i.e. , the percent extension, equation 2, of the NC-Ca and Ca-LG bonds on going to the 
transition state at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, Table 7.3, is 63 ± 3% and 24 
± 5%, respectively. With one exception, the transition structures calculated at three 
different levels of theory show that the NC-Ca transition state bond shortens as one goes 
from a better to a poorer halogen leaving group. This is in agreement with the conclusion 
based on interpreting the experimental k 11 /k 14 carbon KIEs. The calculations at three 
levels of theory also suggest that both the Ca-LG transition state bond and Rr shorten 
when a poorer halogen leaving group is used. This agrees with the predictions based on 
the magnitude of the experimental (kH/ko)as. Thus, the agreement between the transition 
state structures predicted by interpreting the experimental KIEs and those predicted by 
theory for the reactions with a halogen leaving group is excellent for both the nucleophile 
carbon and the secondary a-deuterium KIEs. 
Another important observation is that the calculations indicate that the change in 
the Ca-LG transition state bond with leaving group is much larger than the change in the 
NC-Ca transition state bond when a poorer halogen leaving group is used, i.e., the 
change in the NC-Ca transition state bonds in going from r (best leaving group) to cr 
(poorest leaving group) is only 0.08 A at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ level of theory 
whereas, the corresponding change in the Ca-LG transition state bond is four times larger 
at 0.31 A. The corresponding changes in the percent extension of these bonds are 5.2% for 
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the NC-Ca and 6.4% for the Ca-LG bonds with a change in the halogen leaving group. 
This is consistent with interpretation of the secondary a-deuterium KIEs and the "Bond 
Strength Hypothesis" ,34 which predicts that the greatest change in the transition state 
structure with a change in leaving group wi ll occur at the weakest reacting bond. 
It is worth noting that the change in the Ca-LG bond length with leaving group 
increases markedly from 0.3 1A to 0.73A when the tosylate leaving group result is 
included. This significant increase in this value for the tosylate leaving group again 
suggests that the tosylate reaction is very different and should not be compared to the 
results for the halogen leaving groups. Thus, again, the transition state for the ethyl 
tosylate reaction does not fit the trends found for the reactions with the halogen leaving 
groups, i.e. , the ethyl tosylate transition state is looser with a longer NC-Ca and longer 
Ca-LG bonds than expected given its leaving group ability. Obviously, changing from a 
halogen to a tosylate leaving group alters the transition state structure too much to hope 
the reaction fits the trends found for the halogen family of leaving groups. 
The important conclusions however, are 1) that one can use the nucleophile 
carbon KIEs to estimate the relative length of the NC-Ca transition state bonds in a 
closely related series of SN2 reactions, i.e. , those with a halogen leaving group, and 2) 
that the calculated transition structures results clearly support the RTs method (the 
nucleophile - leaving group distance) of interpreting the (kH/ko)as in the SN2 transition 
state. 28•29 
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7.3.4 Experimental vs calculated nucleophile k11/k14 carbon KIE 
The next consideration was to compare the calculated KIEs with the experimental 
values. The nucleophile k 11 /k 14 carbon KIE calculated at three different levels of theory 
are presented along with the experimental values in Table 7.4. The results show that the 
k 11 /k 14 are only affected slightly by the level of theory, i.e., the nucleophile carbon KIEs 
only vary by 1.5%. The agreement between the experimental and the calculated KIEs is 
satisfying although theory predicts nucleophile carbon KIEs smaller than the 
experimental KIEs by approximately 2% at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ level of theory. 
However, at this level of theory the change in the calculated k 11 /k14 with leaving group is 
smaller than the change in the experimental KIEs, i.e. , 0.34% by theory and 0.39% 
experimentally. The trends in the calculated k 11 /k 14 do not consistently mirror those in the 
experimental KIEs. At the B3LYP/aug-cc-pYDZ level, the calculated k 11 /k 14 for the ethyl 
iodide reaction is slightly smaller than that for the ethyl bromide reaction, otherwise the 
trend follows experiment. This may arise from using the Huzinaga basis set35 for iodine 
and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for the other atoms. This is reasonable because the ethyl 
iodide k 11/k 14 is larger than the ethyl bromide k 11 /k14 using the other three levels of 
theory. 
Both the calculated and experimental k 11 /k 14 and calculated transition structures 
indicate the NC-Ca transition state bond is shorter when a poorer halogen leaving group 
is present. Thus, both the transition structures and the KIEs predicted by theory agree 
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with the change in the NC-Ca transition state bond predicted by interpreting the 
experimental k 11 /k 14, i.e., that changing to a poorer leaving group leads to a shorter NC-
Ca bond length in transition state. The calculated k 11 /k 14 for the tosylate reaction are 
however smaller than expected based on their leaving group ability, with a substantially 
longer than expected NC-Ca transition state bond length. 
7.3.5 Experimental vs calculated (kH/ko)a KIEs 
The agreement between the experimental and the calculated secondary a-
deuterium KIEs, Table 7.5 , is less satisfying. Although the (kH/ko)as only change by ::; 
3.0% using different levels of theory, the difference between the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
and experimental (k11/ko)as is larger, i.e., they differ by 3.0 % for the ethyl bromide 
reaction and by 6.0 % and 6.1 % for the ethyl iodide and tosylate reactions, respectively. 
In fact, the difference between the calculated and experimental (k11/ko)a is only small 
(0.00%) for the ethyl chloride reaction. More importantly, the trend in the calculated 
(kH/ko)a for the reactions with the halogen leaving groups, is opposite to that found using 
the experimental values. The experimental values decrease with leaving group ability 
suggesting the transition state becomes tighter, whereas the calculated (k11/ko)a increase 
very slightly when a poorer leaving group is present. Since the change in the Ca-LG bond 
is greater than the change in the NC-Ca bond when a poorer leaving group is used, (vide 
supra) the increase in the calculated (k11/ko)a with a poorer leaving group suggests the 
transition state Ca-LG bond lengthens when a poorer leaving group is present. This is 
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clearly opposite the change in transition structure with leaving group predicted by 
interpreting the experimental (k1./ko)a and the change in the transition structures 
calculated for these reactions! 
Although the change in the experimental nucleophile carbon KIEs for the 
reactions with the halogen leaving groups is slightly larger than the change found 
theoretically, the change in the experimental a-deuterium KJEs with leaving group is 
reversed (+4.2% versus -1.8 %) compared to that found theoretically at the B3L YP/aug-
cc-pVDZ level of theory. Finally, it is interesting that both the calculated and 
experimental (k1-lko)a for the ethyl tosylate reaction are larger than those for the ethyl 
halide reactions as would be expected for a reaction with a bulky leaving group.33 
7.3.6 Effect of Solvent 
In an attempt to estimate the effect of solvent (DMSO) on the transition structures 
and KIEs of these reactions, calculations were also performed using a continuum model. 
A comparison of the results in Tables 7.3 and 7.7 shows that adding solvent leads to a 
slightly more product-like transition state, i.e. , with a slightly shorter NC-Ca and a 
slightly longer Ca-LG bond. More important however, is that in DMSO the trends in 
either RTs or in transition structures with leaving group ability are not affected. It is 
interesting that the NC-Ca transition state bond for the ethyl bromide reaction at the 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level is longer than that for the ethyl iodide reaction. Since this is 
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not true for the other two levels of theory, this problem may again be due to the use of 
two different basis sets for the calculation for the ethyl iodide reaction. 
A comparison of the nucleophile carbon KIEs in Tables 7.4 and 7.8 shows that 
adding solvent to the calculation leads to a slightly smaller KIE in agreement with the 
change in transition state structure. More important, the B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ k 11/k14 
decreases with a poorer leaving group just as the theory and the experimental KIEs 
suggest. It is interesting that the change in the experimental nucleophile carbon KIE with 
leaving group is larger than the change in the calculated B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ KIEs in 
DMSO with leaving group just as it was for the gas phase reactions, i.e. , the change in the 
KIE with leaving group is 0.0034 in the gas phase and 0.0027 (Br-Cl) in DMSO whereas 
it is 0.0039 experimentally. The comparison of the B3L YP/aug-cc-pYDZ (kH/ko)as in the 
gas phase and in solution, Tables 7.5 and 7.9, respectively, shows that two of the three 
KIEs for the halogen leaving group reactions are smaller in solution suggesting the 
transition structures are tighter in solution. However, Tables 7.3 and 7.7 indicate that 
except for the ethyl iodide, the calculated transition state structures are looser in solution 
based on RTS. Also, the agreement between experiment and theory is not good. The 
experimental (kH/ko)a decrease, (the transition structures for these reactions become 
tighter) when a poorer leaving group is used whereas the calculated KIEs in Table 7.9 
increase when a poorer leaving group is used. It is worth noting that this trend in the 
calculated KIE does not agree with the change in the calculated transition state structW'e 
for these reactions. Finally, the change in the experimental KIEs with leaving group 
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(4.2%) is effectively equal to the change calculated in solution (-4.0%) but larger than 
that found for the calculated KIEs ( -1.8 %) in the gas phase. 
7.3.7 The implications of the theoretical study on usmg nucleophile 
carbon KIEs to determine the transition states of SN2 reactions 
The nucleophile carbon KIE can be expressed as 
KIE = TDFR x KIEr x Titf x ToF+ = TDFR x KIE+ (3) 
where the transition state contribution to the total KIE, (KIE;\ is the product of the 
tunneling, KIEr, the imaginary frequency ratio for the reactions with the 11C and 14C 
isotopes, (TIF'\ and the isotope effect on the vibrational energy of the transition state, 
(TDF;t). TDFR represents the isotope effect on the vibrational energy of the cyanide ion 
(reactant). The TDFR and TDF;t can be calculated36 from 
3N-6 
TDFR =IT [f! ~sinh(f.l~/2)/f!~sinh(f.l~/2)] 
1 (4) 
3N ' -7 
TDF • = IT [f-l i'Lsinh(f! ;~r'2)/f.l ;Hsinh(f!;J2)] 
1 (5) 
respectively, where R represents the substrate, f. indicates the transition state, l-li=hv/ k8 T 
and the vi ' s are the vibrational frequencies and, L and H represent the 11 C and 14C 
isotopes, respectively. KIET was calculated using the Wigner approximation.21 
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The individual contributions to the nucleophile carbon KIEs calculated at the 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, Table 7.1 0, helps shed light on the origin of these 
KIEs. All the te1ms except for TDFR vary with leaving group. TDFR is constant because 
there is no bonding between the carbon isotope in the cyanide ion and Ca in the reactant. 
The TDFR is large because of the strong C=N bond in the ground state. Since the strong 
C=N bond is also present in the transition state, the TOP" terms are also large. However, 
the inverse TDF'1 is larger than the normal TDF R because the new NC-Ca bond being 
formed in the transition state increases the vibrational energy of the carbon isotope in the 
C=N-.37 This means the TDF~' is the major factor in determining the leaving group effect 
on the nucleophile KIE. Both KIET and TIF1 are small because there is very little bonding 
between the cyanide carbon and Ca in the reactant-like transition states of all the reactions 
in this study, Table 7.3. The KIET and TTF1 vary in opposite directions with the change 
in leaving group, i.e. , the KIET increases while the TIF1 decreases when a poorer leaving 
group is used in the ethyl halide reactions. However, since KIET is only about 1/3 the 
magnitude of the TJF1, the [KIET x TIF1] decreases with a poorer leaving group. Since 
the TDF1 also decreases when a poorer leaving group is used, and changes more with 
leaving group than the other terms, KIE1 decreases with the leaving group ability. As a 
result, the total KIE decreases when the length of the NC-Ca transition state bond 
shmtens in the transition state. 
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The last column of Table 7.1 0, which gives [KIEr x TIF] as a percentage of the 
nucleophile carbon KIEs, shows that [KIEr x TIF] represents a significant portion ( 48-
78%) of the nucleophile carbon KIE and that [KIEr x TIF] contribution to the total KIE 
decreases with a poorer leaving group, i.e., from a high of 78.3% to a low of 48% of the 
nucleophile carbon KIE. This significant contribution of the [KIEr x TIF] to the KIE has 
been reported previously.38 Another observation is that the [KIEr x TIF] decreases as the 
NC-Cu bond in the transition state shortens. Because the [KIEr x TIF] varies with 
transition state structure in the san1e way as the TDF1 and accounts for a significant 
portion of the nucleophile carbon KIE, the effect of changing to a poorer leaving group is 
that observed experimentally, i.e, a shorter NC-Cu bond is found in the transition state 
with a poorer leaving group. 
7.4 Conclusions 
Interpreting the experimental nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 and secondary a-
deuterium KIEs in the usual fashion suggests that changing to a poorer leaving group 
leads to a tighter transition state with a slightly shorter Nu-Cu bond and a much shorter 
Cu-LG bond. It is important to note that this is exactly the change in transition state 
structure predicted by theory. The results also confirm that nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 
KIEs can be used to determine transition state structure and that the usual method of 
interpreting these KIEs is correct. For the secondary a-deuterium KIEs, the results also 
show that the magnitude of the experimental KIE decreases (the Cu-LG transition state 
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bond is shorter) when a poorer halogen leaving groups is used. Also, the experimental 
KIEs decreases with the Rr s (Nu - LG distance) in the SN2 transition state for the 
reactions with the halogen leaving group. However, the changes in the experimental and 
theoretical KIEs with leaving group ability are in opposite directions. Finally, neither the 
experimental nor the theoretical secondary a-deuterium KIEs for the ethyl tosylate 
reaction fit the trend found for the reactions with a halogen leaving group. This 
presumably is found because of the bulky (sterically hindered) leaving group in the 
tosylate reaction. From every perspective, the tosylate reaction is too different from the 
halogen reactions to be compared. 
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Table 7.1. The rate constants and the nucleophile carbon k 11 /k14 KJEs for the S 2 
reactions between cyanide ion and ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate in 
anhydrous DMSO at 20°C. 
Substrate Average 
k (M-'.s-1) 
Ethyl iodide 2.024 x 1 o-' 
Ethyl bromide 3.576 X 10-2 
Ethyl chloride b 4.232 x 1 04 b 
Ethyl tosylate 4.828 x 1 o-3 
1.0009 ± .0007c (18)d 
1.0066 ± .0008e (6)d 
1.0028 ± .00 15e (8)d 
1.0027 
1.0015 ± .OOII e (6)ct 
aThe substrate and nucleophile concentrations in these experiments were approximately 
0.08 M and 0.1 M, respectively. 
bThis data is taken from reference 16. The KIE was measured at 30°C in anhydrous 
DMSO. 
cstandard deviation. 
dThe number of separate evaluations of the KIE used to calculate the average KIE. 
eEstimated using the method in reference 23. 
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Table 7.2. The secondary a.-deuterium KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide 
ion and ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate in anhydrous DMSO at 20°C. 
Substrate Average Average 
k (M-1 -1) a ko (M-I.s-1 ) a (kJ-..fko)a a H .S 
Ethyl iodide b 2.024 x 1 o-1 1.961 X 10"1 1.0318 ± 0.0036 d 
Ethyl bromide b 3.576 X 10"2 3.552 x 1 o-2 1.0065 ± 0.0005 
Ethyl chloride c 4.232 x 1 o-4 4 .274 x 1 o-4 0.990 ± 0.004 
Ethyl tosylate b 4.828 x 1 o-3 4.548 X 10-3 1.0617 ± 0.0005 
aThe rate constants from three separate experiments were used in calculating the average 
rate constant. 
&The substrate and nucleophile concentrations in these experiments were approximately 
0.003 M and 0.005 M, respectively, for the ethyl iodide reactions, 0.0037 M and 0.0073 
M, respectively, for the ethyl bromide reactions and 0.034 M and 0.06 M, respectively, 
for the ethyl tosylate reactions 
cThis data is taken from reference 16. The KIE was measured at 30°C in anhydrous 
DMSO. The temperature effect on these KIEs is very small25-27 and can be ignored . 
dThe error in the KIE is l /k0 [(ilkHi + (k1-1/koi x (L1ko)2]112, where ilk1-1 and ilko are the 
standard deviations for the average rate constants for the reactions of the undeuterated 
and deuterated substrates, respectively. 1 
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Table 7.3. The calculated Ca-LG and NC-Ca transition-state bond lengths for the S 2 reactions between cyanide ion 
and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride at 25°C. 
(Ca-LG)t bond lengt h (A) 
Substrate 
RHF B3L YP B3L YP 
/6-31 +G(d) /6-3l+G(d) /aug-cc-pVDZ 
Et-1" 
Et-Br 
Et-Cl 
2.6841 
2.4709 
2.3623 
Et-OTs 1.9313 
Leaving group 0.3218 
effect (1-Cl) 
2.6129 
2.4048 
2.2996 
1.8664 
0.3133 
2.5966 (18.9%)6 
2.4183 (21.7%) 
2.2910 (25.3%) 
1.8710 (28.3%) 
0.3056 (-6.4%) 
a Huzinaga' s double zeta basis set ) was used for iodine. 
(NC-Ca)f bond length (A) 
RHF 
16-
31 +G(d) 
2.4937 
2.3724 
2.3708 
2.4425 
0.1229 
B3LYP 
16-
31 +G(d) 
2.4452 
2.3379 
2.3477 
2.4273 
0.0975 
B3LYP 
/aug-cc-p VDZ 
2.4175 (65.7%t 
2.3969 (64.3%) 
2.3417 (60.5%) 
2.4048 (64.8%) 
0.0758 (5.2%) 
(C-Ca + Ca-LG)f 
= RTs (A)d 
5.0141 
4.8152 
4.6327 
4.2758 
0.381 4 
b The% extension of the Ca-LG bond on going to the transition state = {(Ca-LG bond length in the transition state - Ca-LG 
bond length in the reactant )/Ca-LG bond length in the reactant}. The Ca-LG bond lengths in the reactant were Ca-I = 2.1834 
A, the Ca-Br = 1.9878 A, the Ca-Cl = 1.8279 A, and the Ca-0 = 1.4584 A. 
c The % extension of the NC-Ca bond in the transition state = {(NC-Ca bond length in the transition state - NC-Ca bond 
length in the product)/NC-Ca bond length in the product}. The NC-Ca bond length in the product was 1.459 A. 
d At the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 
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Table 7.4. The nucleophile carbon (k11/k14) KIEs for the S 2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride at 25°C 
using three different levels of theory. 
Substrate 
Ethyl iodidea 
Ethyl bromide 
Ethyl chloride 
Ethyl tosylate 
Leaving group 
effect (I - Cl) 
RHF 
/6-31 +G(d) 
0.9811 
0.9691 
0.9767c 
0.9723 
0.9737 
0.0087 
B3LYP 
/6-31 +G(d) 
0.9869 
0.9750 
0.9828c 
0.9793 
0.9793 
0.0076 
B3LYP Expt. 
/aug-cc-p VDZ 
0.9843 
0.9845 
0.9809 
0.9800 
0.0034 
1.0066 
1.0028 
1.0027b 
1.0015 
0.0039 
aHuzinaga's double zeta basis set ) was used for iodine. 
bEstimated using the method in reference 23 from the incoming nucleophile k 12/k 13 = 
1.000916. 
cvalue is obtained by using standard bromine 6-3 1 +G( d) basis set. 
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Table 7.5. The secondary a-deuterium [(kH/ko)a] KIEs for the SN2 reactions 
between cyanide ion and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl 
chloride at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
Substrate 
Ethyl iodide3 
Ethyl bromide 
Ethyl chloride 
Ethyl tosylate 
Leaving group 
RHF 
/6-3I+G(d) 
0.9436 
0.9474 
0.9545c 
0.9655 
1.0188 
(ku/ko)a 
B3LYP 
/6-3I +G(d) 
0.9723 
0.9734 
0.9804c 
0.9987 
1.0206 
effect (I - Cl) -0.0220 -0.0265 
B3LYP 
/aug-cc-p VDZ 
0.9718 
0.9762 
0.9899 
1.0009 
-0.0182 
Ex pt. 
1.0318 
1.0065 
0.990b 
1.0617 
0.0418 
aHuzinaga's double zeta basis sees was used for iodine. 
bThis value was measured in anhydrous DMSO at 30°C. 16 The temperature effect on 
these KIEs is very small25-27 and can be ignored. 
cValue is obtained by using standard bromine 6-31 +G(d) basis set. 
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Table 7.6. Free energies of activation for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion and 
ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate at 20°C. 
0'1 (kJ mor1) 
Gas phase DMSO 
B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B3LYP/ B3LYP/ 
6-31 G(d) aug-ccpVDZ 6-31 G(d) aug-cc-p VDZ 
12.4 6.7 91.2 87.7 Ethyl iodide 77.0 
2 1.4 19. 1 93.2 91.6 Ethyl bromide 81.3 
39.4 34.7 102.4 99.8 Ethyl chloride 92.3 
Ethyl tosylate 36.8 36.0 122.9 131.1 86.2 
aB3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
bCalculated from the average experimental rate constants in Table 7. 1. 
CHuzinaga's double zeta basis see5 was used for iodine. 
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Table 7.7. The calculated C0 -LG and NC-Ca transition-state bond lengths for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion 
and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride in DMSO at 25°C. 
(C0 -LG)f bond length (A) (NC-Ca)f bond lengthd (A) 
Substra RHF B3LYP B3LYP RHF B3LYP B3LYP 
te /6-31+G(d) /6-31 +G(d) /aug-cc-p VDZ /6-31 +G(d) /6-31+G(d) /aug-cc-pVDZ 
Et-13 2.7819 2.6762 2.6557 (21.0%)6 2.5150 2.3806 2.3490 (60.2%t 
Et-Br 2.5384 2.4405 2.4654 (23.1 %) 2.4115 2.3107 2.3650 (61 .3%) 
Et-CI 2.4271 2.3295 2.3227 (25.9%) 2.4481 2.3517 2.3387 (59.5%) 
Et-OTs 2.0270 1.9446 1.9453 (32.6%) 2.4268 2.3552 2.3320 (59.1 %) 
a Huzinaga's double zeta basis set was used for iodine. 
(C-Ca + Ca-LG)f 
= RTs (A)d 
5.0047 
4.8304 
4.6614 
4.2773 
b The% extension of the C0 -LG bond on going to the transition state = {(C0 -LG bond length in the transition state - C0 -LG 
bond length in the reactant)/Ca-LG bond length in the reactant}. The C0 -LG bond lengths in the reactant were C0 -l = 2.1949 
A, the C0 -Br = 2.0033 A, the Ca-Cl = 1.8444 A, and the Ca-0 = 1.4669 A at B3L YP/aug-cc-p VDZ. 
c The % extension of the NC-Ca bond in the transition state = { (NC-Ca bond length in the transition state - C-C0 bond 
length in the product)/NC-Ca bond length in the product}. The NC-Ca bond length in the product was 1.4660 A at 
B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ. 
d At the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. 
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Table 7.8. The nucleophile carbon (k 11/k14) KIEs for the SN2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride in 
DMSO at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
Substrate 
Ethyl iodidea 
Ethyl bromide 
Ethyl chloride 
Ethyl tosylate 
Leaving group 
effect (I - Cl) 
RHF 
/6-31 +G(d) 
0.9878 
0.9758 
0.9841 d 
0.9523 
0.9778 
0.0355 
k 
B3LYP 
/6-31 +G(d) 
0.985-
0.9751 
0.9826d 
0.9749 
0.9778 
0.0101 
B3LYP 
/aug-cc-p VDZ 
0.9787 
0.9820 
0.9793 
0.9778 
-0.0006 
0.0027c 
Ex pt. 
1.0066 
1.0028 
1.0027b 
1.001 5 
0.0039 
a Huzinaga' s double zeta basis set was used for iodine. 
b Estimated using the method in reference 23 from the incoming nucleophile k 12/k13 = 
1.000916. 
c Leaving group effect (Br - Cl) 
d Value is obtained by using standard bromine 6-31 +G(d) basis set. 
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Table 7.9. The secondary a.-deuterium (ku/ko)a KIEs for the SN2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride in 
DMSO at 25°C using three different levels of theory. 
Substrate 
Ethyl iodidea 
Ethyl bromide 
Ethyl chloride 
Ethyl tosylate 
Leaving group 
effect (I - Cl) 
RHF 
/6-3 1+G(d) 
1.0067 
1.0128 
1.0332c 
1.0540 
1.0923 
-0.0473 
B3LYP 
/6-3 1+G(d) 
0.961 1 
0.9722 
0.98 18c 
1.0090 
1.0043 
-0.0479 
B3LYP 
/aug-cc-p VDZ 
0.9517 
0.9722 
0.9920 
0.9892 
-0.0402 
Ex pt. 
1.0318 
1.0065 
1.0617 
0.0418 
a Huzinaga's double zeta basis set was used for iodine. 
6 This value was measured in anhydrous DMSO at 30°C. 16 The temperature effect on 
these KIEs is very smalf 5-27 and can be ignored. 
c Value is obtained by using standard bromine 6-3 1 +G(d) basis set. 
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Table 7.10. The individual contributions to the calculated nucleophile carbon (k11/k14) KIEs for the SN2 reactions between 
cyanide ion and ethyl iodide, ethyl bromide, ethyl tosylate and ethyl chloride at 25°C in the gas phase at the B3L YP/aug-cc-
pVDZ level of theory. 
Substrate TDFR KIET TIP KIET X TIP TDP KIE+ = Total % 
{KIET.TIP.TDP} kll/kl4 (KIE T X TIP)/k I 1/k 14 
Ethyl iodide 1.2964 1.0021 1.0102 1.0123 0.7501 0.7593 0.9844 78.3 
Ethyl bromide 1.2964 1.0022 1.0094 1.0116 0.7507 0.7594 0.9845 74.8 
Ethyl chloride 1.2964 1.0025 1.0089 1.0115 0.7481 0.7566 0.9810 60.2 
Ethyl tosylate 1.2964 1.0025 1.0071 1.0096 0.7488 0.7560 0.9801 48.0 
Leaving group 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0013 0.0008 0.002 0.0027 0.0034 18.1 
effect (l-Cl) 
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CHAPTERS 
Concluding Remarks 
This research involves investigation of the mechanisms and thermodynamics of 
various reactions, finding the unknown heats of formation of different compounds, and 
characterizing transition states using the kinetic isotope effect. We have performed 
quantum-mechanical computations with ab initio, OFT and Gaussian-n theories. The 
performance of each level of theory was also compared to experimental data, where 
available. A summary of my research is as follows: 
Computational Study of the Reactions of SiH3X (X= H, CI, Br, I) with HCN: 
A Computational study of the reactions of SiH3X (X = H, Cl , Br, I) with HCN 
was carried out to add valuable knowledge to the rapidly growing field of silicon 
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chemistry, through study of a reaction which is quite difficult to carry out experimentally. 
Silane, halosilanes and HCN are also found in abundance in space and are therefore of 
great interest in interstellar chemistry. Ab initio and OFT calculations were performed for 
the mechanistic and thermodynamic study of these reactions. Geometries of the reactants, 
transition states, intermediates and products were optimized at HF, MP2 and B3L YP 
levels of theory using the 6-31 G( d) and 6-31 G( d,p) basis sets. Energies were also 
obtained using G3MP2 and G3B3 levels of theory. The following remarks could be made 
from this investigation: 
I. It was found that HCN can react with silane and halosilanes v1a three different 
mechanisms. One involves HX elimination by a one-step pathway producing 
SiH3CN. The second mechanism consists of H2 elimination, producing SiH2XCN via 
a one-step pathway or three multiple-step pathways. The third mechanism involves 
dissociation of SiH3X to various products, which can then react with HCN. 
2. The reaction of SiH3X with HC produces different products depending on 
substituent X. For X = Hand Br, the decomposition mechanism is preferred (SiH4 -
SiH2 + H2) and (SiH3Br - SiHBr + H2 - SiH2 +HBr) and the reaction of SiH2 with 
HCN will form SiH3CN. For X = Cl, H2 elimination (SiH3Cl + HCN - SiH2ClCN + 
H2) is slightly favoured forming the SiH2ClCN product, while for X=I, mainly 
SiH3CN product should be formed via an HI elimination reaction (SiH3I + HCN -
SiH3CN +HI) and decomposition reaction (SiH3I - SiHJ + H2 - SIH2 + HI). 
3. We have found that the standard 6-31 G(d) bromine basis set gave results which were 
in better agreement with the G3MP2 results than for the Binning-Curtiss basis set. 
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4. Computed heats of formation (~Hr) for SiH3CN, SiH3NC, SiH2ClCN, SiH2BrCN, 
SiH2ICN, SiHCl, SiHBr, and SiHI were found to be 133.5, 150.8, -34.4, 23.6, 102.4, 
48.7, 127.1 , and 179.8 kJ mort, respectively. From enthalpies calculated at G3MP2, 
we predict the ~Hr for SiH2 to be 262.8 kJ mort compared to the experimental value 
of273.8 ± 4.2 kJ mort. 
New insights into the bromination reaction for a series of alkenes - A computational 
study: 
A computational study of the addition of bromine to alkenes was carried out with 
the aim of discovering the actual mechanism of the reaction. From an extensive literature 
search, we found that there was very little computational studies of this reaction. 
Moreover, the existing data did not agree with experiment. Since it is impossible for the 
experimentalist to conclusively propose a reaction mechanism, we have decided to 
investigate the reaction computationally. Ab initio calculations were carried out for the 
reaction of Br2 with ethene, propene, isobutene, fluoroethene, chloroethene, (E)-1 ,2-
difluoroethene and (E)-1 ,2-dichloroethene. For ethene, the calculations were also carried 
out for the reaction with 2Br2. Geometries were optimized at HF, MP2 and B3L YP using 
the 6-31 G( d) and 6-31 +G( d) basis sets whereas for Br both the standard 6-31 G and the 
Binning-Curtiss bromine basis sets were used. Single point energies were also calculated 
at G3MP2 and G3MP2B3. The complete reaction pathways for all the proposed 
mechanisms have been verified using IRC analysis. Activation energies, free energies 
and enthalpies of activation along with thermodynamic properties (~E, ~H, and ~G) for 
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each reaction were calculated. Free energies of activation and of reaction for the addition 
reaction of bromine to alkenes in CC14, Cl-{zC12, CH2Cl-CH2Cl and CH30H were 
calculated with the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The investigation has resulted 
in several conclusions: 
1. For the reaction of alkenes with a single Br2, one mechanism involves a perpendicular 
attack by Br2 on the C=C bond and a second mechanism consists of sidewise attack 
by Br2. 
2. The sidewise attack by Br2 is found to be the favourable mechanism for the reactions 
involving a single Br2 and alkenes. 
3. Alkenes can react with 2Br2 via several mechanisms all leading to the dibromo 
product. The most likely pathway for the reaction of ethene and 2Br2 involves a trans 
addition of a Br atom from Br3- to one of the bromonium ion carbons. 
4. Our results indicate that the reaction of ethene with 2Br2 is favoured over reaction 
with only Br2 both in gas phase and in CCk 
5. There is excellent agreement between the calculated free energies of activation for the 
reaction of ethene and 2Br2 with experiment in non-polar aprotic solvents (CH2Ch, 
6. On the other hand, the free energies of activation for the reaction with a single Br2 
agrees well with the experimental results for polar protic solvents (CH30H) only 
when the reaction is mediated by a solvent molecule. 
7. A kinetic expression is proposed that accounts for the difference between bromination 
of alkenes in protic and aprotic solvents. 
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8. Previously unknown heats of formation for trans-CHFBr-CH2Br, trans-CHC!Br-
CH2Br, trans-CHFBr-CHFBr and trans-CHC!Br-CHC!Br were calculated to be -
214.8, -63.4,-400.1 and -61.8 kJ mor1, respectively. 
The addition reaction of adamantylideneadamantane with Br2 and 2Br2 - A 
Computational Study: 
The mechanism for the addition reaction of adamantylideneadamantane with Br2 
and 2Br2 was investigated at HF and B3L YP levels of theory using the 6-31 G(d) basis 
set. Energies were also obtained using single point calculations at MP2/6-31 G(d)//HF/6-
31 G(d), MP2/6-31 G(d)//B3L YP/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 +G(d)//B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) 
levels of theory. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations were performed to 
characterize the transition states on the potential energy surface. Activation energies, free 
energies and enthalpies of activation along with the relative stability of products for each 
reaction pathway were calculated. This reaction has yielded several conclusions: 
1. Only one pathway is found for the reaction of Ad=Ad with one Br2 producing a 
bromonium/bromide ion pair. 
2. Three mechanisms for the reaction of Ad=Ad with 2Br2 were found leading to three 
different structural forms of the bromonium/Br3- ion pair. 
3. The reaction of Ad=Ad with 2Br2 is strongly favoured over reaction with only one 
Br2. This is in agreement with our previous study on the bromination reaction of 
ethene. 
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4. According to B3L YP/6-31 G( d) and single point calculations at MP2, the most stable 
bromonium/Br3- ion pair would form spontaneously. 
5. The most stable of the three bromoniurn/Br3- ion pairs has a structure very similar to 
the observed X-ray structure. 
6. Free energies of activation and relative stabi lities of reactants and products in CC14 
and in CH2ClCH2Cl were also calculated with PCM using the united atom (UAO) 
cavity model and, in general, results similar to gas phase were obtained. 
7. An optimized structure for the trans-] ,2-dibromo product is also found at all the 
levels of theory both in gas phase and in solution, but no transition state leading to the 
trans-] ,2-dibromo product was obtained. 
A comparison of the Standard 6-31 G and Binning-Curtiss Basis Sets for Third Row 
Elements: 
A comparison of the standard 6-3 1 G and Binning-Curtiss (BC6-3 1 G) basis sets 
for third row elements was carried out to aid other researchers in choosing the best 6-31 G 
basis set. From our previous research on the reaction of silanes with HBr and the 
bromination reactions of alkenes, we found that the energies obtained from using the 
bromine BC6-31 G basis set did not agree with experiment. Therefore we investigated 
these basis sets more thoroughly. Ab initio and DFT calculations were carried out for 
isogyric reactions involving the yct row elements, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br. Geometries of 
all the reactants and products were optimized at HF, MP2, and B3L YP levels of theory 
using the 6-31 G( d) and 6-31 G( d,p) basis sets. For molecules containing 3 rd row elements, 
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geometries, frequencies and thermodynamic properties were calculated using both the 
standard 6-31 G and the Binning-Curtiss (BC6-31 G) basis sets. In order to determine the 
performance of these basis sets, the calculated thermodynamic properties were compared 
to G3MP2 values and where possible to experimental values. The research has resulted in 
several major findings : 
1. Geometries and frequencies calculated with the standard 6-31 G and the BC6-31 G 
basis sets were found to differ significantly. 
2. Frequencies calculated with the standard 6-31 G basis set were generally in better 
agreement with the experimental values (MAD= 40.1cm-1 at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and 
94.2 cm-1 at MP2/6-31 G(d,p) for unsealed frequencies and 29.6 cm-1 and 24.4 cm-1, 
respectively for scaled frequencies). 
3. For all the reactions investigated, the thermodynamic properties calculated with the 
standard 6-31 G basis set were found to consistently be in better agreement with the 
G3MP2 and the available experimental results. However, the BC6-31 G basis set 
performs poorly for the reactions involving both 2nd and 3rd row elements. Since, in 
general, the standard 6-31 G basis set performs well for all the reactions, we 
recommend that the standard 6-31 G basis set be used for calculations involving 3rd 
row elements. 
4 . Using G3MP2 enthalpies of reaction and available experimental heats of formation 
(ilHr), previously unknown ilHr values for CH3SeH, SiH3SeH, CH3AsH2, SiH3AsH2, 
CH3GeH3 and SiH3GeH3 were found to be 18.3 , 18.0, 38.4, 82.4, 41.9 and 117.4 kJ 
mor' , respectively. 
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A new insight into using chlorine leaving group and nucleophile carbon kinetic 
isotope effects to determine substituent effects on the structure of SN2 transition 
states: 
Chlorine leaving group k35 /k37, nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 and secondary a-
deuterium [(k1iko)a] kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) have been calculated for the SN2 
reactions between para-substituted benzyl chlorides and cyanide ion to determine 
whether these isotope effects can be used to determine the substituent effect on the 
structure of the transition state. The calculations were done at the RHF/6-31 +G(d), the 
B3L YP/6-31 +G(d) and the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. KIEs were calculated 
with the program ISOEFF98. With a combination of computational and experimental 
results, we were able to provide a new theory on the relationship between the effects of 
substituents on the transition-states and the KIE in a series of SN2 reactions. We can 
make the following remarks on the basis of our investigation: 
1. The experimental secondary a-deuterium KIEs indicate the transition states for these 
reactions are unsymmetric. The theoretical calculations at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ 
level of theory support this conclusion, i.e. , they suggest that the transition states for 
these reactions are unsymmetric with a long NC-Ca and reasonably short Ca-Cl 
bonds. 
2. The calculated chlorine isotope effects suggest that these KIEs can be used to 
determine the substituent effects on transition state structure with the KIE decreasing 
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when a more electron-withdrawing para-substituent is present. This conclusion IS 
also supported by experiment. 
3. The experimental nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 KIEs for these reactions do not change 
significantly with substituent and therefore do not appear to be useful for determining 
how the NC-Ca transition-state bond changes with substituent. The theoretical 
calculations on the other hand indicate that the NC-Ca bond shortens as a more 
electron-withdrawing substituent is placed on the benzene ring of the substrate. 
However, the changes in the NC-Ca transition-state bond with substituent are very 
small and may not be measurable. 
4. Finally, through a theoretical approach, it was possible to determine if chlorine 
leaving group and nucleophile carbon KIEs can be used to determine the substituent 
effect on an SN2 transition state structure. A correct and measurable substituent effect 
on leaving group KIEs will only be found for a very reactant-like or for a very 
product-like SN2 TS. Similarly, the substituent effect on nucleophile KIEs will only 
be found when the Nu-Ca bond formation in the TS is well advanced I.e. , m a 
product-like SN2 TS. 
5. These KIEs can also indicate whether an SN2 reaction has a reactant-like, a product-
like, or a central transition state. 
6. Experimental chemists must ensure that only SN2 products are formed from the 
reaction. 
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Can incoming nucleophile carbon kinetic isotope effects be used to determine the 
transition state structure for different SN2 reactions?: 
Nucleophile carbon k 11 /k 14 and secondary a-deuterium [(kH/ko)a] kinetic isotope 
effects (KIEs) have been measured for SN2 reactions between tetrabutylammonium 
cyanide and ethyl iodide, bromide, chloride and tosylate in anhydrous DMSO to 
determine whether these isotope effects can be used to determine the structure of the SN2 
transition states. PCM was used for the calculations in solvent (DMSO). This reaction has 
yielded several conclusions: 
1. The experimental KIEs suggests that the transition state is tighter with a sl ightly 
shorter NC-Ca bond and a much shorter Ca-LG bond when the substrate has a poorer 
halogen leaving group. Theoretical calculations at the B3L YP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of 
theory support this conclusion. 
2. The results show that the nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 KIEs can be used to determine 
transition state structure in different reactions and that the usual method of 
interpreting the experimental k 11/k 14 KIEs is correct. 
3. The magnitude of the experimental secondary a -deuterium KIE is related to the 
nucleophile - leaving group distance in the SN2 transition state (RTs) for reactions 
with a halogen leaving group. However, the calculated and experimental a -deuterium 
KIEs change oppositely with leaving group ability. 
4. Neither the experimental nor the theoretical secondary a-deuterium KIEs for the ethyl 
tosylate reaction fit the trend found for the reactions with a halogen leaving group. 
This presumably is found because of the bulky (sterically hindered) leaving group in 
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the tosylate reaction. From every prospective, the tosylate reaction is too different 
from the halogen reactions to be compared. 
Future work: 
The secondary a-deuterium [(k1l ko)a] kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for the N2 
reactions between tetrabutylammonium cyanide and ethyl iodide, bromide, chloride and 
tosylate were calculated to determine the structure of the SN2 transition states. The KIEs 
did not agree with the experimental observations. We think that the calculation of KIE is 
not straightforward and has some limitation. The equation used for the calculation of KIE 
may not be able to give the correct KIE if there are high frequency modes involved. More 
analysis is required to explore the limitations of KIE. The future work may also provide 
new theoretical approaches on the calculation of the KIEs where the conventional 
approach fails. The calculated kinetic isotope effect also suggests that the existing basis 
sets for iodine needs to be reevaluated. Apparently, there is no standard 6-31 G or aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set for fourth row elements such as iodine. It is very important to implement 
basis sets for fourth row elements that are consistent with the basis sets for I 5', 2"d and 3rd 
row elements. Since the KIEs are very sensitive to basis sets, they may also be used to 
evaluate the performance of new basis sets. 
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Appendix A 
Input for Solvent Calculation in Gaussian: 
# B3L YP/6-31 G(d) OPT SCRF=(PCM,solvent=carbontetrachloride) FR Q 
Ethene 
0 1 
C,0,0.,0.,-0.6656073523 
C,0,0.,0.,0.6656073523 
H,0,0.9236858228,0., 1.2394677393 
H,0,-0.9236858228,0. , 1.2394677393 
H,0,0.9236858228,0.,-1.2394677393 
H,0,-0. 9236858228,0.,-1.2394677393 
Output from Gaussian: 
Optimized Geometry: 
C,0,0.,0.,0.6656073523 
C,0,0.,0.,-0.6656073523 
H,0,0.,0.9236858228,-1.2394677393 
H,0,0. ,-0. 9236858228,-1 .2394677393 
H,0,0.,0.9236858228, 1.2394677393 
H,0,0.,-0.9236858228, 1.2394677393 
Total free energy in solution: 
with all non electrostatic terms 
Zero-point correction = 
Thermal correction to nergy = 
Thermal correction to Enthalpy = 
Thermal correction to Gibbs Free Energy = 
Sum of electronic and zero-point Energies = 
(a.u.) = -78.583014 
0.051154 (Hartree/Particle) 
0.054198 
0.055142 
0.030278 
-78.536892 
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Sum of electronic and thermal Energies = 
Sum of electronic and thermal Enthalpies = 
Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= 
Therefore, 
-78.533848 
-78.532904 
-78.557768 
The free energy of ethene in CC14 at B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory is the summation 
of the above shaded values., i.e. -78.583014 + 0.030278 = -78.552736. 
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Appendix B 
[The experimental KIEs were measured by Prof. Kenneth C. Westaway and his group at 
Laurentian University, Canada and Prof. Olle Matsson and his group at Uppsala 
University, Sweden] 
Experimental Procedure for determining the secondary a.-deuterium- (k 11/ko)a, the 
chlorine leaving group- (k35/k37) and the nucleophile carbon k 11/k 14 KIE for the S 2 
reaction between cyanide ion and para-substituted benzyl chlorides: 
Secondary a.-deuterium KIEs: Approximately 0.9g of tetrabutylammonium cyanide 
was dissolved in 50 mL of anhydrous THF under a nitrogen atmosphere in an eR glove 
bag. Then, a 0.060 - 0.70 M. stock solution of benzyl chloride was prepared in a sample 
vial that had been pre-filled with 10 mL of anhydrous THF and sealed with a rubber 
septum under a nitrogen atmosphere in the glove bag by injecting I mL of benzyl 
chloride into the sample vial. The exact concentration of the benzyl chloride stock 
solution was calculated from the accurate weight of the vial before and after the benzyl 
chloride was added. Then, 20 mL of the tetrabutylammonium cyanide stock solution wa 
transferred into a reaction flask fitted with a serum cap in the glove bag and the reaction 
flask and the benzyl chloride stock solution were cooled in a distilled ice-water bath for 
an hour. The reaction was started by injecting 1.00 mL of the benzyl chloride stock 
solution into the reaction flask. One mL samples of the reaction mixture solution were 
taken at various times throughout the reaction and injected into 25 mL of 0.0025 M nitric 
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acid to quench the reaction by converting the unreacted cyanide ion into HCN. The acidic 
solution was stirred in the fume hood for at least an hour to completely remove the HCN 
and then the chloride ion in the sample was analyzed in a potentiometic titration using a 
standard 0.005 M silver nitrate solution. 
The same procedure was used to measure the secondary a-deuterium KIE except 
that the tetrabutylammonium cyanide stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.5g of 
tetrabutylammonium cyanide in 50 mL of anhydrous THF and that the 4-chlorobenzyl 
chloride solution was prepared by injecting 0.58 mL of 4-chlorobenzyl chloride in a 
sample vial containing 10 mL of anhydrous THF. 
Chlorine Leaving Group KIEs: The procedure used m measuring these KIEs is 
described in the article: 
Koerner, T.; Fang, Y.; Westaway, K. C., J. Amer. Chern. Soc., 2000, 122, 7342-7350. 
Nucleophile Carbon 11k/14k KIEs: 
Reagents: The aldehyde impurities in the para-substituted benzyl chlorides were removed 
by treatment with sodium bisulfite.4 1· 42 Then, the purified compounds were distilled 
under reduced pressure and stored in an air-tight container in the refrigerator. 1H NMR 
showed negligible levels of aldehyde after a week. The THF was distilled over sodium 
and benzophenone. The tetrabutylammonium cyanide (TBACN) was stored in a 
desiccator over P20 5. In order to avoid a build up of [14C]formic acid, small aliquots of 
the solid [14C]potassium cyanide (2.04 GBq/mmol, American Radiolabeled Chemicals, 
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Inc.) were withdrawn and dissolved in distilled water on the day of a kinetic run. Any 
unused K[ 14C]N solution was refrigerated and used within two days. The 11C-Iabelled 
cyanide was produced employing the Scanditronix MC-17 Cyclotron at Uppsala Imanet 
AB. Proton bombardment of nitrogen, 14N(p,a) 11 C, in the presence of trace amounts of 
oxygen afforded C 1C]02 which was converted to hydrogen [ 11 C]cyanide utilizing an on-
line gas-processing synthesis.43• 44 Prior to trapping in distilled water (I mL at oo C) the 
H[ 11 C]N was passed through a 50% aqueous sulfuric acid at 70° C and then sicapent®. All 
the work with 11 C-materials was performed behind 5 em thick lead shields. Generally, the 
resulting activity of the H[ 11 C]N solution was 2.0- 4.0 GBq. 
After transport to the laboratory in a lead-lined trolley, sufficient [ 14C]potassium 
cyanide to yield a 14C-activity of over 10,000 counts per minute at 50% reaction of a 
kinetic run) was added to the C 1C]hydrogen cyanide solution. Impurities mostly formed 
in the synthesis of H[ 11 C]N were removed by employing a preparative HPLC system 
equipped with a B+-detector. A C18 column (Phenomenex, Luna 10 f.l 250 x 10 mm) 
operated at a flow of 4 mllmin. The isocratic mobile-phase system consisted of 
ammonium formate (50 mM, pH 3.5) 95% and acetonitrile 5%. Hydrochloric acid (0.3 
mL, 0.11 mM) was added to the collected fraction of HCN (tR = 4.5 - 5.1 min). Then, the 
HCN was transferred to the reaction solvent by first heating it to 75°C and passing a 
gentle stream of nitrogen ( < 10 mL/min) through the solution. The HCN was dried with 
sicapent® before being trapped in an anhydrous THF solution of TBACN (1.0 mL, 0.05 
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M) at - 42°C. The activity of the THF solution was usually 150 - 300 MBq after 7 min of 
distillation. 
Kinetic Procedure. Two portions ( 100 J.!L and 700 J.!L) of the labeled THF solution were 
withdrawn and transferred to septum-capped 1.5 mL vials. A 10 ~tL aliquot was taken 
from the 700 J.!L portion and mixed with 90 J.!L of 30% acetonitrile in water. Dilution 
with water was necessary in order to prevent substantial tailing of the HCN peak and the 
acetonitrile was needed to assure full solubility of the para-substituted benzyl cyanides. 
Ten J.!L of the diluted cyanide solution was injected into an HPLC equipped with a p+_ 
flow detector. The HPLC consisted of a C 18 column (Phenomenex, Synergy 4 ~t Hydro-
RP 80 A, 150 x 4.60 mm) operating at a flow rate of I mL/min. The mobile-phase system 
consisted of ammonium formate, 50 mM at pH 3.5 (A) and acetonitrile (B). The gradient 
system used was from 0 to 2 min: 7% B, from 2 to 3 min: 7 to 80% B, 3 - 8 min: 80% B, 
8 - 9 min: 80 to 7% B, 9 - 16 min: 7% B. The product fraction (X = H, 6.8 - 8.5 min; 
CH3, 6.3 - 8.0; Cl, 6.6 - 8.3 min) was collected to serve as a correction for 14C-impurities 
(see below). In order to achieve flexible and clean collection, a manual procedure was 
employed. The outlet from the p+ -detector was elongated by Teflon tubing so that it could 
be directly immersed into a polyethylene scintillation vial containing 14 mL of Zinsser 
Analytic QUICKSAFE A scinti llation cocktail. Immediately after collection, the outlet 
tube from the detector was withdrawn, the vial capped and shaken vigorously. 
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Sufficient para-substituted benzyl chloride (X = H, 6 11L; CH3, 6.5 11L; Cl, 6 ~tL) 
to react with between 25 and 60% of the hydrogen cyanide was added to the capped vial 
containing the 700 11L solution. After vortex mixing, the vial was placed in an 
autoinjector rack connected to a temperature bath at 20 ± O.OI °C. Every twenty minutes 
a I 0-20 IlL aliquot of the diluted reaction-mixture was injected into the HPLC and the 
product fraction was collected as described above. Care was taken to reseal the reaction 
vial with parafilm after each injection. Twenty 11L of the neet para-substituted benzyl 
chloride was added to the I 00 11L solution at the beginning of the experiment. This 
amount ensured complete reaction of the cyanide. At the end of the experiment, a 1 0 11L 
aliquot of this solution was withdrawn, diluted with 90 11L of acetonitrile (no water was 
added as to ensure full solubility of the para-substituted benzyl nitriles) and 20 ~tL of the 
resulting solution was injected into the HPLC and the product fraction collected as 
described above. 
The total amount of radioactivity ( 11 C + 14C) in the collected fractions was 
measured by liquid scintillation at a wide mode for 2.5 min. Usually, the activity was 
20,000 - 300,000 cpm (counts per minute). When all the 11C had decayed, each sample 
was remeasured to obtain the 14C-activity (wide mode, 50 min), which normally was 
10,000 - 50,000 cpm. The time for each measurement was adjusted so that the relative 
error of the activity was less than I%. In order to correct for possible 14C-contaminants 
co-eluting with the para-substituted benzyl cyanides, the initial labeled cyanide solution 
was injected twice and fractions were taken at the IR of the para-substituted benzyl 
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cyanide. The mean of these activities and the activity of the product fraction from the 
unreacted cyanide solution, was subtracted from the 14C-activity. The 11 C-activity was 
obtained by subtracting the uncorrected 14C-activity from the (11 C + 14C)-value. Finally 
the 11 C-activity was decay corrected. 
Data evaluation: The kinetic isotope effect was calculated with equation I. The isotopic 
(1) 
ratio R1 was calculated by dividing the corrected 
14C- and 11 C-values at fraction of 
reaction, /, and Ro was the ratio of the corrected 14C- and 11 C-values at 100% reaction. 
The/value was obtained from the peak areas in the ~+-detector chromatograms. A 11C-
impurity coeluted with the hydrogen cyanide. The amount of impurity was obtained from 
the chromatogram of the 1 00% reaction sample and subtracted from the area of the 
reactant peak in each reaction chromatogram. Usually, the impurity represented 2.0 -
2.5% of the total activity. Since the impurity did not react and was constant throughout 
the experiment, the impurity, although unidentified, did not affect the re ults. 
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Appendix C 
[The experimental KIEs were measured by Prof. Kenneth C. Westaway and his group at 
Laurentian University, Canada and Prof. Olle Matsson and his group at Uppsala 
University, Sweden] 
Experimental Procedure for determining the nucleophile carbon k 11 /k14 and the 
secondary a-deuterium- (kB/ko)a KIEs for the SN2 reactions between cyanide ion 
and ethyl chloride, bromide, iodide and tosylate in anhydrous DMSO at 20°C: 
Nucleophile Carbon k11/k14 KIEs 
Reagents: The ethyl chloride, bromide and iodide were used as received. The ethyl 
tosylate was distilled under reduced pressure before use. The anhydrous DMSO (Aldrich 
99.9 +%, <0.005% water cont.) was used as received and stored under extra-dry nitrogen. 
The tetrabutylammonium cyanide (TBACN) was stored in a desiccator over P20 5. In 
order to avoid build up of [14C]formic acid, small aliquots of the solid [14C]potassium 
cyanide (2.04 GBq/mmol, American Rad iolabeled Chemicals, Inc.) were withdrawn and 
dissolved in distilled water on the day of a kinetic run. The preparation and purification 
of the H[ 11 C)N is described elsewhere.38 The only difference being that the labelled 
hydrogen cyanides were trapped in 0.9 mL of anhydrous DMSO instead of 1.0 mL of 
THF. Transfer of the labeled HCN solution to a capped vial with TBACN in anhydrous 
DMSO (1.0 M, 0.1 mL) resulted in a 0.1 M solution of cyanide ion. The obtained activity 
radioactivity was usually between 30 and 300 MBq after 7 min of distillation. 
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Kinetic Procedure: Two portions (600 ~tL and 150 ~L) were withdrawn from the labeled 
cyanide solution and transferred to septum-capped 1.5 mL vials. A 10 ~L aliquot was 
injected into an HPLC system equipped with a p+-flow detector. A C 18 column 
(Phenomenex, Synergy 4 ~t Hydro-RP 80 , 150 x 4.60 mm) was used with a flow of I 
mL/min. The mobile-phase system consisted of ammonium formate 50 mM at pH 3.5 
(A) and acetonitrile (B). The gradient system used was from 0 to 2 min: 7% B from 2 to 
3 min: 7 to 80% B, 3 - 8 min: 80% B, 8 - 9 min: 80 to 7% B, 9 - 16 min: 7% B. The 
product fraction, 5.0 - 6.5 min, was collected to serve as a correction for 14C-impurities 
(see below). For this reason, 70 ~L of reaction medium was put aside to enable further 
injections at a later stage. In order to achieve flexible and clean collection a manual 
procedure was employed. The outlet from the p+ -detector was elongated by Teflon tubing 
so that it could be directly immersed into a polyethylene scintillation vial containing 14 
mL of Zinsser Analytic QUICKSAFE A scintillation cocktail. A lid was thread o er the 
tubing, capping the vial during collection. Immediately after collection, the outlet was 
withdrawn, the vial recapped and vigorously shaken. 
An adjust d (see below) quantity of substrate dissolved in anhydrous DMSO was 
introduced to the 600 ~L portion of cyanide solution. After vortex mixing, the vial was 
placed in an autoinjector rack connected to a temperature bath at 20.00 ± 0.0 I °C. 
Aluminum foil was used to screen the reaction vial from light. Every twenty minutes an 
aliquot of 10 - 30 ~L was injected and the product fraction was collected as described 
above. Care was taken to reseal the reaction vial with parafilm after each injection as the 
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septum became increasingly pierced. The intent was to achieve a spread of cyanide 
conversion (30 - 60%) within one experimental run. For the slowly reacting ethyl 
tosylate, one addition (1 0 mg in 25 !-!L DMSO) sufficed. The ethyl halides however, 
required addition in a cumulative fashion. For example, 7 min after a first addition of 
ethyl iodide (7 1-!L, 20 v/v% in DMSO), 30% of the cyanide ion had been consumed. 
After this sample had been analyzed, more substrate was added and the reaction 
continued. 
To ensure complete reaction with respect to cyanide ion, 20 !-!L of neat ethyl 
chloride was introduced to the 150 !-!L portion of cyanide ion solution at the beginning of 
the experiment. At the end of the experiment, a 25 !-!L aliquot of the reaction mixture was 
withdrawn and injected into the HPLC. The product fraction was collected as described 
above. 
The procedure used for counting the samples and calculating the kinetic isotope 
effect is described in the article: 
Westaway, K. C.; Fang, Y. ; MacMillar, S.; Matsson, 0 .; Poirier, R. A.; Islam, S. 
M. A new insight into using chlorine leaving group and nucleophile carbon kinetic 
isotope effects to determine substituent effects on the structure of N2 transition states, 
Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2007, 111, 8110-8120. 
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Secondary a.-Deuterium KIEs 
Reagents: The preparation of the [ 1,1-2H2]ethyl chloride is described in reference 16. 
The [1 ,1-2H2]ethyl bromide [1,1-21-h]ethyl iodide were used as received from Sigma-
Aldrich. The [I , 1-2H2]ethyl tosylate was prepared by adding 5 g of [I 1-2H2]ethyl alcohol 
dropwise to a solution of 22 g tosyl chloride in 88 mL of dry pyridine at -10 °C. The 
temperature rose to -6 °C after 2 minutes and then fell to -10 °C. After the mixture wa 
stirred for at -10 °C for 30 minutes, 250 mL of 5 N sulfuric acid cooled to 0 °C, was 
added rapidly. On cooling, the product crystallized out. It was filtered, washed with 
water, and dried overnight in a vacuum desiccator. The crude tosylate ( 14g). was distilled 
at 135 °Cil.5mm Hg before use. 
Kinetic Procedure: 
Ethyl Chloride Reaction: The following solutions were prepared under an extra-dry 
nitrogen atmosphere in a I2R glove bag. One gram of tetrabutylammonium cyanide was 
dissolved in 15 mL of anhydrous DMSO giving a 0.25 M solution and 400 ~LL of ethyl 
chloride was injected with a 500 ~L syringe that had been cooled in a deep freeze, into a 
sample vial containing 15 mL of DMSO giving a 0.12 M ethyl chloride stock solution. 
The free space above the solvent in the vial was kept to Jess than I mL to reduce the risk 
of evaporation of the ethyl chloride. The amount of ethyl chloride added to the vial was 
determined by accurately weighing the vial before and after the ethyl chloride was added. 
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After these solutions had been temperature equilibrated in a constant temperature 
bath at 30.000 ± 0.002°C for I h, the reaction was started by injecting 5 mL of the ethyl 
chloride stock solution into the tetrabutylammonium cyanide solution. One mL aliquots 
of the reaction mixture were taken and injected into 30 mL of 0.013 M nitric acid. This 
quenched the reaction by protonating the nucleophile and making it unreactive. The 
acidic solution containing HCN from the unreacted cyanide ion was stirred in the 
fume hood for at least an hour so the hydrogen cyanide was completely removed. 
Finally, the concentration of chloride ion was determined using a potentiometric titration 
and a standard 0.005 M silver nitrate solution. 
Ethyl Bromide Reaction: The procedure used for the ethyl chloride reaction was used to 
measure the rate constants for the ethyl bromide reaction. The only difference was that 
the stock solutions had different concentrations. A 0.018 M stock olution of ethyl 
bromide was prepared by injecting I 0 f..lL of ethyl bromide into a sample vial containing 
7.00 mL of anhydrous DMSO and a 0.009 M tetrabutylammonium cyanide stock solution 
was prepared by dissolving approximately 0. 126 g of tetrabutylammonium cyanide 
(accurately weighed) in 50.00 mL of anhydrous DMSO. Finally 20.00 mL of the 
tetrabutylammonium cyanide solution was transferred into a reaction flask fitted with a 
serum cap. 
After both stock solutions had been temperature equilibrated at 20.000 ± 0 .002°C 
for one hour, the reaction was started by injecting 5.00 mL of the ethyl bromide stock 
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solution into the reaction flask. Finally, the bromide ion in the sample was determined 
via a potentiometric titration using a standard 0.0005 M silver nitrate solution. 
Ethyl Iodide Reaction: The procedure used for the ethyl chloride reaction was used to 
measure the rate constants for the ethyl iodide reaction. The only difference was that the 
stock solutions had different concentrations. A 0.0 II M ethyl iodide stock solution was 
prepared by injecting I 0 )lL of ethyl iodide into a sample vial containing I 0.00 mL of 
anhydrous DMSO and a 0.006 M tetrabutylammonium cyanide stock solution was 
prepared by dissolving approximately 0.088 g of tetrabutylammonium cyanide 
(accurately weighed) in 50.00 mL of anhydrous DMSO. Finally, 20.00 mL of the 
tetrabutylammonium cyanide solution was transferred into a reaction flask fitted with a 
serum cap. 
After the stock solutions had temperature equilibrated at 20.000 ± 0.002°C for I 
h. , the reaction was started by injecting 5 mL of the ethyl iodide stock solution into the 
reaction flask. The iodide ion in the sample was analyzed using a potentiometric titration 
and a 0.0005 M silver nitrate solution. 
Ethyl p-toluenesulfonate Reaction: The procedure used for the ethyl chloride reaction 
was used to measure the rate constants for the ethyl tosylate reaction. The only difference 
was that the stock solutions had different concentrations. A 0.17 M ethyl-p-
toluenesulfonate stock solution was prepared by dissolving approximately 0.24g of ethyl 
p-toluenesulfonate (accurately weighed) in 7.00 mL of anhydrous DMSO and a 0.08 M 
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tetrabutylammonium cyanide stock solution was prepared by dissolving approximately 
1.12 g of tetrabutylammonium cyanide (accurately weighed) in 50.00 mL of anhydrous 
DMSO. Finally, 20.00 mL of the tetrabutylammonium cyanide solution wa transferred 
into a reaction flask fitted with a serum cap. 
After the reaction flask and the ethyl p-toluenesulfonate stock solution had been 
temperature equilibrated at 20.000 ± 0.002°C for I hour, the reaction was started by 
injecting 5mL of the ethyl p-toluenesulfonate stock solution into the reaction flask. Then, 
1.00 mL aliquots of the reaction solution were taken and quenched in 3 mL of a methanol 
solution that was 0.0045 M in the internal standard, methyl benzoate. Five J..LL of this 
solution was injected into the Waters HPLC immediately and the concentration of the 
unreacted ethyl-p-toluenesulfonate was determined from the peak areas using a 
calibration curve. The HPLC analyses were done using a 83% methanol - 17% water 
mixture as the eluant at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The UV detector was set at 254 nm. 
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AppendixD 
Derivation of rate expression for the bromination of alkenes in protic and aprotic 
solvents: 
Two possible cases exist for the bromination reaction of alkenes: 
Case 1: 
A+Br2 
k 
k_l 
R2 
R2+X k-, 
k_z 
R3 
R3 ~ >P 
where X can be Br2 or a solvent molecule. 
Rate of formation of product, 
dp =k [R3] 
dt 3 
(2) 
Following the steady-state approximation, 
dR2 dt = k1 [A][Br2 ] - k_1 [R2] - k2 [R2][X] + k_2 [R3] = 0 
[R2] = k1 [A][BrJ + k_2 [R3] (3) 
k_1 +k2 [X] 
Similarly, 
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k1k2 [A][Br2 ][X]+ k2k_2 [R3][X] 
= (k_2 +k3 )(k_1 +k2 [X]) 
k1k2 [A][Br2 ][X] k2k_2 [R3][X] = +--~~~~~--
(k_2 +k3 )(k_1 +k2 [X]) (k_2 +k3)(k_1 +k2 [X]) 
[R3]- k2k_2 [R3][X] = k1k2 [A][Br2 ][X] (k_2 +k3 )(k_1 +k2 [X]) (k_2 +k3 )(k_, +kJX]) 
Since k_2 >> k3 , 
[R3] - k2k_2 [R3][X] = k1k2 [A][Br2 ][X] 
k_2 (k_1 +k2 [X]) k_2 (k_1 +k2 [X]) 
Putting the value of [R3] from eq ( 4) in eq. (2), 
Case 2: 
k Br2X +A ' 'R3 *-l 
R3 ~ >P 
where X can be Br2 or a solvent molecule. 
Rate of formation of product, 
dp = k[R3] 
dt 3 
Following the steady-state approximation, 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Similarly, 
_ k1 k2 [A][ Br2 ][X]+ k2 k_2 [A][ R3] 
k_2 (k_1 + k2 [A]) 
Putting the value of [R3] from eq (8) in eq. (6), 
Therefore both case 1 and 2 gives the same rate expressions, eq. (5) and (9). 
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(8) 
(9) 




